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I . Conclusions and Recommendations

A review of the two and a half year history of the U.S. -U.K. -USSR
nuclear test-ban negotiations leads to the following conclusions:

First 3 progress in the development of U.S. nuclear weapons
technology, defensive as well as offensive, has been
brought to a virtual halt. For all practical purposes,
U.S. competence in this vital area of national defense
remains at the October, 1958, level.

Second , since it is impossible with present techniques to

detect underground tests in the lower yield ranges or tests
in outer space, it would be dangerous for the U.S. to assume
that the Soviet Union may not have made important advances
in nuclear weapons technology during this period. These
advances could have a crucial effect on the relative power
position of the U.S. and the USSR.

Third , the U.S. offer to refrain voluntarily from any under-
ground tests for another 3 years from the date of signature
of the test -ban treaty while the three powers carry out an
agreed joint research program for seismic improvements and
peaceful uses, would, if accepted, only perpetuate the
current situation which is clearly prejudicial to the

security of the United States.
$t£f ^

Fourth , the present prohibition on all U.S. nuclear we
"
a P)c^^^

=^"~~M ^"^y
tests amounts to a unilateral, unpoliced moratorium which CORDE0
is not in the national interest. ?s MAY 29 1961
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Accordingly, the Committee recommends that:

The current test-ban negotiations be discontinued and
an orderly program of underground and outer space tests
which would not contaminate the earth's atmosphere be

started without further delay*

Any future international discussions of a nuclear test-
ban be resumed only as an integral part of a broader arms,

control negotiation and then only with the clear under-
standing that the U.S. test program vill not be impaired
by any moratorium arrangement during the course of the

negotiations.

The foregoing recommendations are based upon an analysis of (1) the

public record of the test-ban talks to date, (2) those areas of nuclear
weapons research which are being denied the U.S. as a result of the

voluntary moratorium, and (3) the probable long-range Communist objectives
in the test-ban talks.

II. Review of the History of the Test-Ban Talks

The most accurate and concise public record of the nuclear test-ban nego-
tiations was published in the Annual Report to Congress of the Atomic
Energy Commission for 1960, dated January 13, 1961. It is attached as

an appendix and should be read at this point as an integral part of this

paper.

During the course of this protracted negotiation, it is clear that (1) the

Soviets have made no positive effort to reach an agreement on terms other

than their own, (2) the U.K. has consistently exerted its influence to

persuade the UoS. to make additional concessions toward the Soviet position,

(3) certain U.S. scientists have provided hasty and inaccurate technical
information which has become the basis for a control system which is not
capable of detecting important categories of clandestine tests, and (4)

throughout the course of the negotiations, national security considerations
have been summarily disregarded in the almost frantic effort to secure an
agreement with the Soviet Union.

"At the present time, agreement could be speedily reached on all outstanding
questions on the basis of the proposals submitted by the Soviet Union."*
Thus spoke the confident, capable Russian negotiator, Simyon K. Tsarapkin,
the head of the Soviet delegation, on March 26, 1961, when asked to comment
on the latest series of U.S. concessions put forward by Arthur H. Dean
at the start of the current phase of the Geneva test-ban talks. Perhaps

'Washington Post, March 27, 1961
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no representative of the USSR understands better than Tsarapkin what he
has to gain by these straight-arm tactics.* Experience has taught him
that all that is needed to win his objective when negotiating with
Americans is firmness and patience. To prove his point he has only to
refer to the record: Original U.S. position on number of seismic stations
required in the world-wide control system — 650 to 700,** present position,
180; original U.S. position on number of seismic stations required within
the USSR — 21, present position, 19; original U.S. position on number
of on-site inspections required per year*** — no specified figure,
inspections to be determined by scientific criteria, present position,
a politically determined quota of 20; original U.S. position on maximum
extension of the present unpoliced moratorium while conducting a research
and development program to perfect techniques for detecting and identifying
underground nuclear explosions below the present "threshold"**** — 27

months, present position, 36 months; original U.S. position on composition
of the Control Commission to be established by the treaty 3 Free World
Countries, 2 Communist countries, 2 neutral countries, present position.
4 Free World countries, 4 Communist countries, 3 neutral countries .*****

These examples of major U.S. concessions and there are many others —
confirm the Soviet theory that a tough, unyielding position is the best
tactic to use with American negotiators.

An interesting insight into Tsarapkin 1

s training and experience is pro-
vided in the following extract from Charles Thayer's book, Diplomat ,

published by Harpers, 1959.

"In 1958 a conference was convened in Geneva to investigate the

methods of detecting nuclear explosions. It was billed as a purely
scientific exploration from which all political considerations were
to be resolutely excluded. When the Soviet delegation stepped from
its plane, It was headed by a shaggy-haired little man with an unpre-
possessing manner and a crooked smile. You could have searched In vain
for his name in every register of Soviet scientific institutions. No

American scientist had ever read one of his papers or heard him
address a scientific gathering, but he was well-known to many American
diplomats as one of the Khruschev's toughest negotiators . . . Simyon
Tsarapkin, first encountered as diplomatic advisor to General T. Shtikov
at the 1946 U.S. -Soviet negotiations in Seoul on Korean independence."

As expressed at the expert ! s talks in Geneva, 1958.

***John A. McCone, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, saw a need for

as many as 366 inspections per year to check cases when the seismic signal
Is ambiguous. Dr. Hans A. Bethe suggested a formula permitting up to 300
per year. See page 308, A Forward Strategy for America , by Robert Strausz-Hupe,
William R. Kintner and Stefan T. Possony, 1961, Harpers & Bros.

****A seismic magnitude of 4.75 measured on the Richter scale (equivalent
of a 19 kiloton yield in Nevada tuff.)

*****The major concession involved here is U.S, acceptance of the long-
standing Soviet view that there should be "parity of representation"
between the Free World and the Communist Bloc — this despite the fact
that the West has three nuclear powers and the Bloc only one.
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On the British side, Macmillan and all members of his government have
given the highest priority to getting a nuclear test-ban treaty. Osten-
sibly, they have sought to play the role of an "honest broker" between
the U.S. and the USSR. The true extent of their influence on the State
Department, and thereby on U.S. policy, has never been appreciated by
the American people. Throughout the more than 280 tripartite meetings
in Geneva, they have sought at all costs to keep the negotiations going
(thereby extending the moratorium) and to persuade the U.S. to move
toward the Soviet position. In so doing, they have not been above putting
proposals forward to the Soviet Union without even the courtesy of in-
forming their ally, the U.S., beforehand. A classic example of this was
Macmillian's now famous "quota concept". The Prime Minister made this
suggestion directly to Mr. Khrushchev during his trip to Moscow in March,
1959, without prior consultation with President Eisenhower. The Soviets
seized upon the idea at once and used it to completely undercut the only
sound position taken by the U.S. since the talks began. This was the

one contained in the Eisenhower letter to Khrushchev of April 13, 1959,
which urged that the three powers agree to ban only those tests where
existing techniques made detection possible, i.e., atmospheric and under-
water. Agreement on cessation of underground and outer-space tests was
to follow later when detection and identification became feasible. How-
ever lofty the British motives at the time, the net result of the quota

concept has been to weaken the ultimate effectiveness of the control
aspects of the draft test-ban treaty.*

The role that some of our key scientists have played during these nego-

tiations has been a curious one. Their approach to the key technical
elements of the test-ban has been more emotional than scientific. With
rare exceptions, their actions appear to reflect a "guilt complex" for

having ever created the Frankenstein of nuclear fission. They seem to

wish that nuclear weapons could simply disappear, that the clock could

be turned back and that the progress of technology could be halted. What-
ever their reasons, the fact is they have given inaccurate, hasty and
ill-considered advice on vitally important technical questions. Speci-
fically, in the spring of 1958, they informed the Administration that

they had developed an inspection system that could record a nuclear
explosion larger than' two kilotons anywhere in the world. They did this

on the basis of haphazard data obtained from one 1.7-kiloton underground
shot fired in September, 1957. They put this information before President
Eisenhower, knowing that their information was scanty and that they would
have an opportunity a few months later to verify their hypotheses during

the September, 1958, "Hardtack" series of tests. These tests at Yucca
Flats proved them wrong and forced them to admit that it is impossible
to distinguish the seismic signature of a nuclear explosion from an earth-
quake in many cases; that the minimum size underground shot that can be

identified readily is five times greater than they had originally estimated
and that it is possible to muffle underground explosions almost completely

*See Chapter 5, Nuclear Policy for War and Peace , Thomas E. Murray, 1960,
World Publishing Company.
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in large, deep cavities or caves. Notwithstanding this record of undis-
tinguished, almost irresponsible advice, the U.S. scientists still con-
tinue to advance theoretical detection systems (such as those involving
the use of unmanned "slave stations", or those relying heavily on the
psychologically "deterrent effect" of even a few inspection stations in
the USSR and China, etc.) as a basis for further concessions to the Soviet
position.

The fact that these negotiations have been allowed to continue as long
as they have stands as a monument to the make-believe world in which our
policy-makers live. Despite arrogant Soviet intransigence, despite
repeated warnings from responsible public officials in both the Executive
and Legislative branches, and despite the dangers which technological
obsolescence in nuclear weapons technology poses to our national security,
we still allow ourselves to be led down the garden path toward a non-
enforceable treaty. Procedures in our government are such that the views
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the vital defense aspects of this question
have never been made public. However, Mr. Thomas E. Murray, who during
the period 1950-57 as Atomic Energy Commissioner had access to the official
JCS position, has said, "If the Joint Chiefs of Staff were asked — and
the American people are entitled to pose this' question — whether our test
policy is endangering our over-all national defense position, their answer
would be yes ."*

While the JCS have never been allowed to express their concern publicly,
the Atomic Energy Commissioners** as recently as January, 1961, warned
the American people in the clearest possible language that continuation
of the current unpoliced test-ban could be fatal to the security, not

only of the United States, but of the entire Free World. Here are their
own words:

This Commission is fully in accord with the national policy
of attaining cessation of nuclear weapons tests under a treaty
that would establish international controls adequate to assure
compliance with its provisions. The Commission, however, also
feels a strong sense of responsibility to point out the risks

to free world supremacy in nuclear weapons and the resultant

threat to the free world that are implicit in a continued
unpoliced moratorium on weapons testing.

Nuclear weapons development is not a static science. Important

advances in weapons design are possible advances which would
have great military significance. They could include improvements
in many fields, such as new "battlefield" weapons and improvement

*Thomas E. Murray, "Nuclear Testing & American Security", Orbis
, Winter,

1961, Vol. IV, No, 4.

**John S. Graham, Loren K. Olson, Robert E. Wilson, and Chairman John
A. McCone.
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of the weight-to-yield ratio of a variety of bombs and war-
heads. Our weapons scientists are convinced that further

nuclear testing would achieve major advances in weapons design.

We must not assume that the United States is the only nation
which eould achieve dramatic advances in nuclear weapons
technology. It is technically possible at present to conduct

nuclear tests underground in a clandestine manner, with little

or no possibility of detection and identification. Methods

also could be developed for conducting tests in outer space

tests that would be extremely difficult to detect and

identify. Improved methods of detecting and verifying nuclear

explosions, and installation of a control system with provision

for an adequate number of inspections of localities where

suspicious events have been detected, are necessary if an

international agreement is to be adequately monitored.

The military advantages to be gained from clandestine nuclear

testing are great, and the probabilities of detecting and

identifying clandestine tests are very small. This will be

the free world's situation so long as there is an unpoliced

de facto moratorium on nuclear weapons testing.

The Commission recognizes that a treaty to refrain from nuclear

weapons tests under conditions of adequate control might be a

significant step toward better international relations. Such

a treaty might well point the way toward agreements and controls

in important areas of disarmament. The United States has

expressed its willingness to forgo weapons development which
could be achieved through testing, if a treaty were attained

that provides adequate means of detecting violations. It

would be quite another matter, however, to continue indefi-
nately a self-imposed moratorium on the testing of nuclear weapons

while the means of detecting violations does not exist.

III. Important Areas of Nuclear Weapons Research Denied the U.S.

Through A Continuation of the Moratorium

The hearings of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy held in April, 1960,

made it clear that the so-called "Geneva Control System", which is the

basis for the test-ban treaty now being negotiated, will not detect low

yield, underground nuclear tests or tests in outer space which might be

conducted clandestinely by the Soviets. Regardless of their personal
views, either for or against a test-ban, there is today no essential dis-
agreement among scientists on this important point/ This being the case,

what if the Soviets have taken advantage of the past two and a half years

to continue their weapons improvement and test program? What are the

possible breakthrough areas in nuclear weapons technology which could
significantly alter the present relative power position of the U.S. and

the USSR?
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First , there is the anti-ballistic missile development. Having reached
an effective condition of parity in numbers of nuclear weapons, and being
essentially "neck and neck" in operational ICBM delivery vehicles, the
side which first develops an anti-ICBM capability will shift the balance
of power decisively in its favor* Nuclear tests are necessary to provide
essential data on: (1) design improvements which increase the yield-to-
weight ratio of the anti-ICBM warhead, (2) the "kill distance" of the de-

fensive warhead, and (3) the effects of extremely high altitude nuclear
explosions on ICBM and anti-ICBM components.

Second , there is the need to determine the effect of nuclear near misses
on our own missiles in hardened sites.

Third , we must verify the effectiveness of untested U.S. weapons already
in stockpile. These include the nuclear warheads for our Polaris, Minute-
man and Atlas missiles around which our ICBM system -- the heart of the

country 1

s deterrent strength in the years ahead is built.

Fourth, our scientists need further to explore the effect of nuclear explo-
sions in outer space on existing weapons systems, communications equipment
and early warning systems.*

Fifth, the continuation of an orderly program of test and development
inevitably will lead to significant reductions in the present cost of

nuclear weapons. The significance of this fact was underlined to American
scientists attending the international meeting in Geneva during August,

1958, where the prospects of the peaceful uses of atomic energy were
reviewed. At that time a Soviet representative, L. S. Artsimovitch,

revealed that through 1952 there had been active research on an unclassi-
fied basis in the Soviet Union in techniques of pure fusion reactions.**
After 1952, all such research was classified. Our scientists realized
that if the principles which he discussed were to be used in military
applications, the resulting pure, fission-free weapons would cost anywhere
from one -tenth to one one -hundredth of the price of our current fission
weapons

.

*The "Argus" experiment in 1958 gave us the first inkling of the strategic

implications of thermonuclear explosions in outer space.

**See "The Future Development of Nuclear weapons" by Freeman J. Dyson in

the April, 1960, issue of Foreign Affairs .
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Sixth , the U.S. must keep ahead in general weapons technology, parti-
cularly such far-reaching developments as the neutron bomb.**

IV. Probable Communist Objectives in the Test-Ban Talks

There is little evidence to indicate that the Communists are interested
in true disarmament; there is certainly no evidence to show any Communist
support for the concept of control led , verifiable disarmament. Nevertheless,
the Soviet representatives clamor for "general and complete disarmament"
in the United Nations and go through the motion of negotiating a test -ban
at Geneva. What then are their long-range objectives and what do they
seek to achieve from their efforts in these two forums?

Given the well-known nature of Communism and the pattern of Communist
activities since World War I, it is logical to assume that their probable
aim in the field of disarmament is to support a specific, clear-cut
political objective. Stated in simplest terms, it is to increase the

power of the Soviet Union in relationship to the U.S.

Two main obstacles stand in the way of this objective. To begin with,
there is the unquestioned military superiority of the U.S., due primarily
to the large numbers and many types of nuclear weapons in our stockpile,
coupled with the wide variety and high performance of our delivery systems.
Additionally, there is the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, behind which
looms the prospect of a truly integrated Western Atlantic Community.

*"With continued nuclear testing we could reduce to one-half or one-third
the weight of our retaliatory bombs. Lighter bombs can be carried by

smaller missiles. Smaller missiles are less expensive. They can be handled
by fewer people on smaller and more secure bases. They can be made safer

against destruction by shock from an enemy bomb. They can be dispersed and
hidden more easily, or better still, they can be made very mobile. If their
position can be easily changed every day . . . the aggressor will have a

virtually impossible task in finding them. Additional testing will make it

certain that a reliable second-strike force can be constructed within our

means." Statement by Dr. Edward Teller, as published in the New York
Herald Tribune , August 17, 1960.

**"Then there is the matter of the neutron bomb, to which there has already
been some reference in the press. Such a bomb can theoretically be produced
by tailoring the energy of a fusion explosion so that, instead of heat and
blast, its primary product is a burst of neutrons. Such a burst would do

negligible physical damage, but it would immediately destroy all life in
the target area. It would in short, operate as a kind of death-ray. I have
heard that, in the light of present theoretical knowledge, the neutron bomb
is no more questionable than the hydrogen bomb was 6 months before it was
demonstrated that one could be built." Speech given on floor of the Senate
by Senator Thomas J. Dodd, May 12, 1960.
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This being the case, it would make sense for the Communists to do their
best to inhibit or cripple the United States' ability to use nuclear
weapons, if need be, in the defense of the West, Likewise, logic would
demand that they should seek by all means at their disposal to destroy the

NATO alliance and compel U.S. forces to withdraw from Europe,

As to the first point, it is obvious that Communists consider a cessation
of nuclear testing as but the first step toward an increased campaign to

outlaw nuclear weapons altogether. Khrushchev himself made this abundantly
clear in June, 1958, before the test-ban talks had even started. "After
the termination of nuclear weapons tests," he said, "it would be possible
to raise the question of the Powers making a solemn undertaking not to use
hydrogen and atomic weapons, and henceforth to adopt a decision on the total
prohibition of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons , . ."* The Soviets
know only too well that a complete cessation of tests will merely serve to

shift the pressures of world opinion to the banning of all nuclear weapons
and that such a prohibition would be tantamount to the unilateral disarmament
of the West.

As to the second point — the destruction of NATO — the Soviets probably
calculate that the test -ban talks are a most effective means of achieving

this end. To begin with, they undoubtedly realized in the summer of 1958

that the Eisenhower administration was moving, albeit slowly, toward a

greater degree of nuclear sharing with its NATO allies. The NATO Council

had already (December 1956) adopted a nuclear defense strategy and (early

in 1958) NATO atomic stockpiles were being established on the European
continent.** To sabotage this trend, the Russians moved rapidly to exploit
the growing public fears of fallout (which many of our own scientists had
encouraged by exaggerating the dangers far beyond the point justified by the

technical facts) and by mobilizing this emotional force behind a test ban.

They did this so effectively that they were able to separate this particular
issue from its proper place as a part of the wider problem of the control of

all types of armaments. Thus they were able to focus public attention on

those aspects of the spread of nuclear weapons which best served their pur-
pose. Avoiding the obvious fact that the political unreliability of their

captive nations*** and even of their great ally, Red China — was such
as to make it decidedly against their interests to share nuclear weapons,

they ordered their world-wide propaganda machine to sound the alarm against

the "Nth Country" danger. By doing this, they were able to exploit to the

maximum Britain's traditional fears of a resurgent Germany, gaining thereby
the full support and cooperation of America's closest friend and ally.

Working through Whitehall and the British press, the Soviets were able,

even before the 1960 elections, to convince a number of key intellectuals

*As published in the New York Times , June 29, 1958.

**Communique , Heads of Government Meeting, December 1957, published in the

NATO Handbook , 1960.

***i.e., the Warsaw Pact nations.
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in the subsequent Democratic administration that they should oppose, by
all possible means, the further proliferation of nuclear weapons * The
consequences of this very effective preliminary spade work have yet to be
made public, but already there are appearing in the press rumors of a

revised U.S. strategy on the use of these weapons in the defense of Europe.*

If this journalistic speculation is correct, and if the U.S. is actually
considering making a distinction between the composition and armament of
our military establishment and that of our NATO allies, our expulsion from
Europe is almost a certainty. By using the test -ban negotiations to bring
about a reversal of our policy of the orderly and properly safeguarded dis-
tribution of nuclear weapons to our European allies, the Communists are
giving credence to their long-standing propaganda line that Europeans can
only hope to escape nuclear annihilation by refusing to permit any nuclear
installations on their soil* Inevitably this denuclearization of Europe
will be followed by the logical demand that American troops return home
since their very presence requires them to be constantly backed-up by nuclear
weapons, whether these weapons are assigned directly to the forward units
or held as a distant, but immediately responsive reserve.

A continuation of the test cessation negotiations can only add to the irra-
tional, but growing pressure of public opinion to withhold nuclear weapons
from our allies „ Hopes that these same pressures will inhibit the Soviet
Union from giving these weapons to Communist China ignore the consistent
record of the Kremlin planners. These hard-bitten Communists base their

decisions on the hard realities of power politics and not on the changing
winds of public opinion.

Again, looking at the problem from the point of view of our negotiators in

Geneva, we would be in a much stronger position if we dealt openly with the

true problem, the diffusion of nuclear weapons, rather than allowing this

basic issue to be confused with all the technical folderol associated with
the test-ban control system. This would put the test suspension question

in its proper perspective and enable the larger issue of sharing of nuclear
armaments to be discussed within the framework of "We trust our allies;
you don't."

^Article by Voss and Fryklund, The Evening Star , February 27, 1961.

Signed:

Lt. General Edward M. Almond, USA Retired Admiral Felix B. Stump, USN Retired

Admiral Ben Moreell, USN Retired Rear Admiral Chester C. Ward, USN Retired
Admiral Arthur W. Radford, USN Retired General A. C. Wedemeyer, USA Retired

Chairman, National Strategy Committer

American Security Council



APPENDIX

Weapons Test Negotiations and Related Research*

The United States voluntary suspension of nuclear weapons test continued
in 1960. This suspension dates back to October 31, 1958, when nego-
tiations between the United States, the United Kingdom and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics began at Geneva on a treaty for the dis-

continuance of nuclear weapons testing.

To put in perspective the United States position on its voluntary sus-

pension of nuclear weapons tests it is necessary to review the history

of the test cessation negotiations beginning with the 1958 Conference

of Experts at Geneva. This group, comprising representatives of the

United States, United Kingdom, Prance, Canada, Soviet Union, Poland,

Czechoslovakia and Rumania, met from July 1 to August 21 and concluded

that it was .technically feasible, within certain limits, to set up a

world-wide control system for the detection of violations of a possible

agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapons tests. Following this,

President Eisenhower announced on August 22, 1958, that the United States,

taking account of the Geneva conclusions, was prepared to proceed
promptly to negotiate an agreement with other nations which have tested
nuclear weapons for the suspension of nuclear weapons tests and the

actual establishment of an international control system on the basis of

the experts 1 report. He also announced that, provided the Soviet Union
did likewise, the United States would suspend nuclear weapons tests for

a period of one year from the beginning of the negotiations.

Representatives of the United States, United Kingdom and Soviet Union
began negotiations on a test ban treaty on October 31, 1958. As the

negotiations proceeded, it became apparent that it would be difficult
to reach agreement with the Russians on the establishment of an effective
control system to police any test ban treaty. A special United States
scientific panel concluded that, on the basis of data which had become
available since the 1958 Conference of Experts as a result of the under-
ground nuclear explosions of HARDTACK II the last series of United
States weapons tests held at Nevada Test Site in the fall of 1958 —
underground explosions are more difficult to identify than had been
previously believed. This information was presented to the United
Kingdom and the Soviet Union in Geneva in early January 1959 , On January
22 the Soviet Union responded by questioning the need to consider any
new information which differed from the agreed conclusions of the

Conference of Experts.

*From the Annual Report to Congress of the Atomic Energy Commission
for I960 , dated January 31, 1961.
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In April and May of 1959 , President Eisenhower's proposal to ban all
nuclear tests in the atmosphere as an initial step in arriving at a

safeguarded treaty was rejected by Soviet Premier Khrushchev who in-
sisted that the treaty encompass the testing of nuclear weapons in all
environments. However, Mr. Khrushchev did agree in a letter to President
Eisenhower dated April 23, 1959, that it should be possible to establish
such controls as would guarantee strict observance of the treaty. He
also agreed to have the Soviet Union join in an experts meeting on controls
for high altitude nuclear detonations. Later the Soviet Union agreed to
have their experts re-examine underground detection with the United States
and United Kingdom. However, this latter conference which convened in
November 1959 concluded with major disagreement between the experts of
the Western allies and the experts of the Soviet Union.

In December, 1959, President Eisenhower noted that the negotiations had
been in progress for 14 months and that no satisfactory agreement was in
sight. He called attention to the fact that prospects for an agreement
had been injured by the unwillingness of the politically guided Soviet
experts to give serious scientific consideration to the effectiveness of

seismic techniques for the detection of underground nuclear explosions.
Therefore, he said the voluntary moratorium would end on December 31, 1959,
and the United States would consider itself free to resume nuclear weapons
testing but would no do so without announcing its Intention In advance of

any resumption.

In February of 1960, the United States proposed a phased treaty which would
immediately end all nuclear weapons tests in environments in which controls
could be established. These would include tests in the oceans, those

above ground as high as effective controls could be agreed upon, and
underground tests above a seismic magnitude of 4.75 (equivalent to a 19

kiloton yield in Nevada tuff). The proposal also called for a research
program among the three countries to improve the capability of detecting
underground seismic events below a magnitude of 4.75. The United States
proposal was rejected immediately by the Soviet Union, but on March 19, 1960,

a Russian counter -proposal was made which accepted the threshold figures,

provided that the negotiating parties agree not to test below the 4.75 seismic

threshold while a joint research program to improve underground detection
capabilities was being conducted. The Russians estimated that this research
program would take 4 to 5 years. On March 29, 1960, President Eisenhower
and British Prime Minister Macmillan offered to agree to Institute a uni-

lateral moratorium of agreed duration, and effective on treaty signature,

on tests below the 4.75 seismic threshold, provided that a treaty was

signed and that a coordinated program for improving the capability of

detection and identification of underground nuclear tests was agreed to

and instituted without delay.

The Russians indicated general agreement on May 3, and on May 11 a con-

ference of scientists from the United States, United Kingdom, and the

Soviet Union met in Geneva to exchange views on the conduct of a coordinated

seismic research program. These experts reached what appeared to be a wide

area of agreement. On May 27, however, the U.S.S.R. delegate to the test

cessation negotiations overruled the views of the U.S»S.R. experts and

stated instead that; the Soviet Union continues to recognize the

.
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recommendation ot4 the 1958 Experts Report as being' adequate
; furthermore,

the Russians would not conduct a seislMc^esearch program in Russia; and
they would not carry out high explosive experiments which their scientific
experts had indicated they would perform. In addition, the U.S.S.R.
delegate subsequently stated that all aspects of any United States seismic
research program, including the interpretation of all data generated,
would have to be open to Russian participation, and the devices used
would be subject to Soviet internal inspection. Otherwise, the Russians
said, they would consider that the United States had resumed nuclear
weapons testing and they would do likewise.

The importance of the research program can be illustrated by the following
discussion of the problems involved in monitoring a possible agreement on
nuclear weapons test cessation. Nuclear weapons tests can be conducted in
four environments:

In the atmosphere , with the resultant production of fallout. However, an
adequate number of air sampling detection stations and aircraft sampling
flights could detect nuclear detonations of any appreciable size. Such a

series of stations and flights was recommended by the 1958 Geneva Conference
of Experts.

Deep underwater . It is expected that detonations of moderate size carried
out deep in the oceans would probably not produce atmospheric fallout in

amounts adequate for detection at appreciable distances. Hydroacoustic
stations could monitor such underwater signals and radioactivity would be

dispersed rapidly in the vast quantities of water which would be evidence
that such a test had taken place. However, pinpointing the violator in

this case would be difficult.

Detonations above the sensible atmosphere produce little, if any, fallout.

Adequate detection methods for such tests do not now exist and, in fact,

cannot be proven to be effective without further extensive research and

experimentation in this medium.

Underground tests produce no fallout if they are completely contained
beneath the earth's surface. This lack of fallout eliminates the one

established way in which nuclear detonations might be proven. There is

no known way of proving that an underground nuclear explosion has occurred
other than by on-site inspection which, in order to achieve the difficult
objective of proving a violation, involves extensive drilling operations
to obtain a sample of radioactive debris. Current instrumentation if in-

stalled in a world-wide control system could provide information on the

location of significant seismic events and in some cases identify the event

as an earthquake. It cannot identify all seismic events as being natural

in origin, nor can it distinguish between nuclear and conventional explosives.

Further complicating the picture is the possibility of nuclear detonations
being hidden by the decoupling technique, the use of a large underground
cavity as the site for a nuclear test in order to reduce, up to perhaps a

factor as great as 300, the resulting distant seismic signal.

The Russian negotiators at Geneva have offered to permit only three "on

site" inspections per year in their country for all unidentified seismic

iii
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events. The United States position is that, in view of ttte fact that more
than '100 locatable seismic events of greater than 4.75 magnitude occur
each year in the Soviet Union, 20 percent of these should be eligible for
inspection (20 inspections per year) . The proposed treaty would cover
only events above seismic magnitude 4.75 and there are thousands of seismic
events lower than the 4.75 threshold annually in that country.

On the proposed research program to improve capabilities of detecting and
identifying underground nuclear events, the Russians have taken the position
that no such program is needed and that adequate capability already exists.
However, they have demanded the right to participate in the United States
program and to inspect both the internal and external construction of any
devices which the United States proposes to use in its seismic research
program. They have rejected two United States offers to guarantee that no
weapons development information would be obtained from any nuclear tests
in the seismic research program. One of the two United States proposals
rejected by' the Soviet Union would permit Russian inspection of United States

devices, provided they also contributed devices and allowed United States
inspection. Yet, they have threatened to resume nuclear weapons testing
if the United States should use any nuclear devices in its seismic research
program without their agreement on the safeguards to be employed for assuring
no weapons development.

In the United States view, an adequate capability for detecting and iden-
tifying underground and outer space nuclear detonations must be developed,

if possible. To do this it is necessary to:

a) Develop improved instrumentation and techniques to detect and
identify the nature of seismic events. The improvement necessary
can be obtained only by developing and assembling necessary instru-

mentation and testing its capability through a seismic improvement
program which includes both nuclear and chemical detonations.

b) Develop instrumentation and techniques for the detection of nuclear
explosions in space.

c) Establish an adequate world-wide detection network based on

the recommendations of the Geneva Conference of Experts, improved
on the basis of data gathered since 1958 and on data which must
be obtained from further scientific efforts and experimental
research programs.

d) Obtain agreement on a sufficient number of on-site inspections
to be reasonably sure that no clandestine underground testing of

nuclear weapons is taking place above an agreed threshold. This
agreement must have a reasonable relations to the number of natural
seismic events which occur in each country, and the capability of

the system.

To improve the capability of detecting and identifying seismic events and
detecting detonations in space, the United States has embarked on the VELA
program which is aimed at attempting to improve the capability of detecting
and identifying nuclear detonations for the purpose of developing an

iv
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adequate system capable of monitoring a nuclear test ban treaty. During
1960, the Commission participated with other Federal agencies in this

program.

Project VELA is under the direction of the Advanced Research Projects Agency,
Department of Defense . It grew out of recommendations by the Berkner Panel
on Seismic Improvement a panel of scientists competent to advise in this
field which was appointed by the Presidents Advisor on Science and Tech-
nology and chaired by Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, president of Associated Univer-
sities. Its recommendations were made known to the Geneva negotiators on
June 12, 1959.

On May 7, 1960, President Eisenhower approved a major expansion of the

research and development directed toward seeking an improved capability to

detect and identify underground nuclear explosions. He announced that

$10 million was funded for the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1960, and
that an estimated $66 million was contemplated for fiscal 1961. Partici-
pating in the program are the Commission, the Department of Defense, the

Department of Commerce, the Department of Interior, universities and private
organizations

.

The VELA program has three parts:

VELA-UNIFORM — to increase the level of basic research in seis-
mology; procurement of instrumentation for a world-wide seismic
research program; development of improved seismic instruments;
construction and operation of prototype seismic detection stations;
and an experimental program of underground nuclear and high ex-
plosive detonations to provide signals for the experimental research.

The Commission in a program related to project VELA conducted
successfully a series of non-nuclear high explosive experiments
between December of 1959 and March of 1960 in the Carey Salt Mine
near Winnfield, La. The purpose of these experiments was to

measure seismic effects resulting from these explosions and to

verify the theory of decoupling, that ia, the use of a large
underground cavity as a site for an explosion to reduce the

seismic signals generated. These experiments proved that de-
coupling is possible and that the seismic signals are reduced
markedly if a detonation occurs in a sufficiently large hold.
Unexpectedly, these experiments also proved that lesser, but
significant, factors of decoupling also occur in holes which
are smaller than the size predicted as adequate by the theory.

Laboratory study and investigation have been carried out by the

AEC on various phases of the seismic research program. In addi-
tion, bids have been asked for exploratory drilling in a Mississippi
salt dome to determine if it is suitable for use as a possible
site for nuclear detonations as part of the seismic research
program. The Commission also is preparing sites at its Nevada
Test Site for detonations in this program. VELA program plans
call for 11-12 high explosive and about 11-13 nuclear detonations.
Final schedules have not yet been established.

v
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VELA-SIERRA — to develop ground-based instruments for possible
detection of nuclear explosions in near space.

In this program, the Commission's Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
has developed and is testing an experimental air fluorescence
detection station and is having developed an experimental direct
optical detection station to examine reactions to natural phenomena
in the upper atmosphere and near space.

VELA-HOTEL — to develop satellite-based instruments and systems
to detect nuclear explosions in space.

In this program, Los Alamos and Sandia Laboratory, which is ,

operated for the Commission by Sandia Corp., a subsidiary of Western
Electric Co., Inc., have carried out research and development on
nuclear detection instrumentation for possible inclusion in
satellites, and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is engaged in some
space background measurements under this program.

The Seismic Improvement Program is being carried out solely for the purpose
of increasing our basic knowledge of seismology and for development of in-
strumentation and techniques necessary for improving the monitoring capa-
bilities of a control system. The Seismic Improvem&nt Program is not part
of PLOWSHARE, the program to develop nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes.

. End of Appendix

The foregoing was prepared by the National Strategy Committee of the

American Security Council. See page 10 for the signers of this report.

jLOYD WRIGHT
Chairman, National Strategy Committee
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May 12, 1961

THE GREATEST IMMEDIATE THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY

In selecting the subject for its first report, the ASC National Strategy
Committee decided that the continuation of the unilateral unpoliced nuclear ^f

test-ban was the greatest immediate threat to national security, /yw&
! y

The attached pressrelease summarizes the report. There is even hotter J

material in the report itself.

If you agree with the committee's recommendations, please do the following^

today:

I. Wire, call or write the following, urge that they read the report
and take a position on this issue:

a. President Kennedy

b. Chet Holifield (Representative, California), chairman,
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, U.S. Congress

c. Your Congressman and Senators

(The report has gone to President Kennedy and every member of Congress^)

II. Urge your local paper to carry this release on Tuesday, May 16. .

Urge the editor to also write an editorial on this issue.

III. Urge your friends and employees to take a position on this. They,
too, should make their position known in every way.

By working together with the heads of over 2500 other ASC member companies,
you can be effect$^& on this issue!

President^- &4 ftj£66RDBD

12 MAY' 20 1961

The press release and extra copy of the WashingtorpReport are for your
1

local press; * Please use them - and give us copies of\the press covw&ge.

JUN5I961

COU NCJL
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THE AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL
205 West Monroe Street
Chicago 6, Illinois

Contact: ^ faLsheiu - Chicago - AN 3-2784
^Loyj^Wright- ? Los% Angeles - MA 6-1291

.

^ /
Atoij^aJjC^ Washington - JA 4-2264

FOR RELEASE: Tuesday, May 16, 1961

TOP-LEVEL CIVILIAN COMMITTEE URGES PRESIDENT KENNEDY TO STOP

GENEVA TEST-BAN NEGOTIATIONS, RESUME ATOMIC UNDERGROUND TESTS

CHICAGO — The top-level civilian National Strategy Committee today

released its first recommendations to President Kennedy urging that atomic

test-ban negotiations at Geneva be discontinued and that underground nuclear

tests be resumed immediately.

The recommendations came from a special 16 -page report authored by

committee members and sent to the President by committee chairman,

Loyd Wright, previously chairman of the bipartisan Commission on Government

Security formed by Congress, and past president of the American Bar Association.

Wright said the recommendations were the first of "many11 the committee

would send to the White House, Congress and the public on key issues of

national security.

He said the^Fa

t

iona 1 Stra te

g

y Committee was formed recently by The

American Security Council of Chicago to prepare detailed studies and recom-
j ( i

,

mendations on key issues of vital interest to the U.S, and all Americans,

Wright said the next report will deal with the dangers of admitting

Red China to the United Nations and will be ready in a few weeks.

- more -

i5 5 J|/M f 1Qp*
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He listed the following distinguished Americans as members of his

co^aittee: \, A&fL fCt </ d f»mdk
J*t^J^^^^MmA^^^^^^, (Re t . ) ; formetL-Chief of Staff

of the VI Army Corps; and former Commandant of the Army- War
College.

former chairman of. the board,
Ijones & Laughfin "Steel Company; and now chairman » , Americans

~
for Constitutional Action.

AjMral^ArtMr^ ; -former Chief of Naval
Operations; and chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff (1953-57).

Admiral Felix BvNStump, USNiRet^; former Commander in Chief,
pacific; and now vice chairman, Freedoms Foundation.

Rear Admiral^^ former Judge Advocate
General of the: Navy; and former professor of international'
law at George Washington University.

Ge^&ralA^Cjy^^i^yev t USA (Ret.) ; former Deputy Chief of

ISTfaf?^Ut^lT^rmy ; Tna^^raSr^Soimnanding General, Sixth Army.

First Report Summarized

Wright said the committee arrived at several conclusions after

studying two-and-a-half years of proceedings and results of the test-ban

negotiations:

1- The Soviets aren't interested in negotiating. The only
agreements they've made have been made on their own terms.
They've deliberately prolonged the conference because we
agreed to suspend our tests as long as the negotiations
were in progress.

2- The United Kingdom hasn't been too effective because they've
continually been after us to make additional concessions
toward Soviet positions.

3- Some American scientists haven't been too effective as

far as the negotiations are concerned. They've given
negotiators inaccurate, hasty and ill-considered advice.
For example, they said they had developed a control
system to detect any nuclear explosion over two kilatons
being made by foreign powers. Tests have proven this
isn't so. / *

\- more -



4- On the home front, national security considerations have,
for the most part, been disregarded in the almost "frantic"
effort to secure an agreement with the Soviet Union . . .

on their terms

.

/

Survival at Stake

Because of these developments, the committee said, four definite

conditions now exist which directly relate to our survival and which

lead us to make the recommendations we've made:

Progress in the development of U.S. nuclear weapons
technology, defensive as well as offensive, has been
brought to a virtual halt. For all practical purposes,

U.S. competence in this vital area of national defense
remains at the October, 1958, level.

Since it is impossible with present techniques to detect
underground tests in the lower yield ranges or tests in
outer space, it would be dangerous for the U.S. to

assume that the Soviet Union may not have made important
advances in nuclear weapons technology during this
period. These advances could have a crucial effect on
the relative power position of the U.S. and the USSR.

The U.S. offer to refrain voluntarily from any underground
tests for another 3 years from the date of signature of

the test-ban treaty while the three powers carry out an
agreed joint research program for seismic improvements
and peaceful uses, would, if accepted, only perpetuate
the current situation which is clearly prejudicial to

the security of the United States.

The present prohibition on all U.S. nuclear weapons tests
amounts to a unilateral, unpoliced moratorium which is

not in the national interest.

Thus, we recommend:

1- The current test-ban negotiations be discontinued and
an orderly program of underground and outer space tests
which would not contaminate the earth's atmosphere be
started without further delay.

2-

^ 3-

- more -



2- Any future international discussions of a nuclear test-ban
be resumed only as an integral part of a broader arms

control negotiation and then only with the clear under-
standing that the U.S. test program will not be impaired
by any moratorium arrangement during the course of the

negotiations.

Purpose of Committee, Council

When asked about the committee and its sponsor, The American Security

Council, Wright said that outside the government there wasn f
t a group

pf men better qualified to review national security matters . . . and

make considered recommendations on the subjects.

"These men have spent their careers in the service of their country,

and their background and training has not only exposed them to the full

spectrum of international Communism, but has provided them with intimate

knowledge of the organization, capabilities and limitations of our national

defense establishment."

Wright said The American Security Council, in forming and sponsoring

the committee , believes that the committee's recommendations will be of

utmost value if "usefully applied in helping support President Kennedy

and a goal of victory."

The Council, a bipartisan not-for-profit association, consists of

over 2,500 member organizations including every type of business, newspapers

universities, and other institutions throughout the U.S. Its primary

service is gathering, correlating, and disseminating factual information

about Communist strategy and tactics to members and a variety of organi-

zations and individuals.

####
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May 26, 1961

/

Y

Mr. J, Allen Baird
Post Office Box 5086

Abilene, Texas

Dear Mr. Baird:

Your letter of May 18 has been received, and

the interest prompting your communication is appreciated.

While I would like to be of service to you in

connection with the matter about which you inquired, the FBI
is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government
and does not furnish evaluations or comments concerning the

character or integrity of any individual, publication or organ-

ization. The American Security Council, however, has not

been the subject of an investigation by this Bureau, but this

should not be construed as a clearance or nonclearance by the

FBI.

CD *
5 w

o
o
X

3
2*

Sincerely yours,

1
te&% fim

U« Edgar Hosvet

t/th(

t olson _
Parsons .

Mohr

Belmont _

Callahan .

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans

Ma] one .

Rosen _
Tavel _
Trotter .

W.C. Sullivan , .

^

J .

MAIL ROO.M

NOTE: No information could be located in Bufiles identifiable witlf the corre-

spondent. The American Security Council is an organization financed and oper-

ated by private industry as a national research and information center on sub-

versive activities for its members. Information developed is made available

for a fee to member companies and other organizations or individuals'deemed to

be qualified by ASC. The president and vice president are former SAs of the

Bureau. The ASC sponsors Fidelifax, Inc.
;
a nationwide personnel investigating

organization with offices in 3? cities,* 'each of which is allegedly headed by a

former Bureau Agent. (1 00V425828)
>

.
' Sifriilar replies have been utilized in

response to inquiries concerning this group in the past.

^ , Li... : wJCF:cah&^

ELETYP-E UNIT

/



MR$ BAIRDlj BAKERIES, INQ§

P. O. BOX 5086

ABILENE
AUSTIN
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
HOUSTON
LUBBOCK

ABILENE, TEXAS

May 18, 1961

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: o
Could you give me any information on the American Securi i-i

Council!? I am interested in supporting any organization
that is dedicated to fighting Communism and maintaining
our free enterprise system.

Any comments would be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

Allen Baird

JAB/gs

s (WAY 31 196t

V
at-'

V

ALL 1NF0RWATKW CONTAINED

LASStFIHEREIN IS

STAYS FRESH LONGER

J
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June 8, 1961

•
% •

Mr. Joaeph Yonan
Wayne Electric Company
3162 -6e EKpn Avenue
Chicago 18, Illinois

Dear Mr. Yonan:

Your letter of June 1, 1961, with enclosures, has

been received.

jo ^

1 o

o
o

00

/ft;

Tolson

Belmont _

Mohr

Callahan .

Conrad —
DeLoach .

Evans—
Malone

Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Roo|
Ingram —

X

Gandy

The FBI, as an investigative agency of the Federal
Government, does not furnish evaluations or comments concerning
the/efearacter or integrity of any individual, organization or publication.

The3Maerican Security Council, however, has not been the subject of

an investigation by this Bureau, but this should not be construed as a

clearance or nonclearance by the FBI.

I am enclosing some material on the subject of commu-
nism which may be of interest to you. -

.
Sincerely yours,
9° Edgar Hoovec

.V

-J.
miINFORMATION G^TAlNEimm t? UNCLASSIFIED

Enclosures (3) '—
Introduction 3 -60 LEB & 17th Natl Convention CP, US^— Director's Statement 4-17-61 Re Internal Security~ Communism: The Bitted Enemy' of Religion

^JlJ^J
NOTE: Bufiles contain no information concerning correspondent. He

—

—

^ enclosed a membership form for the American Security Couricil, as well as

la copy of a letter he had received from Bennett Archambault concerning the

_^ advantages of joining this organization, (see next page)
~Jhr~%;w '

* * maIl- hhU£3 'teletype unit CJH:paki3) /



Letter to Mr* Joseph Yonan: 6-7-61

NOTE continued:

Bufiles contain no derogatory information regarding Bennett Archambault
and we have had no prior correspondence with him. The American Security

Council is an organization financed and operated by private industry as a

national research and information center on subversive activities for its

members, Infonmation developed fcs made available for a fee to member
companies and other organizations or individuals deemed to be qualified

by ASC, The president and vice president are former Special Agents
of the Bureau, The ASC sponsors Fidelifax, Inc.

?
a nationwide personnel

investigating organization with offices in 32 cities, each of which is allegedly

headed by a former Bureau Agent. (100-425828)

- 2 -



Phone Cornelia 7-5400

WAYNE ELECTRIC COMPANY
Sa£e& and Svutfce*— W*(£ TOOLS Rmungton—

3162-66 ELSTON AVENUE • CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

June 1, 1961

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25, D#C»

Gentlemen:

Please advise if you have any record of this organization*

Do they have a good rating, etc. Enclosed are two copies of this

organization*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEf

HEREIN 1ST UNCLASSIFIED

Jk.

JI:rh
Enclosure

Sincerely,

feYNE ELECTRIC COMPANY

Joseph Yonan

© JUN .ft.



Stewart-Warner Corporation
Chicago 14

BENNETT ARCH AM BAU LT

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND PRESIDENT

May 31, 1961

Mr. Joseph Yonan
Wayne Electric Company
3126 North Elston Avenue
Chicago 18, Illinois

Dear Mr. Yonan:

In his May 22 letter, General Wood invited you to join the American
Security Council. I would like to emphasize the importance of your early
affirmative decision.

The average citizen now realizes that we are no longer fighting only for
our grandchildren's freedom. We are now fighting for our own freedom
also. This realization has brought a tremendous upsurge of public inter-
est and concern. A multitude of small anti- Communist groups are spring-
ing up across the country. Established groups are placing more emphasis
on the Communist threat to our national security. Dozens of these groups
have asked the Council, as the largest organization of its type, for assist-
ance and guidance.

The ASC membership growth has made it possible to begin to assist these
anti-Communist groups. The Council has employed a Director of Educa-
tion and a Field Director for this purpose. This assistance to new and
to established organizations will be expanded as fast as further member-
ship growth permits. The Council's work with students and other educa-
tional activities will also be expanded.

Will you help the American Security Council rise to this opportunity?
Please complete the enclosed membership form now and return it to me.

Cordially,

BA/cb
Enc.

BNCLOSIJBE



June 14, 1961

tiouston t>, Texas

b6
b7C

Deai

Your letter of June 7, 1961, with enclosures, has'btfeg ^
received, and the interest which prompted you to write is indeedCD ^

appreciated,
t~~

f
k
C5

The FBI, as an investigative agency, does not furnish ^
comments or evaluations concerning the character or integrity of any©j»

individual, organization or publication. I can advise you, however,
**"

.

that the organization you mentioned has not been the subject of investigation

by this Bureau, but this should not be construed as a clearance or non-

clearance by the FBI.

JUN 1.4 1961

• eoMM-rer

I am returning your envelope together with the material

you enclosed. .

ncerely yours,
/jj

>

J- Edgar Hoover • r

I/"
J

' yon*
Belles contain no information concerning correspondent. The

J

Enclp^es^ti ^ %
v\

NOTE:
_ ^ w

An^idan4§#c&$?t' Council is an organization financed and operated by private

industry as a national research and information center on subversive
activities for its members. ; Information developed is made available for a fee

"to msSSt^rijcomjmsies and other organizations or individuals deemed to be
qualified by ASC, The president and vice president are former Special Agents

A-;ol|the Bureau. The ASC sponsors Fidelifax, Inc., a nationwide personnel
(vestigatiog organization with offices in 32 cities, each of which is alleged!

teletype unit CJH:pak (3).
;

.

' (see next page)

h
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Letter to 6-14-61

NOTE continued:

headed by a former Bureau Agent. Correspondent enclosed the following forms

of the American Security Council, together with letters recommending his

membership with this group:

(1) Letter td dated 916-60 from Robert w/tialvin, President

Motorola Inc. ; leaflet and membership form of the ASC.

(2) Membership form for ASC.

(3) Letters 9-26-60 and 5-22-61 from!

, Chicago 7, Illinois; reply envelope addressed tq

Chicago Board of Trade; membership form of the ASC.

from BenneffArchambault,

b6

(4) Letter dated 5-31-61 tc|
j

Stewart-Warner Corporation, Chicago 14,. Illinois; leaflet and membership form

from ASC.

(5) Correspondent's stamped reply envelope.

All of this material is being returned with our outgoing.



Houston, Texas,

June 7, 1961.

/ Federal Board of Investigation,
/ f/ashington, D. C.

Gentlemen* To Whom It May Concern.

: I am enclosing herewith a series of letters and other material,

J dating from September 16, J.960, through May 31, 1961, inviting mo

to become a member of th^^merican Security Council.
.

There are so; mahy plans 5 councils and societies, that a person

becomes confused as to which, if any, are worthy of support • As I am

not much of a * joiner upper 1 until I know, or think I know all the facts,

I would appreciate it very much if your office would check over this

correspondence and advise at your earliest convenience regarding the

operations of this organization and if you consider it worthy of support.

Please return all papers with your reply? using the enclosed self

addressed and stamped envelope.

bo
b7C

Houston 6, Texas.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 a_ -^flfc

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

i-
' Tolson _
Be&aont .

Mohr

3

Callahan

Cograd

oach_*L_

Evans

Hi

TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. DeLoach date: July 14, 1961

Malone

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Ingram .

Gandy .

o DISTRIBUTION OF BUREAU PAMPHLETS
AMERICAN SECURITX COUNCIL
CHICAGO^ILLINOIS

fe:
By letter of July 20, 1960, John l^ffiisher, President of the

above-mentioned group, requested that the Bureau send him approximately

900 copies of each Bureau release. He stated that the membership of the

Council exceeded 900 companies and include such prominent concerns as

U. S. Steel, General Electric, etc.

Our files contain no significant derogatory information regarding

the Council, though we have received numerous inquiries concerning its

function.
an{f

is financed and operated by private industry as a national

research/information center oh subversive activities. Most of its officials

are former Bureau Agents.

It was recommended and approved that publications be furnished

Fisher and he was told by letter of August 3, 1960, that approximately 925

copies of articles and reprints concerning FBI activities would be furnished

in, the future.

Later, by letter of August 12, 1960, Fisher indicated that his

organization could use 2,000 copies of the Director's speeches and articles.

He was told on August 18, 1960, that the 2,000 copies of reprint material

would be sent him.

In view of our curtailing bulk mailing of material in recent months
the question arises as to whether we should continue to furnish. Fisher 2, 000

copies of each item which we send to the Special Correspondents 1 List. It

does take considerable paper and represents some expense but I feel that it

is an excellent means for distributing our pamphlets and getting across the

Director's message on current items of interest to law enforcement and the

citizens of the nation.

MAJ:mcm
(2)

\ 62 AUG 4
x
J0gfV/

22 au& i mi , V^cik



Memorandum Jones to DeLoach

RECOMMENDATION:

That we continue to send Fisher 2, 000 copies of each item

sent to those on the Special Correspondents 1 List. There is attached a

requisition forwarding to him 2,000 copies of our press release on fiscal

year statistics which has just been distributed to the Special Correspondents'

List.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNS.

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

July 12, 1961

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy announced today that

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover has furnished him information on FBI

accomplishments for the 1961 fiscal year reflecting new all-time highs

in many phases of FBI operations during the year ending June 30, 1961.

Mr. Hoover revealed that fines, savings and recoveries

in FBI- investigated cases during this period reached a new peak of

$167, 654, 622, a figure which represents a return of $1. 34 for every

dollar appropriated for the FBI. For the sixth successive year a new

record was set with the location of 18, 410 stolen motor vehicles in FBI

cases, a jump of 980 automobiles over the year before.

During the 1961 fiscal year, 9, 935 FBI fugitives were

located, an increase of over 4 per cent above the preceding 12 months.

Included in this number were 21 members of the FBI's "Ten Most

Wanted Fugitives" list, the second highest total since the program's

inception a little over eleven years ago. During this period, 1, 418

criminals who had fled across state lines in violation of the Fugitive Felon

Act were located.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIiy/UNCLASSIFIHL //
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Mr. Hoover said that 12, 390 convictions were returned

in cases investigated by the FBI. This is the largest number of convictions

for any peacetime fiscal year and represents 96. 6 per cent of persons

brought to trial in FBI cases. Mr. Hoover also noted that 93. 2 per cent

of these convictions resulted from guilty pleas. As a result of these

convictions, 35, 346 years of actual, suspended and probationary sentences

were meted out. In addition, one death sentence and eight life sentences

were imposed.

As in the past, the FBI continued its policy of making its

cost-free cooperative services available to Federal, state and local law

enforcement agencies throughout the United States. With the graduation

of the 67th Session of the FBI National Academy in June, 1961, over

4, 000 men now have completed this 12-week course of specialized

instruction. During the past year, the FBI assisted, upon request, in

3, 464 local police training schools which were attended by over 88, 000

law enforcement officers. The FBI Laboratory achieved new highs with

the receipt of 40, 662 requests for assistance involving 224, 183 scientific

examinations of 186, 378 specimens of evidence.

During the year, substantially every American law

enforcement agency continued to submit fingerprint cards to the FBI.

These cards were received at the rate of slightly over 21, 000 a day; and

- 2 -



on June 30, 1961, the total number of fingerprint cards on file with the

FBI reached the mammoth figure of 159, 788, 500.

The fiscal year 1961 also saw a continuing, vigorous

investigation by the FBI of those elements endangering America's internal

security. Based on information obtained by the FBI through such

investigations, the Department of State has been enabled to take action

against Soviet-bloc officials who have engaged in activities beyond the

scope of their official assignments in the United States; and the Department

of Justice has been enabled to institute prosecution against persons

engaged in espionage activities.

- 3 -
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August 28, 1961

Mr. O. ATfTPeters

District Superintendent

Garden Groxe"Mfementary
School District

11362 Ea&t Stanford

Garden Grove,. California

Dear Mr. Peters:

Your letter was received August 24, 1961.

Although I would like to be of service, the

FBI is an investigative agency of the Federal Government
and, as such, does not make evaluations nor draw conclusions

as to the character or integrity of any organization, publication

or individual. May I add that the American Security Council
is not a United States Government agency, and I, as a matter
of policy, am unable to comment concerning your other inquiries.

I hope you will understand my position in this matter and will not

infer that the FBI either does or does not have information in its

files pertaining to your inquiries.

rr:
33ft

C. §5

* -

m
CD g

-C •

oo

I have enclosed some material about communism
you may like to read.

fa*
Tolson.

Belmont

Mohr _
Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Mai one

Rosen ,

Sullivan
;

'.

Tavel _

Trotter ,

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy ff"

Sincerely yours,

J* Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover ^
Director ^

Enclosures (3) ^
What You Can Do To Fig&£€ommunism
Communist Illusion & Democratic Reality • > .

Christianity Today Series Lf

ALL iHf4}RMMiOW C0NT»N£§

MAIL ROOM CZI ' Tp^TYPE DNIT EZl

(SEE NOTE NEXT PAGE)
JH:^ ,(3)

0.



Mr. O. A. Meters

NOTE: Correspondent cannot be identified in Bufiles. The O. A. Peters
Intermediate School, Garden Grove, California, apparently bearing the

name of correspondent was a subject of a Bombing Matters case during

April, I960 when a bomb Ihreat was received at the school. The American
Security Council is an organization financed and operated by private

industries as a national research and information center on subversive

activities for its members. Information developed and made available for

a fee to members. The President and Vice President of tills

organization are former Special Agents of this Bureau.



^ s Garde^pprrove Elementary SchoolJ^istrict

O. A. Peters, District Superintendent

E. Stanford Garden Grove, California JE 4-

Board of Trustees

Mr. John C. Hedlund, President Mrs. Jean H. Tonks, Clerk Mr. S. Myron Robinson, Member

Mrs. Mamie L. Northcutt, Member August 17 1961
Mr

*
Cecil R

*
Doyle

'
Member

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Chief , Federal Bureau of Investigation

Department of Justice

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

£~) This school district has been solicited by a representative of the

American Securit\uCxiuncl l , an organization whose name occasionally appears

in the news but about which we are quite uninformed. The solicitation was
toward the end that the district use the ASC's facilities for screening em-
ployees for loyalty and other past activities not desirable in school-connected
personnel. The ASC also offers a continuing information service designed to

apprise subscribers of state and national activities of a subversive or less-

than-patriotic nature.

This leads us to our inquiry to you and others in a position to

advise. May the leadership of this local school district presume that it is

properly and adequately protected from infiltration by undesirable persons

through present laws and constituted law enforcement agencies ? Or should

there be considered other sources of protection, such as the American Security

Council ?

This inquiry also is directed to the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion, the Attorney General of the State of California and the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, State Department of Education,- Sacramento, California.

Sincerely,

OAP/FFA:sr

U

O. A. Peters

District Superintendent

REC-84 /CO - 4^^/^/'

SB AUG 30 1961
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September 15, 1961

REO-62

Mr. Hichard V/Sfackson

Attorney at Law ^
611 South Brookhurst Street

Anaheim, California

Dear Mr. Jackson*.

Your letter of September 12, 1961, has been
received, and the interest which prompted you to write is

appreciated

CD g

O
O

MSltED.30:

commas;

Although I would like to be of service, the FBI
is an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as

such, does not make evaluations nor draw conclusions as to the

character or integrity of any organization, publication or

individual. I regret that I am unable to help you and hope you
will not infer to this connection either that we do or do not have
data in our files relating to the subjects of your inquiries.

Enclosed is some literature dealing with the

general subject of communism which may be of interest.

Sincerely yours,

John Sdgar Hoover
Director

1

Tolson

Belmont

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Mai one .

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel L
Trotter .

Tele. Room ,

Ingram^ _

of

GandyC^.

What You Can Do To Fight Communism
4-17-6^f^rnal Security Statement

CommiinbtTHtJfi&n & Democratic Reality - ^ .

^Sanity Today" Series Alt INFORMATION CONTftlNEI

One Nation's Response to Communism HER£tfy9^|^^SlFlED
SEE NOTE NEXT PAGE DATE W/X/fX%S^l

mail room dp' Teletype unit U3
.
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Mr. Richard V. Jackson

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. With regard to

Dr. Schwarz, Sullivan to Belmont memo of 9-22-60 indicates that

when a representative of the Bureau spoke before the Dallas Freedom
Forum in September (which sponsored a school on communism at that time

directed by Dr. Schwarz) the Agent commented that Schwarz made several

"pitches" for articles and book he had written on communism and his

publications were displayed. Neither he nor the CACC has been investigated

by the Bureau. The Bureau has been recently discouraging requests for

publications from persons who are under the influence of Dr. Schwarz since

he obviously is capitalizing on our reprint material. (100-402036)

The American Security Council is an organization financed and operated

by private industry as a national research and information center on
subversive activities for its members. Information developed is made
available for afiee to member companies and other organizations or

individuals deemed to be qualified by ASC. The president and vice president

are former Special Agents of the Bureau. The ASC sponsors Fidelifax, Inc.,

a nationwide personnel investigating organization with offices in 32 cities,

each of which is allegedly headed by a former Bureau Agent. (100-425828)

4 *

-4 r> ,



Richard V. Jackson
ATTORNEY AT LAW

611 SOUTH BROOV HURST STREET

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

PROSPECT 2-8922

September 12, 1961

J, Edgar Hoover;
Director Bureau of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Dear Sir:

I am writing to you in regards to the recent Ant i -Communism
Rally, held in Los Angeles and the subsequent article in
Life Magazine;. regarding same.

I am considering taking active part in the program of the
Q?Ameri can Se curi tj C ounc i 1 , which seems to have the same for-*-

mltf" as" tTTeT Rally of Dr. Schwarz. Because of
the article appearing in Life recently, the question has
arisen in the minds of many as to the integrity of Dr. Schwarz
and the American Security Council.

Do you have any information which would indicate that these
groups are anythjrig other than patriotic American, devoted
to the best interests of ,,pur country?

Do you feel their recommendations and plans are for the best
interests of the-.- country? /|

Many people would take more active interest if it were not
for the doubt cast by Life's article. I would appreciate
an immediate reply.

Very truly yours,

Richard V. Jackson
Rvj:mP (o*> ^^s'g^y-

O-i
1)^' «U WFORMAT10H CONTAWfo-
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gefAllei

October 24, 1961

AIRMAIL

Mr. GMirg^fAllcn
Manager
Radio Station KWIZ
105 East fgggftrett
Santa Ana, California

Dear Mr. Allen:

CD

A3

o i

I have received your litter of October 18 and wait:

certainly thougJitful of you to write, I deeply appreciate youi^nterest
in ray book, *'Masters of Deceit," and in response to your r^uest; you
may faal free to quote from it in the manner you indicated.

<vs

2 ^
CO- PwWhile I would like to be of service to you in connection

with the gr<yuf about which you inquired, toe FBI is an investigative agency

ol thcfeder^ Government and does not furnish evaluationjhor coinments

conc^ningjfcfie character or integrity of any individual, publication or
orga^pati^Bo For your information, the American Security Council has

not bjtfn iifwitigated by this Bureau; however, this shouli.not
:

be construed

as a clearance or noneiearance by the FBI. cu

It is reassuring to hear from citizens who^demonstrate an
awareness of the evils of communism and who desire to e&mbat this threat

to
r
our freedoms. In view of your concern, enclosed is some material on

thesgeneral subject of communism which may be of interest to you.

l~

Sincerely yours,

J» tdgar' Moover V

fr\fk&
s Angeles - Enclosure

I J^wlllr* M. 4; Jones -^Enclosure
MAIL ROOM L_L1 TELETYPE, UNIT

(fBS: rfg

(SEE NOTE & ENCLOSURES NEXT PAGE)



Letter to Mr. George Allen October 24, 1961

Enclosures

What You Can Do To Fight Communism
Directors Statement re Internal Security 4-17-61

LEB Introduction 4-61

LEB Introduction 10-61

The Communist Party Line

NOTE; Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles and there is no derogatory

information concerning Radio Station KWIZ« We have had limited cordial

correspondence with this Station. The American Security Council is an

organization financed and operated .by private industry as a national research
and information center on subversive activities for its members* Information

developed is made available for a fee to member companies and other

organizations or individuals deemed to be qualified by ASC. lie president
and vice president are former Special Agents of the Bureau. The ASC
sponsors Fidelifax, Inc. , a nationwide personnel investigating organization
with offices in 32 cities, each of which is allegedlyiheaded by a former Bureau
Agent. (100-425828)
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105 E. FIFTH STREET ; SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA : K|MS ERfcfta 7=
h_
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GOLDEN \ SOUND

Mr. Malone^

Mr. Rosg

Mr. Trottcr_

Tele. Eoom__
Mr. Ingram..

Miss Gandy^

Mr« J» Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington* D* 0«

Dear Mr*^ Hoover;

October 18, 1961

Radio Station $$XZ$-Qgmge County? California*
plans to startTa series^YlIa^
on patriotism* Americanism and anti^eommunism on
November 1, 1961*

We will carefully analyze the material to be
used in these programs* and one of the organizations
that wtf^plan to 'lean*1 heavily upon for guidance,
is the ftraeriean Security Council* 729 Fifteenth
Street Hr^^lasli^^^

It is this organization that I m writing
about* As far as we can ascertain* it is authen-
tically American«« Q however* inasmuch as we will
undoubtedly have a huge audience with these
programs* we feel we must inquire about the
validity of the American Security Council* Please
send us any information you can* that will assure
us that this organization is authentic*

At the same time* we would like very much,
your permission to quote from your book* ^Masters
of Deceit ***« proper credit© will be given*

REG- 62 ' y<mrg tfrui

ManagenLxwiZ
CONTAINED. . w nov % n®

ASSIFJHi

Y

_C E 19 2 6 — - F I R,S T- JJj^^Q^jkN- g^EU^C^^U^
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

0

(Lou hi (Li L

Mr. Trotter .

Mr. Jones

Tele. Room—
Mr. Ingram—

Miss Holmes.

M i ss Gandy

.

/ f
n
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEB

HEREIN ISUNftASSiFlfl

loo-
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NOT RECORDED
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**" " Nuclear Fabianism ... w„. ,—
~

-
, ... ... -v^.. n. ^S€^^^^S^^3

T]^7Cb^ pointe&ly^M^
,

* Congress^ tnat^th^ ,.usev.nuclear ^^apons.ta yrinja>,^im^^BX^:^j^
Tien£j^^ Toee^ a Seady; ogres sion ;.'

fr^om'^ tiy rapid" and purj?p:sefi^ in

weapons~ design. .^Tlie fcizrre'nt te st

s

v
.implementing, thi s" polic^ serveJba .win

the nuclear Iface 'a ~ ^

Py-cohtrastv American-nuclear policy has been indecisiyjej^^^

unwarranted notion that in the nuclear age -victory -no- 4on;ge|M;?

strategic objective. Hypnotized by paralyzing ideas of this sort, the U. S.

was trapped into a unilateral test ban, in the vain hope that by sacrificing,

strength it would gain political support.

The"iealistic, boldness Tbf^meir teHEnoibei^ai'plKnninB is pF6Viding the

•Sbiia'e^':;UmSa:witn"enormous^ i&e psychoid

,
Contemptuous of U. S. hesitations, the Soviets, after, they had pained the

time. they needed, resumed atmospheric testing. .With calculated deliber

-

, . ation.they dirtied^

^ J, ;.^^^3^^rJ$feti» ..
;
'ie\xc,e7fi-s ol ose^&e^l4^

i
^^er^dar^^,Jejt,o^lin;gf̂

-
^

v
.

- ^^^ear^s^r .Washington's
'

childish surprise, was treated gently, almost approvingly by world public

opinion*
p

' _
" , r_ , ,.

. ..^ rt -

Thus,
i
.,the^Sby_i.et^Union

i:
get,s..powerii^^weapons and.^public. support., ^The,,,,

United States Twhich^llkes^tq .^str e s.s,it

s

3
.

quixotic de;sir e to get ,rid pf nuclear

weapons, is. losing both, the propaganda battle -and technical proficiency - -

we are losing the
r
nuclear f

. contest^

,

on ythe...initial .battle gro^ cold war.

What is happening? Sin^e 1958, U.S. nuclear policy has been under the

influence of advisers who are not interested in maximizing security.

Through smart maneuvers best described as "Fabian tactics, " these , adviser s,

who have had no mandate from the American people to destroy our erst-

while atomic superiority, have been imposing their disarmament thinking

on U. S. nuclear policy.

.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY
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"
.

-
;

The w^ -the .name iof-:>.^,

the Roman General Quintus Fabius Maximus who in „.the
: war between Rome -

andCarthage successfully opposed,Hannibal;-
;

/
:
j£a^^ " ['

r

avoided open battle and instead weakened his enemy gradually by harrass- -\

ment and attrition (2 17 tp,-2*I6^B*^
'

In 1883, the Fabian society was founded in Britain socialism

through tactics patterned after those of Fabius. Its members, who never

exceeded 4, 000, shared the purposes of Karl Marx, but believed violent

revolution to be infeasible and undesirable. They felt that socialism

could be brought about, with certainty and at least cost, on the installment

plan. Operating largely through educational institutions, like the London
School of Economics, and through incessant ^.propaganda, the Fabians sue-
cessfully socialized hundreds " of institutions :all over the world.

The Communists pride themselves on their mastery of all types of strategy

and tactics. Though they profess to hate the Fabian socialists, they have
been using the Fabian' recipe "for gradualness as one of their many tech-

niques of conquest. This recipe is now being used to eliminate American
nuclear power as the chief obstacle to Communist world conquest.

The wishful revolutionary pacifist has a very
r
simple atomic program: He

wants to eliminate^riuclear
:
weapons. .. IThe r

e

}
yolutionary Communist has an

equally simplestqmic program: To ensure' "nuclear monopoly for the Soviet

Union, he only wants to de stroy American, British and French nuclear

weaponsV"
Ua '"

The ^ pacifist believes, that nuclear weapons can be eliminated, in. one

fellr swpop^'infough ''"ah agreement based upon inspection* The Communist,
who debpises muddleheadedness, knows that no dependable inspection system
can be designed and that no inspection scheme of any kind would be accept-

able to the Soviet Union. Hence, so far as he is concerned, the radical

pacifist approach is unrealistic. 'Neverthe le s s , pacifist' prbpaga^da
;
pr ovide

s

thel^setting iri'whicn'tiLe 'Communists
; canjget through the

'

ploy they are really

lk£t&r:
!

"to
1

establikh; their world-wide dictator'shi]3 ±fc
lation on the Fabian pattern.

Nuclear Fabianism is based on the twin assumptions that: First, American
nuclear disarmament can be achieved1 through a negativistic policy, just as

effectively as through drastic reduction or destruction of U. S; weapons and

stockpiles; and, Second, rfchat the piecemeal approach may prove acceptable

to-- indeed may find strong support from -- unsuspecting politicians,

obediant soldiers, illusionary pundits, and ignorant voters.

Nuclear Fabiansim as such was born after the war. Its initial manifesta-

tions included suggestions that the United States should share its atomic

secrets with the Soviet Union, destroy existing weapons, and close down
the nuclear industry.

Between 1946 and 1949, proposals were made to restrict the yield of nuclear
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weapons, to disband strategic nuclear forces, to put nuclear arms at the

disposal of an international force operating under the United Nations, and
to have the U.N. run nuclear production. The argument for keeping the

U.S. nuclear program in low gear was buttressed by the contention that

the Soviet Union would be unable, soon or ever, to produce nuclear wea-
pons. The U.S. atomic industry was socialized and business prevented
from developing the new resource, speedily and effectively, for construc-
tive industrial purposes.

After the Soviets exploded their first atomic bomb In T-949, ;an 'artificials

debate delayed the U.S. fusion program for almost a year-.
•

" The%dv*et¥>
who had been developing H-weapons since 1946, explioded-^he^
device -before the United States. If the Fabians had won/- the^U. SjS.li:

1

-

would have. .achieyed fusion monopoly by 1953.

Subsequent arguments by the nuclear Fabians contended that nuclear weapons
could not be used on fighter aircraft; that due to ,the impossibility of obtaining

suitable nuclear warheads, -no long range, missiles should be built; that the

utilization of nucleonics for power generation, propulsion and earth moving
was chimerical; and that we had acquired all the nuclear materials we
possibly could use; hence, production should be reduced and shut down.

Most advocates of the production shutdown never knew stockpile figures,

were not privy to war plants, and did not comprehend attrition factors; nor

were they able to assess Soviet nuclear strategy.

Gradually, the philosophy of the test ban --a professed objective of world

Communism since .1957 — gained ground. U.S. ban pleaders were arguing

that underground 1 te sting was infeasible; that all "useful" nuclear weapons
already had been invented; that there was no utility in improving nuclear

efficiencies^ there was h6 chance of

iidiscpvering-new types of nuclear effects; that neither improved technologies

nor jnew^designs >w£ire^^ or for effective ground

, defense slagainst a nuclear opponent; and that the ban held no risk since we
\w.exe^ v A&^o^sp3iC^3^^e-.W^bie^s wantfed -to keep
dtCbpeh eihtirely for peaceful utilization, hence no weapons suitable

1

*for "space

combat were to be talked about. This argumentation was_roma^^
affirming that the Soviets could not possibly cheat because they had no
,lincentive ,r to do so, and because the risks of detection were too high - - as

though Moscow worries about running afoul of nworld public opinion".

The nuclear Fabians were warned that the Soviets would change their policy

suddenly and that
\ even;assuming no cheating, they would observe the test

ban only so long as they did not need atmospheric tests. They were alerted

against the danger that if testing stopped, U.S. test and laboratory personnel
would change jobs; hence, it would take about two years before effective

testing could be resumed. The Fabians knew that the Soviet Union would
keep its crew intact; therefore, any temporary test ban, even if faithfully

observed by both sides, would play into the trap.

-Early in 1961, when evidence became available that the Soviets were cheating,
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strong suggestions were made to resume testing or, at least, get ready to

resume testing without delay* The Fabians professed continued faith in the

Soviet Union, and disputed the evidence by feigning disbelief. They argued
that "proof" was not yet firm enough: there was indeed no radioactive debri
from Soviet underground tests. . . With sophistry of this sort, they blocked
preparations for test readiness. This single case of negativism alone gave
the Soviets an advantage of about one year.

It is much too early to say whether, and by how much, the Soviets have
profited from the more or less unilateral American test ban which lasted
35 months. Yet the current Soviet test series is greeted by the - Fabians
with entirely premature comments that not much progr.es s-i-s-being-demon -

strated on three .Russian proving grounds this proves the Fabian point
that further testing is unne ce s&ary* ^ i.ot ~ . . - : Js > ul ~? ^x- ^ _

Khrus^hevr

s

£annjouncem he wasi rgping \tprbuil^

^was.v ric^TcuJ^d. £*Ho#>i %mny; - r.\suchr;a
;
weapons

, _
>and

r
G>n^ ;wha<t-an Amerieari^b to. 5.:me:gaton;:;weaponlcaiiMo

-lOheaperj-^and rb(
etfcer?.i.i«d-. - v cr

;
ul-,:.., - •:. *-**o5

:
: 01 u^osl3£T& te m&&z%Li£zi

c-w £.::,,.rx-. f :...rr ::^y<l„-:' - ; • -- -
[l^^^BmMo a^W

Soviet testing of super -devices elicited an American
;
propaganda barrage

about fallout. The implication is that since the Soviets: aiready rt'poisoned 11

the atmosphere , the United States should not add to the pollution.;; .Such

-

:

propaganda effectively brakes the development of super -devices which ~we
need to neutralize Soviet super weapons.

As predicted, it is taking the United States a long while to get going; At
this writing, atmospheric testing is still strongly resisted; yet since under-
ground ,te sting was not properly prepared, > it . cannot give, satisfactory.-resuits

.

In particular, exclusive underground --or low yield testing will cripple
our capability to get large yield weapons. The Soviets are testing with the

-greatest intensity and are carrying a fully, balanced, and almost Tideally ceom-
ipletgj te..st^pjr^ograms .^ 3Jhe ; :U.jSw ^is iexe;cuting cavtokehiprogram^and^;has nd6 even

. decidedthat , it ;needs counter s,
:
t

o

tr
the • • 1 00; megaton threat - - a " situation; of r

>

'

, .mental dis array*- which, among Americans.,,., only nuclear Fabians and Com

-

munists^can-enj oy^y xt^j&jsZ&sznvg -is* & idTi' ^ZfOtiE Sails* $*<i o* *src5\v w&imos

Ther^ is . general agree.mentcamong the military ithat ,if ; we? are 5 to/knowrAvhether

the weapons, onrwjhi'ch-our^ security is: based ar^e; wprking^eliably^ firl^as'sem-

blies of missiles, notably Atlas and Polaris, must be proof tested; that a few

stockpile weapons must be exploded;, that hardened missile sites and shelters

must be exposed; to nuclear blasts; that underwater shots are needed to

enable us to reduce the vulnerability of submarines; and that high altitude

explosions are required to determine radiation propagation and effects upon

communications and warheads. Thus, technological testing of low yield

devices does not satisfy U.S. security requirements.

The Fabian crowd cannot persuade the United States to lay down and, destroy

our arms, but they have been able to talk us into a policy of nuclear standstill.
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The -consequences of such a catastrophic, policy may include:.

.The; U. Si wiHhave.no big yield weapons 'to:balance those of ^the--

'

Soviets; hence our offensive strength will be inferior* ?x ; oZ^-fr: : ..

The U. S. will not get effective anti -ICBMs in time - the one • • -

system which could ^'tame 11 holocaust war; hence our defensive : iL^-:.
t

.

.
strength will ber inferior. , :;::r,\;- .w- s.c\'hi-: cz h^t-Z:£i

The U. S. will have too few and only - azitiquated tactical weapons -

•

for battlefield use. , Yet truly modern tactical weapons in large^
numbers and of clean design-could block ground invasions. In the '

absence of such" weapons, U.S., capability to win limited-war s:arid-

emerge successfully from troubles like Berlin will decline to the

vanishing point. ^
H /

.

The U.S. will not obtain cleajcL^eapongX the achievement ,ol^
such atechnolbgy 1 ^^

The* U. 'B^w^SS&rS^^mSJi^&eu$r*on weapons; -yet this^riew :te ch- '•'{'

ridlogy whicn/ (according to the;Fabian; judgment, 'is Unfeasible , use less
or un&esirlaBle^ capabilities' and allow, lis

to recover thelel^^ \%M;®&i ^^u^^i -

The U..S. will .not get nuclear propulsion;. hence its penetration

Into "^pace^wiU stopped" shgri*
, *J.

,'
.. ,, m &

„. ^.t, %r <

ritrcffe A
The U. S. will hot help its allies to- arm effectively; -hence -it must-

.lg£ar™1ft-e^^^ ,q£war
; , will^be. hitfby ihe^Jf

.^eari^tklity qf
j
SoH > , ..... .

. ^j, : ^
THe Fa-bians would eliminate practically all nuclear;-weapons; from, the^Ar^payr/

^strlc'jpthe Navy to a few submarines,,, strip tactical air craft- of • .their ^

j^mqle^^capab^rty^
^•symbolic mihimumr -and"ensure "that hombs and warheads,'are restricted-

^to %w yields.; ..^^ J^'v '.

'

s ; / ' — -

The Soviets, of course^ : aim to possess the most modern/ reliable and
balanced nuclear ar senali They are working toward massive superiority

"in "alT^gSBi-caxil"o^Jen^ve^ndr3efendive submarine, naval", "groiind, tair

and space--weap6^sv^ 1 '^

Suppose they have tkeir way andr^suppose the.%Fabians, have theirs in the U.S.
With a Fabian arsenal, - embodying but a fraction of Soviet: firepower, and
without certainty that our main weapons will function/' how can^any President

make a war decision?^ ;How can Sbe^^S^'c effectively

if nuclear we apons are kept under lock and key, on the grounds that the

military cannot be trusted? The Fabian policy, wittingly or unwittingly, aims
to, deliver the U.S. , like a sacrificial lamb, into the hands of the almighty

nuclear enemy.

Public opinion is so ignorant about nuclear matters that the atomic Fabians
actually did succeed in turning the technological initiative over to the Com-
munists. The Soviet test program and their demonstrated bad faith have
by no means changed Fabian minds and they are continuing to erode U.S.

J



defenses further. Nor have they exhausted their resources. The newly-

established Disarmament Agency, established by a Congress naively .

assuming -that disarmament is something talked about" but not -acted- upon,

will be one of the main vehicles through which panic about fallout and
"obliteration" will be stimulated. Through ad hoc advisory "panels 11 and
scientific kitchen .cabinets, technical improvements will be vetoed- and
delayed, new design ideas ridiculed, the overall pace of the nuclear pro-

gram slowed down, nuclear stockpile, reductions proposed, the military

forced to get rid of potent weapons; and even new test bans will be advo-
cated* Falsification of intelligence, technical misinformation, political

confusion, ostracism of creative scientists, and underfinancing of potential

breakthrough -design concepts are among the Fabian methods which have
proved most effective in the political climate of the United^States.

The whole operation is concealed by assertions that the U. S. remains the

str onge.st„nuclear ..power ; that our nuclear arsenal is < second to .none ; that

we have all $he %-pes of nuclear weapons we will* eyervneed- ;

and in -all rthe

quantities that ever will be required; and that no aggressor will dare to

touch us lest he wants to commit suicide. This advantageous ;situation,

we are assured, is going to continue indefinitely, despite the fact.that the

U # S # S. R. is racing and the U. S. is almost standing still.
t

It is High time that the American public under stand the Fabian maneuver
which is doubly dangerous because the President, just as his predecessor,
has succumbed to some of the Fabian 'ar^ idea

that further nuclear progress would be self -defeating.
r There Si^las^et few

men in the high councils of goverrirnent sophisticated ^noug^to^^^izei^that
j^pee World security depends on the fastest acceleration and on^^ma^Ur
hiI&ncing of the American nuclear programs. Unless we drop tljg j^olic^of

^tffle
4c^ffl|.ictf^wilJrhave* to choose whether we prefe r our Apolitical d^^u^ttSr^

j^pu
f̂
surrender or defe at . '

;

'

'

* ~ » :

t;
Dr,.., .Stefan ,.T.^,,Po:s;s6ri^

^

; ^
Contributing Editor^
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Cuban or other Communis!
forces."

;

Ji suggested as a "peaceful"

(

^rep to take the declaration that

the movement of "Communist
war material" to Cuba be de-

clared "contraband" and that

the U. S. use "proper enforce-

ment" to stop it and the "build-

up of Castro's military strength"

and shipping of arms to other

Latin American nations.

Tba FwEsTtght Memo—Adm.
Chester Ward (Ret.) interpreted

it as an attempt by the "paci-

fists" to "gag . . . military anti-

communists ." Sen. John W
Fulbright if). Ark ), in the con-

fidential memo to President

kenned v. called for a curtail-

ment ot military participation

in ' anti-Communist" seminars.

Niacfieor a q d IDksinnnameiiitf

Policy- -Dr. Stefan T. Possony.

director of intera^iona'RtifiSies

at the Hoover Institute of Stan-

ford University, wrote "Nu-
clear Fabiani^s'' in the gov-

ernment are trying to "persuade

the United States to lay down
and destroy our arms."

P « <r

THE NEWSLETTER is pre-

j

pared by Jack E. Ison, a former

j

FBI agent and the council s op-

jerating director. Some of his

j

reports were oa:

|
—The BHcefe Mdtoo. Scoia

r called the black supremacist

f religious cult, headquartered

in Chicago with an estimated

70,000 members, "potentially

dangerous." He said it was

"motivated by base" and
noted it had a judfit-trained,

semimilitary group called the
1

Fruit of Islam
"

—A Oevetad (<u^ab) (Foreign-

language trotasfiations firm.

Ison said that "75 per cent"

of the 86 firms it serves are

"engaged in defense produc-

hereV

Showing a reporter the coun-

*'\vhat do vve do to get out of congressman who wa^. a .sup

>,) "
; porter of the late Sen. Joe Mc
Carthy. also donated h > v exten

c.!-s files. Fisher said. "In ...^ private library on comm..-

way, our files are sort oi an

encyclopedia in the field of

national security and commu-
nism/'

nism to the council, Fisher said

Fisher said the files are avail-

sew. wood mam
tion.

1
' The firm's owner, he

said, has been a top official

of the U.S. Communist Party.

-A book on American wild-

life. Ison savs that a current

He said that "sin govern-

ment agencies"— without

enumerating them — and

newspapers frequently
made use of the Hies, but

the "general public'* was

not given access.

"It wouldn't be wise to turn

book club selection was writ-
, SOmeone not knowledgeable in

ten by an author who was a 'the field loose with such infor-

"recruiting agent for the So-Jmation," he said. "This informa-

;
able to newspapers for research.

|
He showed a file on one indi-

vidual, a former C ommunist
i leader who since has become an

! active an ti-Communist.

j
It bulked three 9-by-J 2-inch

! folders nearly six inches thick

Jwith newspaper and magazine
1

articles, printed notes of his ac-

; tivities. and many 3-by-5 cards

cross-indexing it with other files.

vief apparatus among mem-

hero of the State Depart

-

meat'* the '30s.

—The- SiapsFca^ Cmrl rotliaag

that Communists must regis-

ter as members of an organ-

ization representing a foreign

power, kon comments that

the current Supreme Court,

with its pro-Bill of Rights

oriented majority, might up-

set this as a violation of the

constitutional right against

self-incrimination.

He noted that three members

of the coiat are in their 70s

and wrote, "President John

Kennedy may well decide the

future of the Communist Party,

as it is now constituted, by his

next appointment to the court.

Atty, Gen Bob Kennedy, to en-

tion must be in 'packages'

—

documented, put in a significant

piece.

"Many people don't under-

i

stand what a 'Communist front'
j

means and they want to go
j

charging out without doing their
;

homework."

FISHER SAID that, among

.current plans of the council,

are:

—Pre&euratioa of a **Cot3 War

Glossary** with the aid of Dr.

Possony "on the meanings of

"100 key words'* in the Cold

War.

This project is being under-

taken, he said, in co-operation

with Frank Vignola, River For-

est t urn fture Jeafef and a
n
* o f

•

"ficer in The" Naval Air Reserve

of the council's data

a bound copy of

Worker back to its first issue

in the early 70s — was pur-

force our internal security, icnased fr°™ ^tc^of the

needs a 'balancer/" I

late Harryjung. FTsEer saicT*

# 0 0
" Jung, wbo'cUed fca 1954,

had headed i&g Aracrtoa

Vfg&ante flmtelKfjcaace Fed-

eraiiSon w&fcfa Eacd tts IbccdU

(sguoEtGffs E&es\2.

Fred Busbey, former Illinois

THE MAJOR share of the

files, he said, came from seven

separate libraries on commu-

msnTwhich the council bought joining Command herer

from, or was sivsn "by, private
j

"Vignola was an organizer of

individual. tne controversial anti-Commu-

The file that supplied most I™*
1 ^minar held at Gfcview

Naval Tfammg Station for serv-

FISHER COMMENTED that -

the council's reports are not as!

much concerned about "how we
|

got where we are," a* come)

groups are, but more with,

—including! ± „ ~ , , .

the Daily
1

... ^ <~
to criticism Of military officers

in such progrosts.

T^pfcrt ob o tsc^Jy bases o

'Communist Education Re-

port" to list^Toca! "education

seminars on "Communism

witfr sresqptetf t^na Fisher

put itToT "lou^jgaealiiy^ and

with a *%rd£fi hace of com-

munity support."
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PERSONNEL CHANGES

John MaJfFisher has just been elected President and Chief^Executive Officer

of the InstitutgJfcr^Arne rican^Str ate gy , which is one of the major institutions

devoted to cold war education.

He has been Chief Executive Officer of the American Security Council since-

its organization in 1955. At the urging of the ASC Executive Committee, he
resigned from Sears, Roebuck and Company March 31, 1961, in order to

devote full time to the ASC presidency. He will now divide his time equally

ALL INFORMATION
between the Institute and the ASC.

ms time equ

CONTAINED

» HEFfEiN ifi UMCLASSIFIEQ

Admiral Chestef^ard has moved to Honolulu, liawaii but will Continue as
Associate Editor of the ASC Washington Report. v w ^ , ,^ ^ J^A^ ,

Mr. -"Frank J^Uohnson has been employecflts'
Editor of the^Washington Report, Mr. Jdhn'son

Frank J. Johnson

is the author of "No Substitute for Victory'^
*w*tK:

which, with an introduction by Admiral A^leigh
Burke, will be published by the Henry Regnery
Company in March 1962.

Frank J. Johnson is a graduate of Dartmouth
College and took his M. A. at the School of Ad„-

vanced International Studies of Johns Hopkins
University, where his field of specialization

was the -Soviet Union, including the Russian
language. He was graduated from the Naval
Intelligence School in 1954 and subsequently
served six years as a specialist on all aspects
of Soviet political and military strategy.

/(fb ^x^l^^
EkCLOSURH
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- THe MILITARY AND COLD WAR EDUCATION# T~

The Need for Cold War Education

Every American, be he soldier or civilian, is entitled to the best informa-
tion available concerning the dangers to our nation. Every true American
responds to the call to duty when he understands why the call is made. But
the need for sacrifice has to be understood. Our people must be informed.

The threat today is not primarily one of imminent armed attack on our

country either by land, sea or air. It is mainly the threat of deterioration

of our individual and our national integrity and resolution, our willingness

to sacrifice, and especially the weakening of our moral fiber. The danger
is that we shall lose by default through abandonment of the will to win.

The Communist thr eat to. both our national and our individual existence is

no matter of partisan politics. It is a matter of survival for us all. It is

both internal and external. Those Americans who would use,the full power
of the United States to combat C ommunist aggression abroad find themselves
opposed by their fellow citizens who would compromise with the enemy. A
portion of this

^

1

1

compromising segment' ' openly adopts the slogan ' ' 'better

Red than dead. " "
J ..

Mr, J. Edgar Hoover, who has repeatedly warned us of the internal threat,

declared as recently as December 7, 1961, that:

^Editor 's Note: Lt. General Edward M. Almond, USA (Ret. ), guest editor

for this issue, was Commander of the Tenth Corps in the Korean War. Prior

to that he was Chief of Staff to General MacArthur in Japan and dealt directly

with the Russian mission there. These portions of his distinguished military

career make him particularly well qualified to comment on the need for cold

war education. This Washington Report is a short version of a statement
prepared by General Almond at the request of Senator John Stennis, Chairman
of the Senate Subcommittee on "muzzling the military. " General Almond is a

member of the American Security Council's National Strategy Committee.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY
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"We are at war with the Communists and the sooner every red ' '

] blooded American realizes this, the safer we will be. We must

? continue to stiffen our national backbone in dealing with the

r .
Communists, their dupes, sympathizers, and apologists. If

! we relax our guard for one moment, we court national disaster. "

A survey published in The Saturday Evening Post of December 30, 1961,

testifies tp;the continuing decay of our"moral fiber. This survey found the

typical American youth -- ages 14 to 22 -- "to be a pampered house pet, "

."will settle for low success rather^tjiah risk high failure, " ,!has little spirit

of adventure

,

J

1

1 'is a reluctant patriot who expects a nuclear war and would

rather compromise than risk an all-out war, n and "he likes himself the way
he is and the things the way they are. "

My long experience as a soldier has convinced me that this weakening of our

national moral fiber has seriously affected the stamina of the average Amer-
ican fighting man. The debilitating influences to which the average American
is subjected prior to his induction into military service have progressively

increased the effort required on the part of the military leader from the

squad to the army commander --to bring him up to the moral and physical

standards required for victory. The experience of the Korean War proved

that many American soldiers had little or no understanding of why they were
fighting. Consequently, they lacked both knowledge and courage to withstand

brainwashing by their Communist captors.

In view of past experience, it is particularly astounding to read the statement

of Senator William Fulbright, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, that "Fundamentally, it is believed that the American people

have little, if any, need to be alerted to the menace of the cold war. "

Alarming, also, is the rise in influence of a group which seems to have

induced our President to wage a campaign against the anti-Communist
thinking of our citizens. At the same time, they seem determined to cause

him to overlook the fruitless record of negotiation with the Soviets over the

past 25 years. These people denounce the concept of victory over Commu-
nism as "extremism. " In their eagerness to negotiate a settlement with the

Communists, they ignore the fact that the long-range Soviet goal is still

world domination. They for get that to the Soviets any negotiation or "agree-

ment" is merely a tactic in pursuit of that goal .

How The Military Can Assist in Cold War Education

The military sponsored seminars launched in 1958 by a directive of President

Eisenhower after endorsement of the move by our National Security Council,

have done much to alert our citizens throughout the country. I have personal
knowledge of the result of one such seminar which generated sufficient con-

cern to cause a civilian group (comprised of bankers, insurance executives

and civic leaders) in a period of six months, to establish and operate a

Speakers Bureau on the dangers of Communism which reached 63, 000 persons
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in 18 counties in the northern -portion of ,the State of Alabama,

While such local seminars may be possible without benefit of military facili-

ties, the inspiration which generated the above result came from a military

seminar held at Fort Benning, Georgia, in October, 1959.. There are many
Americans of sound judgment, both civilian and military, who believe that

the military segment of our nation is one of the most knowledgeable of the

anti-Communist forces.

Unfortunately, the campaign to discourage strong anti-Communism has

centered on the military. I am not aware of a single cold war seminar
having~been sponsored by the military^since September 1, 1961.

Despite declarations by the Department of Defense that it does not prohibit

military personnel from speaking out against Communism, freedom of

discussion of the Communist threat by military personnel is simply not

taking place. A review of hundreds of Department of Defense censored
speeches prepared by military officers has shown the elimination of such

expressions as "the Communist challenge, " "Communist conspiracy

directed towards absolute domination of the world, " "Soviet infiltration

menacing this nation and extending throughout the far corners of the globe, "

"Soviets have not relented in the slightest in their determination to dominate

the world and our way of life, " "the steady advance of Communism, " and
the words "victory" and "war".

Such censorship blurs the nature of the Communist threat and promotes the

policies of those who would compromise our principles. Failure to "call

a spade_ a spade " helps those who _seekjfco furthe r appeas e the C ommuni sts

.

The military commander is directed and urged by our Department of Defense
to establish the best possible relationship with the civic leaders and local

officials in his region. There can be no legitimate objection to cooperation

J?i^Ltke_ciyil entities if they request the military to help further their fight

against Communism by exposing Communist concepts, Communist methods
of infiltration and subversion, and Communist ideologies.

Where the military individual is guilty of improper procedure or misrepre-
sentation of condition or is nonfactual or libelous or where he makes false

accusations, he personally is to. blame and appropriate punitive action should

be taken by the proper authorities. No officer or man in any branch of the
military service will violate the proper code of conduct once he knows that he
is personally liable for such action. The military services have adequate
precepts, traditions arid ethical standards, some written and some unwritten,
which provide all the safeguards necessary against partisan or political

action except where the individual is guilty of poor judgment or irresponsible
preparation of his subject matter.



What Must Be Done

All true Americans should urge the utilization of every means available to

inform, on a non- partisan basis, our servicemen, in particular, and our

people throughout the country in general of the insidious and very real

Communist threat to our country.

To do this we need a spirit as well as a program; we need the leadership at

the top of our political system to encourage patriotic and self-sacrificing

efforts by our people in every walk of life; we need less of the "red pencil"

of our censors and more of the spirit of our forefathers whose courage and
intrepidity made this"nation possible.

From the rank of Captain of Infantry through that of Lieutenant General
commanding an army corps of more than 100,000 troups, 1 have been in

many difficult battle spots. My "shield and buckler" has always been encom-
passed by the thoughts: "This is my Country! " "This is for those who would
act as I am acting if they were here! " God forbid that the time shall ever
come when the American fighter should think, when the chips are down: "Why
should I risk my life for those who would rather be 'Red than dead'. " If this

be labeled "super -patriotism" by the apologists for America, let them make
the most of it

!

The chips are down and this is a struggle for survival. Our age-old concept
of life and liberty demands that no one dare to apologize for our beliefs or to

excuse the foreign aims of tyrants who would deprive us of both life and
liberty. -

" ~ ^ ~— ^.

Edward M. Almond
Lieutenant General, USA (Ret.)
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1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Baling ardner
1 - Mr. Harrington
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^OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 B
*
y
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to . Mr. W. C. Sultan

from : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner

o
subject: AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL

<£v> INFOHMATMiTCOKCS^lNG'
(INTERNAL SECURITY)

An article in the "Chicago Daily News, 2/12/62
captioned "Council Here Tells of Its Files on Reds" concerns
background information on the American Security Council (ASC),
205 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois.

The article discloses that JohnJL^^Fisher is
President and Executive Director of ASC ana' It has "the largesi
private files on communism in the country." ASC publishes the
^Newsletter," prepared by Jack E. Ison, former FBI Agent, which
provides internal security information and a behind-the-scenes
view of what the Communist Party

?
USA, is really up to. It also

publishes "Washington Report" which reports on national and
international developments affecting the national security.
According to the article ASC has 3 156members and a staff of 20
employees.

Bufiles disclose ASC is an organization in Chicago,
Illinois, financed and operated by private industry as a national
central research and information center on subversive activities.
Information developed is made available for a fee to member
companies and other organizations and individuals determined to
be qualified by ASC. It was organized to provide industry with
access to subversive information. Its officers include John M.
Fisher, President and Executive Director, and Jack E. Ison,
Operating Director, both of whom are former Special Agents of the
FBI. The ASC sponsors the Fidelifax, Incorporated, a nationwide
personnel investigating organization with offices in 32 states
each of which is allegedly headed by former Special Agents.
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CBHHGUfi. HERE TiKTJ'.S OP I3SS FILES ON, REPS.

Firais amid Imtdradnjiaife

Pay for ImformaHioini

Last in a series on leaders of "blue or ultraconserva-

live" groups in the Chicago area and their expanding

» activities.

(memberships, ft has a budget

BY JOSEPH HAAS 'of $250,000 yearly and 20 staff

i employes, he added.

• The American Security Council notes in a bro-| Eijht ,talfers are I0rmer FB) i

chure that it has "the largest private files on com-j agents, four of them lawyers. <

munism in the country/* ^

F6ur other lawyers afso work

of major ^u<ine^s firms. - in its

Senior Advisor v Rn.jrd and

half a doheh retired admirals

and genera"!* l n iU National

Strategy Com nut tec.

Us ot Iferrs, hke Fisher, arc

junior executives in ihe corvv

In the last two years. Fisher! panic* of Senior Advisor*' firm-

said, st hjs burgeoned to 3, 1 56! who have' been chosen ;o rep-

Until January, 196(1.

membership — limited to

firms paving $30 to $900

yearly in dues scaled to the

number of employes —
was about 450.

John M. Figher, president and executive director of the coun-

cil at 205 W. Monroe, cautions againsr aligning it, however,

with conservatism.

"Not unless by 'conservative' (individuals and organizations

you mean 'anti-Communist,' "
j

totaled 2,000,000.

said the amiable, businesslike! A A &
former FBI agent.

To.oay the files indexed "in-

dividuals and organizations"
, ^

would be "presumptuous/* Fish- /'spe^al' information" service where Fisher had been an ex _,

company and some mtfivETual reseat them in council opera-

tions.

Fisher mid ihe c<wincU

distributes "about 5,000"

copies of Ifcs reports, mainly

to members, and answers

about t,5W) ctf their re-

quests monthly for "special

information.*'

He i* proud ol the extensive

ffor the council.

* * *

ROBERT E. Wood. 82, re-

tired Board chairman of Sear*-

Roebuck & Co. and former

TOHIEE PEEPERS to de-

emphasize the Tiles and the

er said.
.

given council members (who are

"To say that, you'd have to icautioned that it is 'confidential

have a complete file on each !
information*) and to stress the

of them." He declined to esti- ! council's other activities,

mate how many persons or-

groups were catalogued.

Army quartermaster general. is
:

reprinting council reports

one of the council's "senior ad- and their use as sources for

visors." ~"
editorials, and news series in

"T?e"brought Fisher to direct ' the nation's press,

the council from Sears Roebuck,'
, wou |dn t he surprised if.

for every Washington Report
ecutive assistant to the vicc. we circulate, we got M) to 50
president in charge of person-! repn nts." he said/ A notice on

p * &

THK COU N C B L occupies

5,000 equare feet of third-floor

opace with much of this area

devoted to files and bookshelves.

Of theas files, tfes council's

describe pamphlet wys, All

Gomiaumst Party' publications.

T?^T^^"news^ar3^. "SjOOO

weekly,, ^wspapers a n d 7d0
magaxia.es are clipped for the

files.

*

*^^tffccc3n^jp?w hi-

des cmfts £ day ora needed

to kadlex the flow <rf cor*

msft taforwisition $mm 11

These are mainly puMi-

cata of o "Newsletter**

and a
t4
Wg!3&iisiigton Repast"

dtearihizaSGiJ primarily fi©

The ''Newsletter," again ac-

cording to the brochure, "pro-

vides internal security informa-

tion and a behind-the-scenes

view of what the Communist
Party, U.S.A., is really up to/*

Its "Washington Report," the

brochure states, "reports on na-

tional and international develop-

|

menis^ affecting^ the national se-

icuritv."

nel.

Fisher, of Wheatois, n

World War 11 combat pilot

who flew 28 bombing mis-

sions over Htaly, jaliaed

Sears in 1953 afffteir sfo

yeara with $b<2 FBI,

leach report states that "full

reprint rights" are permitted.

* * *

IIS THE LAST two \ears.

the Washington Report has,

|

among other things, commented

, on:

Gen. Wood, of Lake Forest,!- Caj^-gecQmmending "bold

headed America First formed

in early 1941 to oppose Amer-

ica's entry into World War II.

Among other leaders in

America First were Col. Robert

R. McCcrmick, late publisher

of the Chicago Tribune, and

Clarence Manion, onetime dean
j

tional power to the extent and

of the law school at the Univer^in the manner required to free

sity of Notre Dame and a na- jthe Cuban people
1

" and to make

and resolute action" or the

United States "will eventualK

he isolated from the rest of the

Americas."

Among U. S. actions recom-

mended were "to use its na-

tional councilor of the Birch
j

it clear the United States 'will

TOE COUNCIL was founded jsocietv ,

jin 1955 and, Fisher said, is not' ^ * * * j

not tolerate *uern!,a
invaMOnv

^ Fisher said the number of
j

affiliated with any other organ - TOE AMERICAN Security!*1"1 F*>wer seizures- in other

,

|$ich file cards cross-indexing 'ization. [Council haa 10 top executives
j
Tatm American countries by
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^1]BRITISH COLOMBIA ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED

PLEASE MARK REPLY FOR

ATTENTION OF THE WRITER

Room 425 "*

970 Burrard

VANCOUVER*

March 23rd,

JTMboh J/

\ Mi£ Malone—

[r. Rosen

[r. TaveL„
Mr. Trotter™.

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington 25, D.C.

U.S.A.

Dear Sir:

I appreciate very much receiving from time to time the
excellent material you have prepared on the Ccomminist threat. I try tj

make as wide a distribution of these as possible.

I find there is a growing interest and awareness here
responsible citizens regarding the nature and imminence of this threats
am meeting from time to time with a small study group which is vitally :

concerned with this issue

If available, I wonder if I might have 50 more copies,^

(1) Red Goals and Christian Ideals

(2) Communist Delusion and Democratic Reality

I niight say our Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 300 Sacn
Street, Montreal 1, Canada, is taking an active part in preparing and
distributing anti-Communist material. In case you have not seen it, I

take the liberty to enclose a "brochure of theirs entitled, "Operation

The study group I mentioned above has prepared an envelope
of material for distribution and I would like to include your excellent
material in it. Enclosed you will find the material to which I refer- I

think you will agree there is a significant impact in the poster "It Can
Happen Here" . I am not certain of the source of it bwWHi'«ff*!!Ch|^

:s^r
have been used in Dr. Swartz's meetings across your Hation.

13 APR 9 1962

A member of our study group recently received a letter^,

from Mr.JJohn M. Uisher, Presidentl^American Security *§©Hseil, ou^Snlng 1

X

0°*? tub*** . ~

all \wom
HEftEfN

DATE



Mr* J. Edgax Hoover - 2 - March 23rd, 1962

their activities and proffering membership. I notice their brochure
mentions they have five former members of the Bureau on their staff as veil
as a number of nationally known persons. I gather from the material they
furnish that they are working in very close relationship with the Bureau.

I wonder if this is, indeed, the fact. He also states that they have the

largest private files on Communist activities in the United States. Am I

misinformed in believing that the Council is recognized by the F.B.I. ?

Again, many thanks for making available to me your many fine

publications.

Sincerely yours,

P.A. Hoare
(31st Session)

PAS/ep
Encls.
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March 29, 1*2

'6
9
it

Alan Hoars
Officer

Columbia Electric Company

970 Burrard Street

Vancouver 1, Britiah Columbia, Canada

Dear Mr. Hoare: ^
Your letter of March 23rd, with enclosure*, haa

*

been received, and it it a pleaaure to sand you, under separate/??
cover, the literature you requeeted. OS

Ut

o
ui

.• It van good of you to send me the material with

your comnaunicattea, and I am looKing forward to reading it

^ in response to your inquiry, a «n»aibe^iDfrfce4na«viduals

Associated,with the American Security Council formerly were ~n
employej^logr the JFBI. However, their present activities and the

publications of this organisation are private ventures and do not

in any ilay represent this Bureau, The FBI is strictly an inves-

tigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does
not make evaluations nor draw conclusions as to the character or

integrity of any publication, organisation or Individual. In view
of this policy, I want to assure you that we have not made any

statement either approving or disapproving of this group.

n

i

w I
Mo

Oo
X

Sincerely yours,

3. Edgar Hoover

1E9

v.r

Ottawa - Enclos#e

J'han

lad tfEjTT" < fb^ignj Liaison Unit

r
^

- Mr. Adcock - (Sent direct)

USC Material - 50

50
JL w

MAIL ROOM

J3H

,1

r.

f

The Communist Meiici<iref
:^ Christian

Communist Illusion and Democratic/ Ideals
Reality

...... ......_ TELETYPE UNIT (See NOTiUiext page)
^^«;pim(6)^.;^ jLj

.0



Mr. P. Alan Hoare

NOTE: Correspondent is on the Special Correspondents 1 List and is a

graduate in good standing of the 31st Session of the FBI National Academy
(January - March, 1946.) The American Security Council is a private

organization furnishing data regarding internal security matters to private

industry. A number of its employees are former Agents, and its present,
John Morris Fisher, EOD 8-4-47 as a Special Agent and resigned 2-TE3-53.

.His services were satisfactory, and he is on the Special Correspondents 1

List. Fisher has assured representatives of the Bureau that he ^willing to

cooperate fully with the Bureau, and that we may use his organization at

any time we see fit. There have been additional inquiries/from persons

indicating that they had^the inference that this organization is closely related

to the FBI. /InT:959; Information was received that this organization was

planning to develop or place informants in the Communist Party'Taising the

possibility that they might intrude upon the subversive investigative field

which is the FBI's primary responsibility. Bufiles do not indicate that

further information has been developed in this regard. The enclosed

material deals with communism and neither the Bureau nor the Director

is mentioned.

- 2 -
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WASHINGTON REPORT
Prepared By ThMiMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL

distributed by Committee For Public Affairs May, 1962

4rV V
HEREIN Ul^iSSIFe k

Business and Cold War Victory

/V

The word "alternative" is a dirty word these days because it is so often used
between the phrases "all out war" and "any kind of peace. " When it is used in

connection with the words "war and peace, " it is in the sense that the only
alternative to uneasy peace is nuclear devastation. This conclusion often leads
to the suggestion that the only alternative to accommodation with the Communists
is all out nuclear war. It almost seems that whenever anyone in this country
suggests that we should have a plan for total victory and that we should devote
all our efforts to destroy Communism , he takes his life in his hands.

The thrust of my remarks to you, the businessmen of the country, is that you
may be wasting your time if you devote all of it only in trying to better your
businesses and your personal careers. You may be wasting it unless you come
to the realization that a part of your time and effort should be tithed -- tithed to
your country - - to a cause which transcends any individual business. It will
profit you nothing to learn how to increase your profits or your personal position
in management, if your country goes down the drain -- for the free enterprise
system, as you and I know it, will go with it.

^ This may ^jiifficultJor^jyou to comprehend. Many of you may tMink that the
problems of the Cold War are none of your concern -- that they are properly
the responsibility of the President and State Department and not something for
you to worry about. But are you, who have the most to lose if Co^teiism
wins, satisfied with the way the war is going? And, if not, can you a^^CtSD°g-^
sit. on your hands and "leave it to Washington?" kAY $^

* °

You will understand from these remarks that I believe firmly that we mttstva4gg^
a policy aimed at victory over Communism and that you can help in this objective.
Yet, we constantly hear the argument that victory can be won only by nuclear war.
For example, an editorial from that staid and conservative paper the Wall Street
Journal came to this shattering conclusion"

"Of course, those who thus dream of a total victory over Commu
nism do not advocate global war; they would achieve their ends

69 MAY 2 5yT?l®f^
means

>
Yet a is

> inexorably, a policy admitting only
& MM! " one instrument for its achievement, "

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY



The argument is that since the Kremlin would not acquiesce in the liquidation

of its empire, the only way to achieve total victory "is by war nuclear

war. " This kind of thinking is totally defeatist. It fails to recognize the

superior strength which allows us to undertake a broad range of actions short

of all out war to destroy international Communism. Furthermore, it fits in

very well with the scheme of things as set forth by Mr. Khrushchev. You cannot

read any Communist blueprint for the future without concluding that it calls for

nothing less than total victory over us. Should we as a nation subscribe to a

policy of holding on;.torjps
t
ttwhat.we^ i.ca|ivsalyage ? If so, our defeat is only a

question of time. *
"".

'

I sense that thei:e
4
is. a growifig feeling of £euCitation among our people. But

just behind the crest of that frustration is a much larger wave of belief that

we must stand up to Communism even at the risk of war.

Our people are flocking to Mproject alerts" and to "freedom forums" all over
the country. They are hungry for information on the threat to our country and
their existence. They are asking for a policy which calls for victory.

But, do the American people really understand the national peril we face? It

seems axiomatic that if our people are to understand the Communist threat,

they must comprehend the Communist war plan for our elimination. Do they

understand it -- or even that such a war plan exists? I fear not.

Let us take, for example, a group of people considered to be among the most
articulate in the nation -- the 250, 000 lawyers in this country. Do they as a
class understand the menace of the cold war ? Leaders of the bar think not.

One top leader of the American Bar Association stated that in his opinion less

than one-fifth of one per cent of the lawyers in this country were capable of

taking the platform and explaining the fundamental differences between American-
ism and Communism. The Bar's Special Committee on Tactics, Strategy and
Objectives currently has a program which includes a massive move to inform
and advise lawyers of the country the facts and best thought and opinion on the

subject of Communism. The program is called "Operation Bar Leadership. "

Now consider yourselves you leaders of the free enterprise system --do
you consider yourselves qualified to explain Communist ideology in contrast
to your own institution?

Give yourself this test. In late I960 and early 1961, there issued forth from
the Communist world two documents which set forth in minute detail not only

the demise of the free enterprise system you represent, but practically every
gasp and death rattle which will accompany its passage into oblivion.

These documents have been cited as vitally important and worthy of every Amer-
ican's attention by no lesser personages than the President, Secretary of State,

and Secretary of Defense. I refer to the Manifesto of aie 81 Communist Parties

adopted at Moscow in December of I960 and the interpretation of that Manifesto



in Mr, Khrushchev's infamous January 6th speech of 1961. As Secretary of

Defense McNamara put it before the Senate Armed Services Committee when
discussing these documents:

". . . at no time, to my knowledge, have the goals of Communism,
the techniques of Communism, the dangers of Communism, been

as fully expressed, as graphically expressed, and as brutally

expressed. as they were expressed at that time, both in early

December and early January. "

Now how many of you leaders of business have read or even skimmed these

documents? I suggest that you study particularly the January 6, 1961 speech

of Khrushchev, because he claims that the system you represent is in an era of

collapse -- is in a state of decline and crisis. He makes no bones about the fact

__that_the„companies you_r_epre s.ent^are_the- prlncipal-r.emaining..enemie s-oLcom-
plete victory for the Communists. He puts it this way:

"American monopolists (that's you) have been and remain the

principal usurers and exploiters of the people. One is fully

justified in concluding that both in the economic field as well

as in the field of international politics the main power of

capitalism (and I take that to be the United States) has entered

a phase of growing difficulties and crises, a phase of its

decline. 11

Nowhere in Mr. Khrushchev's speech will you find any hint, any suggestion, that

he seeks less than total victory over the Western World. In fact, commenting
on the definition of "our era" as "an era of the collapse of capitalism, " he goes
on to state a corollary to this definition:

"The strength of this definition is that it correctly characterizes
the main achievement of the world liberation movement and opens
before the Communist and workers movement clear prospects for

the world-wide victory. "

Can we as a nation in the light of these remarks aim for anything less than total

victory? Can you as business leaders do anything less than urge your companies
to devote a part of their time and their profits to the survival of the system in

which they flourish? Do you defend yourselves? Do you know an acceptable

alternative to go back to that word I started out with?

I hope I have convinced you of the absolute necessity for training our sights on a

plan for total victory. When I use that word "victory" here, I am not speaking
of fighting a nuclear war. The one thing that Mr. Khrushchev makes crystal

clear in his January 6th speech is that the last thing the Communists want is an
all out nuclear war. He knows that this would be suicide for Russia. But he
wants other kinds of wars, in such places as Laos and Vietnam arid he says
so quite frankly. He says these are sacred "wars of liberation" which it is the



t
duty of Communists everywhere to foster, to recognize and to fully support*

Thus, the Communists have defined the battleground and the weapons with which
they plan to defeat us over the next few years. These weapons do not now include
resorting to nuclear arms, though the threat of their rockets is a constant feature
of their propaganda. They will not hesitate to use nuclear weapons if they ever
come to believe that they could knock out capitalism without fear of effective

retaliation. That is why we must continue to maintain our military superiority
and, just as important, the will to use our nuclear forces if any free world -

bastions are attacked.

-4- t

But, the real battlefield on which Mr. Khrushchev wants to fight is a battlefield

in which you are the generals or should be and the peoples of the free
world are the soldiers. I urge you to pick up the challenge which the Commu-
nists have-hurled at you. If you civilian leaders of this country fail, then we
have little hope to reverse the trend that now runs against us.

I have the utmost faith in total victory which is to say I have the utmost faith

in you and in our people.

Arthur W. Radford'
Admiral, USN (Ret.

)

ASC National Strategy Committee

This report may be quoted in whole or in part if context is preserved, credit given and copy of quote furnished.

Editor-in-Chief

John M. Fisher

Editor

Frank J. Johnson

Chief, Washington Bureau

Lee R. Pennington

. Associate Editor

Chester Ward

Rear Admiral USN (Ret.)

Contributing Editor

Dr. Stefan Possony

The ASC WASHINGTON REPORT is prepared twice a month by the Washington

Bureau of the American Security Council. It reports on national and international

developments affecting the nation's security for the information of its 3200 member
institutions. The Washington Bureau staff carefully researches each subject covered

in a Washington Report. The facts in each issue are carefully checked with several

experts on the particular subject. Any recommendations made in a Washington Report

represent the consensus of the thinking of the best available experts.

Many member institutions and cooperating organizations reprint the ASC Washington

Report for their own employees or members. Some of these reprint it as their own
Washington Report with their own masthead. Many newspapers also reprint from the

Washington Report.

Member institutions may purchase additional subscriptions to the Washington Report

for their employees, educators, clergymen and government officials for $3.00 a year.

This covers only the cost of printing, mailing and first-class postage. Additional copies

of this issue available for ten cents 'each including postage. One hundred copies or

more available at five cents each plus shipping. Unfolded copies available at no charge

for reprint purposes. J /0 . <ZTjf # /i

Editor-in-Chief

AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL
Main Office: 123 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois

Washington Bureau: 808 17th Street, N.W., Washington, O.C.
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UNITED STATES GOVE^KaENT

Memorandum
m

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

Mr. DeLoach

DeLoach/ Evans

£ ' Malone

date: 6- 12-62

Rosen

Sullivan<r mfc

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Rooj

Holmes

JOHNMT^FISHER
T^TkfiMT0 mRECT:OR TO SERVE ON

J/dOLD WAR VICTORY ADVISORY COMMITTEE,OF
"AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL

/BACKGROUND:
HEREIJjL-

Mr. Fisher, President of the American Security Coupcit (ASC)

,

123 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, by letter datedl^^
"that his organization is conducting a series of studies entitled "Elements of ^
Strategy for Cold War Victory. " He stated this study is concerned witlf-what

America can do to obtain a victory in the cold war with the Russian^ and
;
in that

regard, the Council is forming a Cold War Victory Advisory Committee which
will be composed of national figures who are "for the adoption of a national

objective of victory in the cold wax. " He states these men will be asked to

cooperate in the study by making suggestions but they will not be held in any way
responsible for the final content of the study. Mr. Fisher notes that a number of

universities and organizations, for instance, the International Association of

Chiefs of Police, are cooperating in this venture. He requested that the Director

"support these studies" by serving as a member of this Cold War Victory

Committee.

Mr. Fisher enclosed two publications of the Council which outline

the Councils belief that/ftrong program is needed for this country to overcome
the strategy of the Russians for world conquest.

CHECK OF BUFILES:

The files disclose that the ASC is an organization financed and

operated by private industry as a national research and information center. The
firm develops information and, for a fee, makes it available to member companies

and organizations which qualified for ASC membership. It was organized to

provide industry with an access to subversive information and to sponsor the

Fidelifax, Inc. , a nationwide personnel investigating organizati^. ASC employs

a number of former Special Agents.

Enclosure,^^^^-- '*~J^*J^
1 - Mr- DeLoach - Enclosure ^AiQi
1 - Miss Holmes - Enclosure ^ggu g
1 - Mr. Sullivan - Enclosure

ELRrvc jyf

gating organization. ASC emp]

18 JUN 1

(6) 53 JUN 25 1962* V



Jones to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: John M. Fisher

We have had inquiries in the past from persons indicating that

they,have had the inference ASC is closely related to the Bureau. In 1959,

information was received that ASC was possibly planning to develop informants

in the Communist Party which raised the possibility of intrusion in our field of

primary responsibility. Files do not indicate further information has been
developed in this regard.

Mr. Fisher is a former Special Agent who EOD 8-4-47, and

resigned 2-13-53, in GS-12. His services were satisfactory, and he is on the

Special Correspondents* List. Our relations have been cordial with him, and

he has indicated to Bureau representatives in the past that ASC will fully

coopeia te with the Bureau.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent to Mr. Fisher advising that the

Director is unable to serve on the Committee due to his heavy schedule of

commitments.

- 2 -
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Washington, September 10, 1962 WR 62-17

Soviet Russian Weaknesses and Vulnerabilities

.In analyzing Soviet Russia, it is necessary to distinguish at the outset between

weakness and vulnerability. A weakness is a condition of defect and impairment
which does not in itself constitute a vulnerability. For it to develop into this state,

an external stimulus is required. There are many deep weaknesses in the totali-

tarian Soviet Russian Empire, but so long as they remain untapped they are not,

by definition, vulnerabilities. Policies of patched-up containment, evolution and

wishful thinking on the coming breakup of the so-called Communist bloc serve only

to guarantee that Soviet weaknesses shall not become vulnerabilities. The active

external agent, the catalyst, is lacking.

The prodigious irony of the current situation is the fact that beneath the surface of

most Soviet Russian accomplishments and points of strength rest their most pro-

found weaknesses.

The real decision before this nation today is not whether to push or not to push into

space, to disarm or not to disarm, to negotiate or not to negotiate, to trade or not

to trade with the Red Empire. Instead, the basic and real decision is whether to

meet or not to meet the full cold war challenge of colonial Moscow. If we should
resolve to engage the enemy in the total context of the cold war, it wouldn't and
couldn't be a matter of fighting this war only on our side of the 50 - yard line. The

|
best defense is the offense, and it should be obvious that the defense of freedom

|
is being battered from Laos to Cuba because our mere defensive and reactive

posture is not the best defense.

A cold war offensive would not permit Moscow's imperialism to nibble away at us,

for such an offensive necessitates the conversion of well known weaknesses in the

enemy's empire into vulnerabilities and the systematic exploitation of these vulner-

abilities toward his eventual destruction. ,\r

x j r>^* '

'
i:

!

/
Editor's Note: Dj^J^^ is a professor of economics at Georgetown

University. He is the authferof the Captive Nations Week Resolution (Public Law
""1^-TO^^hi ch was passed by Congress in 1959- This resolution provides that the

third week of July be set aside each year to remind the world of the nations held in

bondage by Russian imperialism. Dr. Dobriansky is also a member of the American
Security Council's Strategy Staff.
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There are five major areas for analysis: 1) the ideologico - propaganda; 2) the

empire; 3) the so-called economic race; 4) the military - space field; and 5) the

party apparatus.

1) We have still to appreciate the central importance of propaganda in the Cold

War. The Soviet Russians have developed this basic art to make a relatively back-

ward state appear as the equal of the American giant, to make the worst empire of

its kind appear as the great proponent of national liberation and independence, and

to move the minds of millions throughout the world in the belief that all this is so.

However, the weaknesses of Moscow's ideologico - propaganda are deep and funda-

mental. After twenty years of indoctrination, millions of Ukrainians, Georgians,

Russians and others deserted colonial Moscow in World War II; after ten years of

heavy propaganda Hungarian students and workers staged the 1956 revolution.

There are many similar examples to prove the utter bankruptcy of Communist ideol-

,

ogy when it is put into practice.

Nevertheless, Moscow continues to capitalize on this massive deception, chiefly

because of our failure to develop these weaknesses into critical vulnerabilities.

This requires a realization of the central importance of propaganda. The Voice of

lAmerica is but a pygmy compared to Moscow's media. There are many good
opportunities for demolishing the image Moscow casts of its empire. For example,
we could easily show the Russian perversion of theoretical Marxism, the emptiness

^of so-called Communist ideology, the emergence of the technocratic elite in the

U. S. S.R. , and the colonial exploitation of the captive non-Russian nations within the

Soviet Union. These are only a few points to establish the Russian mythology of

Communism.

If we are to win the Cold War, we must recognize and repeatedly stress the real

threat which Soviet Russian mythology conceals. And this is the Soviet Russian
imperio-colonial system of totalitarian rule.

2) The second general area of Moscow's obvious strength is its expanded empire .

One of Moscow's paramount goals in the past five years has been to gain Western
acquiescence to the permanence of its present empire, and our increasing indifference

toward the captive nations has helped in this .

Those who today preach that the Soviet Russian Empire is showing signs of disinte-

gration, that the future is with us, that all that is required is a military buildup and

|

trade with this empire, are gravely misleading the citizens of this country. There
is no substantial evidence of this. In fact, all the important and basic evidence of

^increasing empire strength points the other way. Of course, Moscow has its prob-

lems. Who doesn't? It had even greater problems at Stalin's death and during the

Hungarian Revolution, but it, nonetheless, continued to build up its composite power.

Yet, beneath the surface of this imperial power and strength lies the most profound

weakness of the Soviet Union and of the entire structure of Moscow's imperial rule
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^~
% and power. This weakness is the immense latent power of the genuine patriotic

I nationalism of the captive peoples both within and outside the Soviet Union. It is

this patriotic nationalism which is our most formidable weapon against Soviet

Russian imperio-colonialism, not the superficial disagreements between puppets

and the prime power.

./

Khrushchev^ sensitivity here isshown by his fury at the Captive Nations Week Reso-
lution, passed by Congress in 1959. Except for the U-2 incident, no event in the

past ten years has had as violent an impact on Moscow as this resolution. Khrush-
j chev and his puppets know, i f we do not, the disastrous effects that a methodic im-
plementation of this resolution could have on their world wide propaganda operations

and on the nations within their empire.

3) In the economic area, it should be readily recognized that for cold war objectives

the empire economy of the Soviet Union is strong, secure and increasingly threat-

ening. Moscow has a long way to go to match our economy, but being a totalitarian

and essentially a war economy, the U.S.S.R. poses an increasing threat as $12 to

$20 billion of additional output becomes annually available to it for cold and hot war
purposes.

Weaknesses in the economy are many, but most fundamental are the differences in

status and real income between the ruling elite and the underlying population, and
also the rampant economic colonialism to which the captive non-Russian peoples

are subjected. This could be transformed into a vulnerability by focusing world-
wide attention and opinion on these weaknesses. It would provide important political

leverage to the liberal Russian and nationalist non-Russian forces within the U.S.S.R.

4) The U. S.S.R. devotes top priority allocation of resources to the military - space
field. Over 20 percent of the gross product in the U.S.S.R. goes to military
pursuits. Their further development poses great dangers, particularly in signifi-

cant breakthroughs capable of magnifying their military power. Today, Khrushchev
threatens us and the world with "global missies. " He has been so effective in

; propagandizing the empire's military and space feats that in addition to naive and
pacifist groups doing his work for him in the free nations, even our own leaders
invoke from time to time the pangs of Mnuclearitis M as an excuse for the absence of

a well defined and developed cold war policy.

But the innovation of present military - space technology in no way alters the persis-
tent weaknesses in the armed forces of the U.S.S.R. The ultimate weapon is still

man and his morale, loyalties and will. Moscow is well aware that in all three major
wars in this century, the motley and multinational forces of the Russian Empire,
whether Tsarist or Soviet, disintegrated early.

Capitalization of this vital weakness into a vulnerability rests obviously on a broader
program directed at the captive non-Russian nations in the U.S.S.R. Along with this
is the necessity for a full and superior development of all our arms, nuclear and
conventional. The only sure and safe way to preserve the gray peace and to move



forward to cold war victory is by attaining and maintaining unquestioned superior-

ity along the entire spectrum of military technology and weaponry.

5) The final area for analysis ( is the party. The Communist Party of the Soviet

Union is the cohesive agent of totalitarian Soviet Russian strength, and the vehicle

for the subverting conspiracy beyond it.

However, it has weaknesses that could be developed into fatal vulnerabilities- The
perennial problem of succession, intra-party feuding, the pressures of national

parties in Ukraine, Georgia and elsewhere, and infiltration of party councils and

machinery lend themselves to such a development,
.
Here, as elsewhere, our

offensive iri -the cold war would necessarily have to be organic, composite and
totalistic. Pursuing one weakness as against others would be both foolish and
wasteful. But involved in each of these major weaknesses is the basic problem of

the captive non-Russian nations in the U.S.S.R.

It is painful to observe how, today, we continue to miss our opportunities for

eventual Cold War Victory. However, I am positive that given an aroused citizenry,

the dominant facts of international life and the predominant weaknesses of the Soviet

Russian Empire will l'ead us to the pursuit of an inescapable policy of emancipation
and a cold war strategy designed for decisive victory*

LEV E. DOBRIANSKY
Guest Editor

This report may be quoted in whole or in part if context is preserved, credit given and copy of quote furnished.
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ALL INFORMATION COM

Mr. J* Allen Jensen
Executive Vice President

\ General Manager
. ^tciaho Radio Corporation
Post Office Box 2008
Idaho Falls, Idaho

Dear Mr. Jensen:

I received your letter of November 16th and appreciate

interest prompting you to write as you did.

Tolson _
Belmont _

Mohr

Casper

Callahan ,

Conrad

DeLoach ,

Evans

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan

The FBI is strictly an investigative agency of th# Federal
Government and as such neither makes evaluations nor draws conclusions

as to the character or integrity of any organization, publication c$> f ^;
individual. This policy precludes my commenting concerning "Freedocfe

University of the Air. ,T

%

Speaking generally, however, I want to make it perfectly

clear that former Special Agents of the FBI and individuals who furnished

t&i* Bureau information on a confidential basis are not necessarily experts

cm communism. Some of them have sought to capitalize on their former
:s relation with the FBI for the purpose of establishing themselves as such
^ ^iorities. I am firmly convinced there are too many self-styled experts

on communism, without valid credentials and without any access whatso-
ever to classified, factual data, who are engaged in rumormongering and
hurling false and wholly unsubstantiated allegations against people whose
views differ from their own.

It is evident from your communication that you have considered

JM8 ^r(^|LecgalBli|^|^st that any such program will receive careful analysis

^arpbdBt that you can determine
0
whether

t
or pot the individuals involved are

Wfc'

JEhalk <**

Txohe.* .^X.
Tele. Room —

con't next re^e.

\5'

w
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Mr. J. Allen Jensen

valid authorities on this topic and if the objectives of the. program enlighten

the public concerning the evils of communism without advocating the

destruction of those freedoms inherent in our American heritage.

Enclosed is some literature I hope will be of interest to

you.

Sincerely yours,

B. Edgar Hoover

Enclosures (5)

"An American' s Challenge 10-9-62

Statement on Communism 7-15-62

Do You Really Understand Communism?
Communism and The Knowledge To Combat It

!

Why Reds Make Friends With Businessmen

NOTE: Bufiles indicate we have had cordial correspondence with Mr* Jensen

and there is no derogatory br further identifying information concerning him.

His lengthy letter concerns a proposed program nFreedom University of the

Air" produced by American Forum, Inc. and containing such speakers as

W. Cleon Skousen, former informant Julia Brown, Karl Prussion, former
Communist Dr. Bella V. Dodd et al. Correspondent sets forth his own
thoughts and indicates that he has reservations regarding individuals who make
a living out of being anticommunist and f#2®£on their experiences with the FBI.

Although ii&lquestioning the reliability of former informants when hewing the

FBI, he does not feel that when they are exposed and are no longer of use to

the Bureau that they become "Shitting Americans" nor does he particularly

trust former members of the Conifnunist Party who have i^tdtelarty
and are now speaking against communism. Similarly he believes all former
Special Agents are not „neeessarilyyqaalified as experts on communism. He
states he feels a great responsibility to the public as to affiat type of program
wbaMd be put on and asks for any asp^^ce or background material. It is

believed the above answer is respMp^^nd that no purpose would be serveqt t»
setting forth the data concerning titfse previously associated with the Bureau
such as Skousen and the former informants.
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EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

November 16
> SB

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director | Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

ASSIFIED /,

Dear Mr. Hoover

M

Like many other operators of radiq^and television
stations, we are concerned as to how to present material
to our listening and viewing audiences with respect to
some of the critical problems which face Americans today.

One of these problems is how to properly inform our
people about Communism and Communist tactics inside our
country insofar as they relate to ideologies and conduct
which actually threatens to subvert the American system of
government and the economic foundations thereof.

From time to time, producers of programs come to us
offering series of programs which are designated as anti-
Communist. They sometimes come with an astounding array
of lecturers and personalities who purport to be experts
on Communism. .

One such^organization enti€^^p^1nerican Forum, Inc."
which haa jp^ciuced a series c^^^ograms under the general
title oy^Tfeedom University of the Air" and whose main
offices^are W. _6th Street, Los Angeles 5, California,
have recently approached us of ifering" a " series"

K

'of''
,W^e^SrMk' d-'''

half-hour programs purporting to answer the question "What
can I do to protect, preserve and extend our freedom?"

In their brochure, which includes a synopsis of indi-
vidual programs, we have noted that a number of the lecturers
are people who have worked with, in, or for the F.B.I, at
some time. For example, the faculty advisor is Mr. W.

Cleon Skousen, who lectures on "The Theory of Communism",
"A Message FromKKatanga" , and "The Five Steps We Must Take"
to combat the Communist threat. Mr. Skousen is listed -as

having served for some 15 or ljfyye^
F.B.I. , which apparently quaj^lfe
field of Communist tactics r^la*
tration.

version and.infil*

At
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Others listed are Mrs. Julia Brown, "who served for
nine years as a counterspy for the F.B.I." in the Communist
Party; Matt Cvetic, also "for nine years a counterspy" for
the F.B.I, in the Communist Party: Karl Prussion, "a counter-
spy for the F.B.I, for twelve years"; Paul and Marion Miller,
informants for the F.B.I, while members of Communist organ-
izations*

Then there are listed former Communists, such as Dr.

Bella V. Dodd, a Communist for 2 5 years before she left the
party; Barbara Hartle, for more than 20 years a member of
the Communist Party.

Also listed is a Michel Struelens, a personal repre-
sentative of Moise Tshombe, president of the Katanga Province
in the Congo and head of the Katanga Lobby in Washington.

Questions arise in our mind as to the reliability of
some of these people, not from the standpoint of the infor-
mation which they furnished to the F.B.I, in the case of
counterspies and informants, but their reliability as spokes-
men for. the American way of life. We have reason to believe,
for example, that some informants are informants because
there is money involved. Then, for one reason or another,
when their activities are brought to light, their role changes
from that of "counterspy" or ''informant" to "shining American."

We have the same reservation about people who have been
members of the Communist Party for many years, and then for
one reason or another abandon the Party and suddenly become
proponents of the American system. We have reservations
about pointing them up to our television and radio audiences
as examples of people best qualified to speak on Americanism.
We also have reservations about people such as Mr. Skousen,
who seem to fall in the category of professional anti-Com-
munists; those who make a living out of being anti-Communist
and trading on the experiences they f ve had with such organ-
izations as the F.B.I. Our observations lead us to suspect
that many of these people and groups sow dissension, distrust,
and discord more than they truly inform people as to the
nature of the Communist conspiracy or provide a knowledge of
the Constitutional system under which we live.

We realize that in your position as director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, you must be very circumspect
in what you say or what you write about the matters related
above. Nevertheless, is there anything you can say about
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such matters? Is it possible for you to express approval^
or disapproval of such program series as " Free dotti University
of the Air"? More than this, such a series as this may not
have even come to your attention even though it deals with
the subject about which the F.B.I, is vitally concerned.

Our problem is that we feel a great responsibility
with respect to the ideas that we let loose in the communi-
ties we serve. Random ideas seem to us not nearly so poten-
tially dangerous as ideas put together by a group of people
for a particular purpose over a protracted period. We are
not well enough informed to determine whether programs such
as the above are really in the public interest. At the same
time, we recognize that we are responsible as broadcast
operators to determine as best we can what is in the public
interest. Nor do we want to turn to a governmental agency
to make up our minds for us. At the same time, might we
however, expect some information relating to the general
reliability of people utilized by the F.B.I, who speak on
subjects related to the general area of Communism, but out-
side the specific work for which they were engaged by the

Any background material you could furnish us, either
general or specific which would give us some help in making
up our minds as to the advisability of working with such
organizations as "Freedom University of the Air" would
be greatly appreciated.

F.B.I.?

Yours respectfully,

>?; Allen Jensen
Executive Vice President
General Manager

#AJ/pc
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Washington, November 19, 1962 WR 62-22

South Vietnam: The Next Phase of the War

m

The tide of battle in South Vietnam is beginning to turn in favor of the combined
U.S. -Vietnamese effort. This is the direct result of the United States decision

to implement the economic recommendations of the Staley Report* and the mili-
tary recommendations of General Taylor after his survey trip in October 1961.

Here is what brought about this change for the better:

American military advisors are now assigned down to the battalion and province
level. This follows the pattern used so successfully in Greece. In the fall of

1961, there were around 600 U.S. officers and men in Vietnam. Today the

number is approaching 7,000.

Modern U.S. military equipment is arriving in significant quantities. Specifi-

cally, Marine (H-34 , s) and Army (H-21's) helicopters enable the Vietnamese to

exploit air mobility by organizing "quick strike" units to attack the Viet Cong
(Communist) forces whenever they are located. Tactical and logistic airlift is

provided by our own Air Force C-123 ! s and C-130 l s and Army Caribou (assault

transport aircraft). Ground mobility in the inundated rice paddys of the Delta is

made possible by Army M-113's, a new amphibious armored personnel carrier.

powered by U.S. outboard motors, for use as "water cavalry" along the many
rivers and canals which are .the commercial arteries of the southern third of the

nation.

Supplementary forces, as they become trained and equipped, are taking over
local defense missions from the Regular Army, thus enabling the latter to conduct

offensive operations against already identified Viet Cong units, strongholds, or

base areas. The Bao An (Civil Guard), nearing its full strength of 72,000, has
.

*These recommendations included an increase in the force levels of the Viet-

1^,
namese armed forces to 200, 000; a "crash" program of economic and social-,

,

^ assistance at the village level; and a five-year economic development program.
For further details see WR 61-13, September 11, 1961.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY
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already completed the training of over 80% of its personnel. Similarly, the

Dan Ve (the South Vietnamese Self -Defense Corps) now include some 80, 000
men, three-fourths of whom are trained.

The so-called "Strategic Hamlet" program is catching on and is gaining the

support of the population. The purpose here is two -fold. First, by gathering
the rural population together into fortified towns, they are protected from
marauding Communist guerrila bands and are provided with a feeling of

communal security which they never had before. Second, the Strategic

Hamlets, by controlling the movement of people and supplies, go a long way
toward separating the true Viet Cong from the ordinary citizen. While this

program is only 28% complete, already over one-third of the nation's total

population now live within these defended Strategic Hamlets.

Despite these major accomplishments, the "invisible war" in South Vietnam
goes on in deadly earnest. Casualties on both sides have reached a total of

nearly 38, 000 since the first of the year. All indications point to a long and
hard struggle ahead, with the Republic of Vietnam's forces gradually gaining

the upper hand and pressing forward to ultimate victory. But even this cautious v

optimism can be upset if the Communist authorities decide to throw major new
resources into the struggle or to enlarge the war. It ! s about time for them to

do this. As President Diem said in a recent speech: "The enemy, realizing

that its days are numbered, will certainly not stand with arms crossed to wait

for its death.
"

Specific indicators that the Communists are busily preparing for a stepped-up

offensive against South Vietnam are these :

Taking full advantage of the secure "base area" in northern Laos presented to

them by Western diplomats at this summer's Geneva Conference, they are shifting

the center of gravity of their "main force" units southward using Laos and Cambo-
dia as "privileged sanctuaries" for the movement of their troops and supplies. l

-

According to the Laotian army commander General Boonlert Samchan ! s report

of mid -October, more than 7, 000 regular troops of the North Vietnamese Army
have been left behind in Laos despite the Geneva Agreement that all such forces

be withdrawn by October 7th.

Three regiments of the 325th Division of the "People's Army of North Vietnam"
have moved into Laos, south and west of the Seventeenth Parallel, taking up key
positions astride Route 9 leading into Quang Tri, the northernmost province of

South Vietnam.

Soviet IL-14 aircraft (each having a cargo capacity as high as 35 tons) continue

their regular aerial supply missions to the Laos airfields of Nam Tha, Muong
Sai and Tchepone. The latter, said to have been converted under Soviet direction

into a fortified city, now serves as a staging area for North Vietnamese guerrillas

on their way to join the Viet Cong forces operating against President Diem's
government.
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Over 6, 000 Red Chinese coolies are reported (October 19th) to be working
around the clock to complete the strategic highway linking Communist China
with the key northern Laos city of Phong Saly.

Paralleling these military measures has been an intensified political effort

centered around the Communist -organized National Liberation Front of South

Vietnam (NLFSV).

Headed by its president, lawyer Nguyen Huu Tho, and its secretary general,

Professor Nguyen Van Hieu, a delegation from the Front has visited Czechos-
lovakia, Indonesia, the U. S. S. R. , North Korea, Communist China and North
Vietnam seeking international stature as spokesmen for an anti-Diem resistance

movement in South Vietnam. A second delegation from the Front attended the

Afro -Asian Democratic Lawyers Conference in Conakry (Guinea) in mid -October
making good use of this Communist sponsored meeting to carry their message to

many naive representatives of the newly emerging nations of Africa and South

Asia.

Meanwhile, the Communists have established what they call the "Viet Bac Auto-
nomous Region" located north of Hanoi. It includes the northeastern portion of

the country which borders on the Red China province of Yunan. This region is

inhabited primarily by mountain peoples similar in ethnic origin to the Montagnards
of the High Plateau of South Vietnam. Claiming that this region is truly "auto-

nomous" which, of course, it is not the Communists are able to add cre-

dence to the propaganda they are spreading daily among the Montagnards of the

south. That is: "Return to the mountains and join us in our fight against the

Diem government. When we achieve victory we will establish for you a similar

"autonomous region" where you can live in your beloved mountains free from out-

side interference and entirely under your own jurisdiction. As you can see, we
have made such a region for your brothers in the north. We will do the same
for you when Diem is destroyed. "

All these preparatory measures point to a new combined military political offen-

sive against South Vietnam in the not too distant future .

Militarily it could take the form of a heavy push into Kontum-Pleiku plateau and
thence along the mountain range running to the sea in the vicinity of Qui Non,

thus sealing off the northern third of the country. Once the Viet Cong gain mili-

tary control of such a large geographic area with borders contiguous to North
Vietnam, a government of the National Liberation Front would secede from the

Republic of Vietnam and seek immediate recognition and military assistance
from the Communist bloc nations.

Politically as soon as the Front has obtained international recognition and support --

even though it be confined to the Communist bloc and a smattering of "neutral"

nations --it would then press for a prompt cease fire and negotiation to reunify

South Vietnam under a "national union government, comprising representatives



of all parties and groups of different political tendencies. M Once this coalition ,;

,

' fj

government was installed it would "carry out a peaceful and neutral foreign, I

policy, establish friendly relations with all countries, first of all, the neighbor
jj

countries. It will not join any military bloc, not let any country set up military *

|

bases in South Vietnam, and will receive aid from all countries without any
political conditions attached. u All this would be legalized at an international
conference where an agreement would be signed guaranteeing that "powers from
different blocs would respect South Vietnam's independence, sovereignty, ter-
ritorial integrity and neutrality. South Vietnam would then be ready to form .

with Cambodia and Laos a neutral zone in which each country will enjoy full

sovereignty. " (The foregoing quotations were taken from the policy paper issued
by representatives of the National Liberation Front following their conferences
with Ho Chi Minh in Hanoi on October 20-21, 1962. )

If this well thought out strategy should ever begin to materialize, let's hope the

United States doesn't lose its nerve and make the same mistake it did when it

supported just such an arrangement in Laos.

FRANK J. JOHNSON
Editor
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EEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

During the past year, many advertisers have found^spohsorship of T<V programs
about Communism to be a good advertising buy.

One of the currently successful TV series is "Freedom University of the Air".

"Freedom University of the Air" is a series of 65 half hour TV programs for

use by local stations with local sponsorship. The enclosed booklet describes
this series in detail.

W. Cleon Skousen, faculty director of "Freedom University of the Air", was
formerly Field Director of the American Security Council. He participated in

the filming of this series while with the ASC. He resigned to devote full time
to editing and promoting the series.

"Freedom University of the Air" is now carried by TV stations in: Bakersfield,

California (KLYD); Baton Rouge, Louisiana (WBRZ); Salt Lake City, Utah
(KSL-TV); Midland - Odessa, Texas (KOSA-TV); Jackson, Mississippi (WLBT);
San Antonio, Texas, (WOAI-TV); Milwaukee, Wisconsin (WITI-TV); It will soon
be shown in St. Louis, Missouri (KPLR-TV); Atlanta, Georgia (WAGA-TV);
Marquette, Michigan (WLUC-TV); Seattle - Tacoma, Washington (KTVW); San
Francisco - Oakland, California (KTVU-TV); Indianapolis, Indiana (WTTV).
Negotiations are in progress in nineteen other cities.

We suggest that you give serious consideration to sponsoring educational anti-

Communist TV shows as part of your overall advertising program.

REC- 5
'

"
^

'
v

One way to do part of your bwft^arket testing/br this ideals to sponsor a few
of the 65 "Freedom University of the Air" prog-rams in one local market. This
series is well suited for this because it ispdesigned for several local sponsors

NOT RE( IftDED

1
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in each market.
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TARGET: COMMUNISM
Introductory Course



THE FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

Target: Communism

CONCEPT:

, The Freedom University of the

Air is a series of sixty-five half-

hour television programs, featur-

ing author and former F.B.I. agent

W. Cleon Skousen as Faculty Di-

rector, and lectures by outstanding

authorities on internal subversion,

the external threat, Socialism, free

enterprise, and Americanism.

This extraordinary course is de-

signed to give the viewer a basic

understanding of the social, poli-

tical, and economic problems con-

fronting the United States today.

Mr. Skousen's lucid introductions

and conclusions to each of the lec-

tures are masterpieces of concise

commentary.

In conjunction with the televi-

sion programs, The Freedom Uni-

versity of the Air offers the viewer

a completely correlated home
study course. It is the first authori-

tative extension course on Free-

dom ever made available to the

public.

The supplemental bibliography

has been compiled by prominent

specialists in every phase of Free-

dom. The material has been for-

mulated in such a manner as to

enable every viewer to be a well

informed citizen.

The Freedom University of the

Air is non-political in every re-

spect. It does inform, but in a

calm, factual manner . . . there is

no editorializing. But in its factual

presentation it becomes a most

dramatic form of current history.

We believe the American way
of life, as developed through the

free enterprise system, is the re-

sult of our Constitution and our

government by law. We present

this proposition in its entirety.

Because industry and business

have a vital stake in freedom, the

programs are designed for com-
mercial sponsorship, and the fol-

lowing pages offer a brief glimpse

of the subjects covered, and the

distinguished faculty of The Free-

dom University of the Air.



W. CLEON SKOUSEN, Faculty Director

A 16-year veteran of the FBI and

auffioTBTthc' lop selling -book.The
Naked Communist," W. Clean Skousen

is the Faculty Direcior and a featured

speaker on The Freedom University of

the Air.

Mr. Skousen was educated in Canada,

the United States and Mexico, and spent

two years in England. He holds an LLB
degree from George Washington Univer-

sity, and was admitted to practice law in

the District of Columbia.

Following his tenure with the FBI, he

served for five years as a faculty member
of Brigham Young University and, for

two years, taught courses in Public Ad-
ministration at the University of Utah.

He was granted a leave of absence to

reorganize the Salt Lake City Police

Department, and served as Chief of

Police for four years.

At the end of this assignment, Time
Magazine said he had "Run a model

Police Force." The Sail Lake Tribune

editorialized, "Chief Skousen has done

an outstanding job of reorganizing and

strengthening lhc Force. If is to his credit

that he leaves the Department far more
efficient and with a far more enviable

record than was the case when he took

over."

Cleon Skousen has served on a Special

Committee to study organized crime set

up by the International Association of

Chiefs of Police, and was one of the

founders of the International Juvenile

Officers Association. He served as a

member of the Board of Directors of the

Utah. Peace Officers Association, and is

presently Senior Staff Consultant to the

American Security Council
During the past year, he has made

many television appearances, countless

radio talks and has spoken to more than

200,000 people in clubs, churches and

universities throughout the country.

His newest book, "So You Want To
Raise a Boy?", was published early in

1962 by Doubleday who, from early

indications, predicts outstanding success

for the publication. Mr. Skousen and his

wife, the former Jewell Pitcher, are

parents of eight children and reside in

Sail Lake City.



General

Orville A. Anderson

Air Power expert who
retired from active
service in the USAF
in December, 3 950.

Presently he is the

Executive Director of

the Air Force Histo-
rical Foundation,

Muxwcll Air Force Base, Alabama.

THE
DISTINGUISHED
FACULTY

Ezra Tafi Benson

Former Secretary of
Agriculture and resi-

dent "of Salt Lake
City, Utah. Mr. Ben-
son served as mis-
sionary of the Church
of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
from 1921 to 1923

and, since 1943, as a member of the Coun-
cil of Twelve for the LDS Church.-

Dr. George Benson

President of Harding
College, Searcy, Ar-

~ kan r a s . The widely
traveled educator has
been cited for his un-
abated patriotic ef-

forts, and was a

recipient of the Free-
doms Foundation

Award for 1 1 consecutive years, starling

in 1949.

Doctor

Constants Boldyreff

Former chairman of

the Russian Depart-
ment at Georgetown
University, and pre-

sently a leader of the
National Alliance of
Russian Solidarists

(NTS). A consultant
to the Atomic Energy Commission, Dr.
BoJdyrefT came to this country in 1947 to
recruit for the Anti-Communist movement.

"around the clock'

Julia Brown

A resident of Los An-
geles, California, who
severed her service
with the FBI in
March, I960, follow-
ing nine years of serv-

ice as a counterspy.
Mrs. Brown empha-
sizes that Reds work

to subvert our country.

Matt Cvetic

Author of "The Big
Decision," Mr. Cvetic

\

:—' has been fighting
communism for

. ^ twenty years, nine of

A "^zr" which were spent as

ifl
fflh ^ W& a counterspy in the

HB8» ['1B professional and gov-
ernment high eche-

lons of the Communist Party. He resides

in Los Angeles, California.

Dr. Tirso Del Junco

Medical School grad-
uate of the University

of Havana, and
schoolmate of Fidel

Castro. A resident of

the United States
since 1949, Dr. Del
Junco was a member
of the Cuban Army

of Liberation and took part in the abortive

Bahia de Cochinos invasion, April 17, 1961.



Dr. Sidney L De Love

President of Cook
County Federal Sav-
ings and Loan, Chi-
cago, Illinois. Dr.
De Love practiced
law from 1 933 to

1938 and served in

the U. S. Army from
1938 to 1947. He is

the founder and president of Independence
Hall of Chicago, where he has gathered one
of the finest collections of Americana in the

nation.

Clyde Doyle

Representative 23rd
District, California,

_.. now serving_his 1.5th..

year in Congress.
Member of two major
committees: House
Armed Services Com-
mittee, and House
Un-American Activi-

ties Committee, and special subcommittee
chairman.

Dr. Bella V. Dodd

Former p o ] i t i c a J

science instructor at

Hunter College. Dr.
Dodd joined the
Communist Party,
holding such posts as

legislative represent-
ative and national
committee member.

Breaking ties with the Parly, she testified

before the House Un-American Activities

Committee and the Department of Justice.

Y. Frank Freeman

Vice President of
Paramount Pictures

in charge of studio

operations, and chair-

man of the board of

the Association of
Motion Picture Pro-
ducers. Recipient in

1947 of the first an-
nual Jean Hersholt Award for- humanitarian
services by the Motion Picture Academy.

Barbara Hartie

Sentenced to five
years imprisonment
for her Communist
Party affiliation, she
was granted execu-
tive clemency because
of her testimony and
cooperation in re-

vealing the Commu-
nist deceit and tactics in its operation in

this country.

Dr. Virgil S. Mollis

County Superintend-
ent of Schools, Marin
County, California.

_ Earning his Doctor-
jl .7 ate in Education in

! a \. Jk 1 953 at Stanford Uni-

Sflk "^S^BM versity, Dr. Hoi lis has

gjjjBk _TTBifc^ been a school admin-
istrator in the San

Francisco Bay area for many years.

Donald L Jackson

Former Congressman
from the 16th Dis-
trict, California, who
retired from govern- .

ment service after 14
years in Congress.
His assignments in-

cluded the House
Committee on For-

eign Affairs, and House Committee on Un-
American Activities.

Paul and Marion Miller

Parents of three children, the couple served
as Communist Party members and inform-
ants for the FBI. Jn 1957, they were allowed
to testify against the Party, thus terminating
their usefulness to the FBI.



Dr. Robert Morris

President of the Uni-
versity of Dallas.
Served as Chief
Counsel for the
United States Senate
Internal Security
Subcommittee, 1956-

1958, and as counsel

for the United States
' Senate Foreign Relations Committee. and advocates

in Cuba by the United States.

Jose Norman

His plantation and
land confiscated by
the Castro rebels,

Mr. Norman went
underground two
months after Castro
came to power. Since
then he has been
fighting Communism,

show of military strength

William H. Parker

.
Chief of Police, Los
Angeles. Having
served more than 34
years in law enforce-
ment, Chief Parker is

recognized as one of
the finest profession-
al police administra-
tors in the United

States. He is active in the American Legion,
as well as civic and community affairs.

Dr. Daniel A. Poling

Editor of the Chris-

tian" Herald; the most
_

widely circulated re-

ligious journal in the

United States. Dr.
Poling is a minister

of religion, novelist,

radio speaker, leader

of civic movements,
and counsellor of philanthropists.

Karl Prussion

A resident of Los Al-
tos, California, Mr.
Prussion served the

FBI as a counterspy
for 12 years, termi-

nating his work in
1959. He testified be-

fore the Committee
on Un-American Ac-

tivities during the riotous hearings in San
Francisco.

Ben Reddick

Owner-publisher of

the Newport Harbor
News-Press, Newport
Beach, California.
Member of the Board
of Directors of the

California News-
paper Publishers
Association, and Pres-

ident of the Orange County Newspaper Pub-
lishers' Association.

John Fred Schiafly, Jr.

Co-author of the
American Bar Asso-
ciation Report on
Communist Strategy,

Tactics, Objectives.
Presently attached to
a Naval Reserve In-
telligence Division.
Mr. Schiafly is a resi-

dent of St. Louis, Missouri.

Max B, Skousen

Spent -two years with

the Army Air Corps
in India and China,
and two years as a

missionary for the

Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day
Saints. Developed the

"Selling America"
program now being presented throughout
the country by the National Management
Association.



Michel Struelens

MoiseTshombe'sper-

fijT-JS|HpiHRT sonal representative

\M:\^MSmBSl f°r Katanga in the

United States, and
head of the Katanga
Information Services.

Mr. S true] ens has

B^^^^^^FB^. . spent his life in Afri-

ca and is regarded as

one of the foremost authorities on present

day political struggles there.

Admiral

Felix B. Stump,

USN (Ret.)

Former first com-
manding officer of

= /# . , the famed Lexington,
;

-i .

Commander-in-

ra&X^r 'flta Chief Pacific andMm U.S. Pacific FJeet
Wttgk a Mi from 1953 to 1958.

Presently Admiral
Stump is vice chairman and chief executive

officer of the Freedoms Foundation at

Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.

Stephen Szabo

A double amputee
due to torture and
niistfeatment in" a

"

Communist concen-
tration camp in Hun-
gary, Mr. Szabo- is

spreading the word
throughout the Unit-

ed States on the truth

of the Hungarian fight for freedom.

William J. Teague

Vice President of
Pepperdine College,
Los" Angeles: A-high-
ly respected, youthful
college administrator,

1 Mr. Teague is a mem-
ber of the Los Ange-
les Breakfast Club,
American College

Public Relations Association and other pro-
fessional and civic groups.

Rear Admiral

Ghester Ward,

USN (Ret)

Starting a distin-
guished Navy career

in 1927, Admiral
Ward's duties have
ranged from legal
staff work in the 12th

Naval District, Paci-

fic Fleet, and Judge
Advocate General's office.

Dr. Kenneth D. Wells

President and Trustee

of the Freedoms
Foundation at Valley

Forge, Pennsylvania.
The co-founder of the

Foundation which
annually recognizes
outstanding contribu-

tions to Americanism,
Dr. Wells has taught economics at the Uni-
versity of Akron, and the University of

Southern California.

Loyd Wright

A practicing attorney
in Los Angeles, chair-

man of the Interna-

tional Bar Associa-
tion, and former
president of the
American Bar Asso-
ciation. In 1955, Mr.
Wright was appoint-

ed to serve on the 12 member Commission
on Government Security, a bi-partisan com-
mission created by Congress.

Dr. M. Norvel Young

President of Pepper-
dine College in Los
Angeles, California,
and editor-publisher

of "Twentieth Cen-
tury Christian," a

nationally circulated,

non-sectarian reli-

gious magazine. Dr.
Young is a Kiwanian, a Rotarian, and an
active participant in numerous civic projects.



Admiral Felix B. Stump, USN (Ret),

right, discusses the internal and

external threat of Communism with

Rear Admiral Chester Ward, USN
IRel). Both men are members of

the Freedom University's distin-

guished faculty.

Robert B. Raisbeck, left, producer of the

television series "Freedom University of the

Air" is shown with W. Cleon Skousen. Mr.

Raisbeck has a long series of television and

motion picture credits, among them "Queen

for a Day" and "The Ruggles" series. Per-

haps his most outstanding achievement was

the Freedom Foundation of Valley Forge

Gold Medal Award in 1961 for his motion

picture "The Eleventh Commandment."

American people speak to Russian people as

Cleon Skousen, left, and Constantin Boldyreff

speak on Russian Free Radio from telephone

in Los Angeles, via booster station in Frank-

fort, Germany.

Faculty Director W. Cleon Skousen awaits cue during

recent filming of the Freedom University of the Air series.



Faculty member Karf Prussion, former counter l

spy for the FBI, appears intent as he delivers *

stirring message on the Communist conspir-

acy. Mr. Prussian has addressed more than

10,000 citizens in the past few months.

THE FREEDOM UNIVERSITY
OF THE AIR AT WORK

The Freedom University oj the

Air follows the established educa-

tional procedure of involving its

students in activities designed to

further their understanding of, and

participation in, the course of study.

The following materials are made
available to the students of the

Freedom University so that they

may become doers, as well as

viewers:

Study Cl u b Kits

These kits have been prepared by

outstanding experts in the fields of

Communism and Socialism, and in-

clude such aids as tape recordings,

Congressional Committee reports,

and reading lists. Along with this

information is the complete plan of

organization.

Freedom Forum Kits

These include the scope, aims, and

purposes of a Freedom Forum. Or-

ganizational charts, by-laws, tax

structure, and community activities

are all fully and completely covered

in this guide.

Specialized Books

Books that were out of print have

been researched by the Freedom
University staff. New editions such

as "Toward Soviet America,
1

' and
"Century of Conflict'

1

are available,

along with such standbys as "Mas-
ters of Deceit" and 'The Naked
Communist."

Films and Audio Tapes

The Freedom University oj the A ir

series is being offered to study clubs,

service clubs, luncheon groups, and

the like.

Enrollment and Completion

Certificates

Viewers receive certificates upon
enrollment and upon the satisfac-

tory completion of an examination

at the conclusion of the course.

So there you have it , . . a com-
plete, well-rounded course in

Americanism. In addition to the

knowledge gained from the televi-

sion series, it has been discovered

that viewers desire supplemental

sources of information to satisfy

their aroused intellectual curiosity.

The Freedom University is pre-

pared to fulfil] this need.



COURSE OF STUDY

The 65 lectures given by our distinguished fncuify cover (he following subjects:

'THE EXTERNAL THREAT"

"Military Policy and
The Cold War"
Genera! Orvil A. Anderson,
USAFRei

"Communism Inside and
Outside U.S.A."

Admiral Felix Stump, USN Ret.

"Let's Stop Surrendering"

Admiral Chester Ward, USN Ret.

"The Betrayal of Cuba"
Ezra Taft Benson
Jose Norman

"A Messagefrdm Katanga"

Dr. Robert Morris

Michel Struelens
W. Cleon Skousen

"Behind the Iron Curtain"

Dr. Norvel Young

"The Anti-Communist
Underground Inside Russia"

Dr. Constantin Boldyreff

"Policy for Winning the Cold War"
Loyd Wright

"The Betrayal of Hungary"
Steve Szabo

THE INTERNAL THREAT"

"Experiences in the
Communist Party"

Julia Brown

"The Big Decision"

Matt Cvetic

"Is There an Internal Threat?"

Ezra Taft Benson

"The New Communist Fronts"

Donald Jackson

"Communist Infiltration"

Karl Prussion

"Rebirth in Freedom'
1

Barbara Hartle

"I was a Spy"
Paul and Marion Miller

I- very freedom i' nivenify of flic Air program
basis. Write: Freedom University of ihe Air,

"The Communist Drive on Youth"

Dr. Bella V. Dodd

"Communist Threat to Forces of

Law and Order"
William H. Parker

THE AMERICAN WAY"

"Theory of Communism"
W. Cleon Skousen

"The Intellectual Appeal of

Communism"
Dr. Bella V. Dodd

"The Supreme Court and
Communism"
J. F. Schlafly, Jr.

"The Five Steps We Must Take"
W. Cteon Skousen

"The House Committee on
Un-American Activities"

Clyde Doyle

"Knowledge is Strength"

Dr. George Benson

"America at the Crossroads"
Dr. Robert Morris

"The Four Freedoms"
Max Skousen

"The 110% American"
William Teague

"What the Flag is Saying"
Reverend Daniel A. Poling

"My Knowledge of Communism"
Y. Frank Freeman

"Our American Heritage"

Dr. Sidney De Love

"The Responsibility of the Press
in a Time of Crisis"

Ben Reddick

"So You Want to Fight

Commumsm?"
Dr. Virgil Hollis

"Patriotism's New 3 R's"

Dr. Kenneth Wells

is available on 111 in or video lape on a lease

P.O. Box MS. L.os Angeles 51. California.



^Jliis is to certify that

[jk jFrcedom University uf ik$r

,Uhf fint'ittftrt fhr'Wf tiS ilf /At

Jiiji of— *Jl'D.

An Enrollment Certificate will be

sent to the viewer by the Freedom
University upon receipt of the

completed registration form
below.

Upon satisfactory completion of

the final examination, the viewer

will receive the Freedom Uni-

versity oj the Air Completion
Certificate.

farefof certifies tfat

ias strfis/arinrifu ctmpttietf iff count wvsm&el.wstjf

pnihfeqes an) honors ptriawit).] iherttv.

of Our^

REGISTRATION FORM

THE FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

POST OFFICE BOX 98

LOS ANGELES 5L CALIFORNIA

J PLEASE PRINT) LAST

ADDRESS _

OCCUPATION. . DATE OF B 1 RTH„



PLACE

4c STAMP

HERE

Freedom University of the Air

P.O. Box 98 ;

Los Angeles 51, California



freedom University oj the Air

P.O.Box 98

Los Angeles 51, California

Please send, me the following information pertaining to the Freedom University oj the Air Home Study Course:

NAME
(Please Print)

ADDRESS
Street

CITY ZONE_ STATE.
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI
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)
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date: 12/lT/6|/>. c-rad.
~

ALL INFORMATION CONX

SUBJEi

Former SAC NORMAN H. McCABE, now with the Radio
Corporation of America at Camden, New Jersey, has called
attention to a current advertising brochure put out by the
American Security Council , 123 N. Wacker Drive , Chicago 6,
Illinois under the title, "Freedom University of the Air. 11

The brochure advertises a course entitled, "TARGET: COMMUNISM
Introductory Course It consists of a series of 65 half hour
television programs featuring former SA W, CLEON SKOUSEN as

I Faculty Director with "lectures by outstanding authorities on
I internal subversion, the external threat, Socialism, free
^enterprise, and Americanism." The brochure gives the names
and background sketches on the various faculty members . Many
jof

r

the persons mentioned have served as informants for the
teureau and as Government witnesses . Some are connected with
Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, Pa.

Mr. Mc CABE advised that RCA formerly paid $900.00 a
year for membership in the American Security Council. They
have not renewed their membership but continued to receive
literature.

The brochure and the cover letter from JOHN M. FISHER,
President, American Security Council, are forwarded herewith
to the Bureau. This course is undoubtedly already known to the
Bureau but if it has not already been called to attention of
the Bureau it may have some value for information. Carbon,
of this letter is sent to Chicago for information.

2 - Bu (Er^

Chi
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January 15, 1963
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Reverend Alan Crtd.
Church of the Christian Union, Unitarian

2101 Auburn Street

Roekford, Illinois

Dear Mr, Dealer

Your letter of January 7, 1963, with enclosure, has
been received, and it is always encouraging to hear from individuals

who are aware of the menace communism poses to our freedoms and
who desire to combat this evil.

With respect to your inquiry concerning statements
dealing with communist subversion in the United States, I have
stressed repeatedly that each of us should gain a broad knowledge
of th§ origin, aims and methods of the communist conspiracy so

that We can intelligently comprehend the danger it presents. While
the*menace- of communism is serious, I strongly feel that it is

necessary for us to confront this threat in a calm, realistic, rational

andjaw-abiding manner* The label of "communist" is too ofte&y

indiscriminately attached to thosfe whose views differ from the L
majority. Those whose lives are not lived according to what one
segment of society might decree the "norm" are too frequently -

challenged as "Reds. M
If we are to effectively resist the eroding

influence of communism, it is imperative that all citizens of this

Nation try to exhibit in more positive ways the value and superiority

^our form of government over any foreign ideology.

The subversive knows well the value of fully exploiting

such controversial subjects as civil rights, academic freedom and

so-called peace issues, and we must guard against being duped into

irrational attacks on democratic institutions and officials of government.

We should never hesitate when fully informed that communist influence

threatens to voices$ur convictions with courage; however, this opposition

must be careful, coriKruMW^ind positive, a^d it mus^be kept within

the due process of law. lajpa confident you vmll ag^ee this is fundamental

to liberty.



Reverend Alan G, Deale

I am enclosing some additional material on the

general topic of communism which I hope will be of interest.

Sincerely yours,

0, Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Enclosures (5)

An American's Challenge

Let's Fight Communism Sanely K~
4-1-61 LEB Intro

4-17-62 Internal Security statement

The Current Communist Threat

NOTE: In 1958, correspondent defended Bureau in letter to local editor

re article by Fred J. Cook. Last outgoing 10-10-61 sent Bureau literature.

Enclosure was an ado announcing "The Freedom University of the Air. M

This program is sponsored by the American Security Council which is an

organization financed and operated byprivate industry as a national research

and information center on subversive activities for its members. Former
Special Agents are involved with this group.

\ |

is a double

amputee due to torture and mistreatment in a communist concentration camp
in Hungary. W. Cleon Skousen is a former Bureau clerk and Special Agent

who resigned voluntarily 10-5-51. Skousen is active with the American
Security Council.

- 2 -



church of the christian union, unrtaman

2101 AUBURN STREET • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS • 9 64 - 61 12 • ALAN S. DEALE, MINISTER

January 7, 1963

Mr, J. Edgar Hoover
U7 S7~Department' of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington 25 , D. C.

Dear Sir:

HEREIN IS UNCWSSIFIEO ^ .

X
' 9

You may be interested in a series of programs that have just started on
one of our local Television stations. The enclosed full page ad gives an

indication of the scope of the operation* r &,

I was disturbed by statements made by M^'^kousen and one StevsJSzabo who
was introduced as a former Hungarian Freedbrrt fighter who is now\ American

{J

citizen.

In reply to Mr, Skousenis- question about communist subversion in the United
States, Mr, Szabo gave two illustrations of such influence. One he referred
to was the prevalence of Christmas cards with "Seasons Greetings" as their
only message. The other was the fact that prayers cannot be offered in the
public schools in New York State,

I think there is a danger in making such rash statements. A truck driver told
me that the bit about the Christmas cards got him thinking about communist Sub-
version, The statements would not be worthy of note if they were not so fan-
tastic

t
and on television, - ...—

.

What is a citizen to do in the face of such statements?

ly yours.

fbRCH OF THE CHRISTIAN UNION, UNITARIAN

V
Alan G. Deale
Minister

AGD/em

End,

7/

.118 10 JAN 16 )963
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j.J. BRANX
November 2 7, 1962

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

During the past year, many advertisers have found sponsorship of TV programs
about Communism to be a good advertising buy.

One of the currently successful TV series is "Freedom University of the Air".

"Freedom University of the Air" is a series of 65 half hour TV programs for

use by local stations with local sponsorship. The enclosed booklet describes

this series in detail.

W. Cleon Skousen, faculty director of "Freedom University of the Air", was
formerly Field Director of the American Security Council. He participated in

the filming of this series while with the ASC. He resigned to devote full time

to editing and promoting the series.

"Freedom University of the Air" is now carried by TV stations in: Bakersfield,

California (KLYD); Baton Rouge, Louisiana (WBRZ); Salt Lake City, Utah

(KSL-TV); Midland - Odessa, Texas (KOSA-TV); Jackson, Mississippi (WLBT);
San Antonio, Texas, (WOAI-TV); Milwaukee, Wisconsin (WITI-TV); It will soon

_be shown in St, Louis, Missouri (KPLR-TV) ; _Atlanta, _„ jCJeprgiaj

W

A£.Aj-TV)j__
Marquette, Michigan (WLUC -TV); Seattle - Tacoma, Washington (KTVW); San

Francisco - Oakland, California (KTVU-TV); Indianapolis, Indiana (WTTV).
Negotiations are in progress in nineteen other cities.

t

We suggest that you give serious consideration to sponsoring educational anti-

Communist TV shows as part of your overall advertising program.

One way to do part of your own market testing of this idea is to sponsor a few

of the 65 "Freedom University of the Air" programs in one local market. This

series is well suited for this because it is designed for several local sponsors

in each market.

/ John M. Fisher
( / President

AMERICAN COUNCIL
123 North Wacker Drive • Chicago 6, Illinois





The Freedom University
,

: of tk^Air Sponsors ;
- ^

Rockfbrd Sot Products Swan Hiltai

'

Rockford -Colonial Baking

Co.'
"

,

Anderson Jrolc Mfg.. Co.

.

Rockford Newspapers,. Inc.

Hugq Linden k Soits; Inc.

Elco Tool & Screw Corp. American Nations Bank;

Barkr-Colman Co., .

& Tmst Co,- '

,

Northwestern Steel & Guyer & Enichen ' •

Smith Oil Corp.

You can do your

feipatigina

~,
, . intfi threat,

~
"

} covered completely in a weekly series on fREX-TV

s
This extraordinary course is designed to give the viewer a basic

understanding of the social, political, and economic problems

confronting the United States today. Mr. Skousen's lucid intro-

ductions and conclusions 'to each of the lectures are master-

pieces of concise commentary.

,
The Freedom University

t

of the Air- is non-political in every

respect It does informskt in a-.calm, facttial manner\/:
there is no editorializing. But in its factual presentation it

becomes a most draniaji'c form of current history,
,

Jt urge you .to watch Freedom University of the Air, on

WMXTV, Channel \{ every Saturday at 5:30 PI:

W. Cleon Skousen^

Faculty Director

A 16-year veteran of the FBI and
'

. author of the top selling book, "The

Naked Communist", Mi*. Skousen is

the featured speaker on the premier

of The Freedom University of toe

Air A lawyer, former chief of,police

and' teacher, Mr. Skousen is. present-

ly Senior Staff Consultant to toe

American Security Council, h the

" past year lie has appeared on radio,

'TV and before more than 200,000.

people in clubs, churches and uni-

versities throughout America.

as a group or

Home Study Course...

' Clip lie coupon at the left and mail it.now to WREX-TV for information concerning the course.;

"

:

This advertisement is presented by these public-spirited firms:

'

Arinanettfs

Colonial Vitage Shopping Center

Arthur |urray School

(
310»r?y * 9*6^-3428

,

": Black] Hardware

14J6'N. Ma| St ; 962-T781. :

Blue Stal Potato Chips

Carson Piirie Scott & Co.

. W 4, State Sfxeet

Dean
.

ijflk Company
..l26Kilburn

Doyle Realtors, Inc.

1330 E
- w& $M

. E & f thing House

Maijt-JMyman

Ewert's Mirnlz T.V.

-. -.11330.311181. W1962

'

|,T. Grant Co.
',

Colonial Village Shopping Center

.

' NmUi Towne Shopping Center

Harold's Family Restaurant

;
123 No. Wyman 964-3521

McKirgan;. Steel Erection Co.

. :> 2513- 20th ST

Nehi-Rpyal Cuown Bot'L Go.

2700 N. Main

Pacemaker Food Stores

Eight Friendly Stores Serving Rockford

Paradise Beauty Salon

Rockford Pla7(i sw^— •»*

Edith Parrish

123 South Main «SWW>

:

JL H Patterson Co.

, Lumber and Fuel

' ' 721 Pearl Ave, Loves Park, EI.
*

Rockford Acromatic Prod, Co.

Beacon St Itoekford, ID.

.Rocklord Dry
. Goods Co.

301' West State Street . '~r

Rockford General. Tire Co.

320 9. Winnebago St . 964-3375

'

Rockford Standard Furniture

iiooutti'st
\

. 5 Smith, Paint Stores
1

Main Office: 523 West State St
• 6445'M. 2nd St. (Meadowmart-> 2629 Charies St.

• 3502 W. State St. (Lincolnwood) • 3134 11th St.

D. J. Stewart & Co.

115 South Main Street ,

The Ctas. V. Weise Co.

UT West State Street



or?

Voice oMrootfway-

Gleoson's Valef

$erv¥fcdenf
By DOROTHY KttjGALLEN

While Jackie Gleason sunned himself in Lantana Florida lie

his valet Michael Lenarsey permission to serve at President

Kennedy s New Year s Eve party in Palm Beach

was a familiar {tare Lenarsey is a native of

Palm Beach and has been employed by the

Presidents father Debbie Reynolds has

signed for the lead role in the screen version of

Mary Mary being filmed by Warned Brothers

And there seems to be a good chance that Barry

Nelson will recreate for celluloid customers the

iayed on^B

new show 'The Beauty Part won favorable

notices from six of the seven

^ critics the cast is worried that it may not be able

survive because of the New York newspaper strike They didn

big advance sale but were counting heavily on those rave

iews^ On her final day in Paris Wore winging back to

ne Sophia Loren spent four hours^at Alexandres beauty salon

ving her collection of wigs and chignons prettied up In the

ocess she was introduced to the Duchess of Windsor who was be

g coiffed a few booths away and the two ladies chatted like school

"

until it was time for Sophia to dash for her plane Gor

»us film starlet Anouk Aimee got just what she wanted for Christ

las-a new fiance HesDr Carlo Sum a wealthy Italian fellow but

view of Anouk s history of engagements dont make any large

ets that he 11 get her to the altar

Edie Adams may have to cancel some performing engagements

:s month to stay in Los Angeles to fight her

lother in law who is contesting Errue Kovacs

/ill Poor Edie who is so well like by everyone

show business who knows her really has had

hard time since Ernies tragic death First

here was the court battle with his former wife

retain^custody of the children, which Edie won

ind now she faces the distasteful task of another

udicial hassle with Ernie s mother Pretty

Je^J^taWerg hasnt been seen much

jTTlir3e11unng1he last couple years but she

made the Metropole to catch Genefapas mid

night set with Franchot Tone as her escort They re old friends n

fact Franchot was considered to be an important suitor for Betsy

hand before she married Guy Vincent The State Department

wants Louis Armstiong to do another tour of the Orient And jificifi

in the Spring It 11 be on his way so to speak, to hV Engagement

at the new Steve Parker gambling casino m Seoul Korea ,

,

Satchmos reportedly being paid $35 000 a week Wouldnt you lovelfj™

to know who does

(

the gaming m Seoul and with whose money9

EDIE AMI

Mof Jo Do

Ihls WeeW
PREP BASKETBAIir-Saturday Bamngton at East BoyJan at

West games at 7 and 8 30 pm Beloit a| Harlem games at 6 30

and 8 pm Auburn vs either St Charles or Prospect, game at

either 7 or 830 pm

ICE HOCKEY—Wagon Wheel Cardinals, H5 pm Satufday 1

1

Former, Housewi/e

\

mm Saturday, Jm 5, MS HI

kite tyv
5

LEAVES AFTER POWELL SERVICES—Actress Saints Episcopal Church in Beverly Mis May
June Allyson clutches the hands of her children following funeral services for her bus and, actor

Pamela 14 and Richard 12 as she leaves All producer Dick Powell (AP Wirephoti)

Huge Tumouro/te Pops

BEVERLY BHiS Calif (UPI)

A huge turnout of movie- and

television stars attended memo

rial services Friday for Dick

Powell andtjieard then friend eu

logized for making heaven a

richer place b^nt& he is there

'

More than 650^ mourners

crowded All Saint Episcopal

Church on a clear sunny day

as Rev, J)rIermit,M}tfos

W& - These

jrofaesoftwpftliefourjresh'

men |ongressmen from Illinois

j
are the "second pair in a series

08 the 14 new House members

fromJk Midwest

f

Illinois

1STH DISTRICT

(North Central. Aurora)

Charlotte T Retd (R), 49

Born Sept 27 1913 in Kanka

lee

Education Young School Auro-

ra 1925 Aurora Junior

Scnool 1927 East Aurora

School 1930 Illinois College Jack

sonville 193(132

Family Married Prank R Held

Jr in 1938 3 children

wtah h^said^llliv^

Outside the white „ Spanish

jthflr last respects to Powell who

Tafo/s7efewsta Wings
t

1 30-Communtst World 1963 i

Texos Rongers 7

2 00-Matfree Theot«r 4R

Insight 1

Two O Clock Show 7

] 30—Challenge Golf 11

Rescue EljjW J

3 00-% Time 3

Phi Silvers 4

0 10—MOV » 5 5

Saturday Nlqht Theater <

0 15-Hong Kong /l

died last Wednesday night of can

cer at the age of 58

As services were read m Bev

merlyJIills Powell sremainswere

cremated at Forest Lawn Memo

rial Park 15 miles away

Widowed June Alljson dressed

m black, arrived as the organ

prelude intermingled hit tunes

"

om Powells early pi hires

solemn church hymns

Powells second wife actress

Joan Blondell also attended the

rites

Among the mourners were' for

mer Vice President Richard Nix

host of snow business

celebrities—Jack Benny JweWy

man Robert Taylor Walter Pjd

n
eon Ronald Reagan An$e

Dickinson George Burns Lloyd

Sndijes Barbara gtanwyek Dean

Jones, Ann Rutherford, Jackie

Jimmy Stewart

OBnan Danny Jhommas and

James Cagney \

DrCastellaiios said, "Richard

Powell possessed tfese qualities

winch ma^e ns s^&avea will

lie a richer placewe he is

there
* ^

'

Were here today to say Chns

tan farewell to one whom count

less thousands enjoyed loved and

admired No words of mine can

that appreciation and

affection

Powell was stnckenwithca'ncer

of the chest and lymph glajids

Justice Court

[
Florence M Wbchufo 51 520 N Avon

iSt speed ngjorfe ted 513

Profession Housewjfe

Political Career Mrs Reid was

selected as the Republican nomi

nee by the district executive p

I

coma in a Ite Boulevard

apartment be had taken shortly

before Christmas iss %on

was holding his $nd Wednes-

day night when thelnd came.

The actors ashel were to be

He Fomination in a hardfough*

six man primary election tad

Aug 25 of a heart attack Mrs

Reidhas never before held public

office although she was very ac-

tive m her late husband

yy campaign

Mrs Reid easily defeated l)em-
t

,

Fobbed Career

first elective office was as a mem

ber of the Warren County Board

of Supervisors from 1948 to 1952

Before that he was director of

field services for the lows De-

partment of Health (1M In

1952 he was elected to the first

of five terms m the State House

ives, where five

terms m the State House of
4

resentatives where he was h
ican

f

whip In the April ,11)

Republican US House primary

t a nominee to replace

Rep Robert B Chiper

fielcT (R1939 1963) McLoskey re-

ceived 18231 votes to 10fi33 for

his nearest competitor who was

considered more liberal McLoskey

Democrat David De

Doncke; in the general election

an inofficial vote of 64181

(560 per cent) to 50428 (44ft per

cent) McLoskey/s winning per

centage was substantially greater

j* after her husband, Mht Chiperfields m 1958 and 1980
n n " 1

Jr (R), who had won "
"

McLoskey says he

himself a conservative but 'this

does not mean I wish to standstill

or go back to the 19th century

'
believe the growing loss of

personal freedom has come from

strongly Republican district pre

viously held by retiring Rep Noah

four months ago and despite Mason (R) Mrs Reid received

rag hospitalize^ twjee vowed h 65 182 votes to Coin's 4867?

She is described as 4 moderate

the last 30 years It is not freedom

to live under the threat of an all

powerful superstate" McLoskey

Items of Special Jnjerest* Char*

lotto Thompson Reid was former

ly a professional singer and ap-

peared as vocalist on th& National

Breakfast Club for three years

before she was married She Used

{he professional name of Annette

ind also emptoed 'fpl

his campaign

Cor Hits Pole;

Man, 33, Hurt

t

Walter Wallace 33 U! Jordan

Place received minor mines Fn

Worthy books are not companions—they are solitudes we lose^

ourselves in them and all our caies

Why Grow OH-
}

Old Sayings Tell
<

New year's Mfish

„ By. JOSEPHINE! LOWMAN mind hi<0 jtotfc should.

Here are a few more old
^

thoughts for the New Year

Beware the fury of a patient

man

-Dryden
11

ing

' Every man ha^s at times m his

I

be but is not This ideal may Ije

'

and complete or it may ije

I

low and insufficient Yet m all

men who really seek to improve

t

it fis better than the actual char

acter Man mer falls so low that

The saying that beauty is but he can see nothing higher than

!km deep is but a skin deep say- himself

-More Park

Worthy books are, not compan

ions - they are solitudes we lose

ourselves in them and all our

cares
t

' -Bailey

'All that mankind has done

night gained or been is lying

as in magic preservation in the

pages of books They are the chos

en possession of men

-Carlyle
Mrs Louise Oberg 52 1534 1st

Ave was overcome by smoke



Icrcies during
.„ ^

lie the Metropole to catch Gene Krupa's jnid-

|ht set with Franchot Tone as her escort. They're old friends; in

:t Franchot was considered to he an important suitor for Betsy'

nd before she married Guy Vincent
. . . The Slate Department

the Spring, It'll be on his way, so to speak, to his^ engagemenl

tchmo's reportedly being paid 133,000 a week. Wouldn't you \

know who does the gambling in Seoul and with whose money?

More to 150'' mourners

crowded All Saint Episcof

Church on a clear, sunny day

as Rey, Jr.,fait
l(
f;stete

u^oD^cf flie-flVsii* teiitniandnrsents,

which he.said^oifeliHjft'.

in black, arrived as the organ
' be a richer placeWe he is

's early pictures with

is,

six-man primary election, died

Aug. 25 of a heart attack. Mrs.

tian farewell to one whom tou

|

Powell's second wife, actressl^
ess ^^sands en;

'Joan BlondelL also attended the
admM Nowordso( « can

church 150 spectators

theil* last respects" to Powell, who

lodo/s Television lidkjs

mourners were lor-

mer Vice-President Richard Nix-

on and a host of show business

laid

although she was very ac-

tive in her late husband's prima-

ry campaign.

lican district pre-

viously held by retiring Kep. Noah

celebrities-Jack Benny, Jane Wy- ^r pillhs 3
8
0

>

and^ ^ ^ Mason ^ Mrs
'

^ receive<1

Robert Taylor, Walter UH ^
m vowecl ^65$ vo^ to Cowan's 48,670.

. . n
personal freedom has come from ,.

!(
.

•

Mrs Measiy *«D«-
feM ^ ot

*mdMpis but a skrn deep saj- tan»Self:'

to live under the threat of an all-

She is described as a moderate

conservative.

lbs of Special Interest: Char*

lEX-TV-RocttoriMi

VO—Rocklord—39

iBM-TV—Chicago—

2

SC-TV—Mfldison—

3

'MJ-TV-MilwdiikeM

IBF-TV-Rock IslonWR

IBO-TV—Chicago—

5

>C-TV—Davenport—

<

;KB—Chicago—

7

!N-TV-Chicogo-9

-COLOR PROGRAM

Morning
'

Ifl-Thought for 1he Day, 1

2S-News;
2

—

-

30-Biq Picture, I

00—Popeye, 2

Friendship Show, i

30—Kiddie Cartoons, 1J

The Big Picture, 2

^togiOontivJ .H' ^v
"

'Off to Adventure, I

45—EduccTion Spotlight, J

Davey end Goliath, 13

00—Popeye, 3?

Bugs Bunny, 9

Raftiar, 7

Copt, Kangaroo, 1J, 4R, J, 5

Farm Forum, 5-X

Cartoon Time, <

Playhouse, <

IMfour Library Hour, *
,

3D—Davenport Public School series- 1

Cunnonball* 7

Ruff & Ready,

»

:0Kircus Boy, 9

Wacky World, 7

Alvin Show, 4R, I 1

Alvin and Chipmunks, I!

Shari Lewis Show, i, J, JW
Watch Mr, Wizard, \

30—<inp Leonardo, f, 39, J, 1 -X

Junior Auction, 9

Mighty Mouse Playhouse, h 11

3,4R

fr>Fury, 39, 4 J, I

Jet Jackson, 7

Saturday Schoolroom, 13

Exploring, 39, i, 4

Rin Tin Tin, 4R

Three Stoooes, 9

30-Roy Rogers Show,UC 11

Jeff's Collie, 7

Magic Midway, 9

00—Sky King, 13, J, 3, ffi

Superman, 9

Make Room for Daddy, 3M, 5,4

Make a Face, 7

:30-Top Cat, 13,

7

1:10—Communist World 1943,

2

Texas Rangers, 7

2:00—Matinee Theater, 4R

Insight, 2

Two O'Clock Show, 7

2:30—Challenge Golf, 13

tcue Eight, 9

n Time, 3

Aquapcuts, 9

3:30— Press International, 7

Four Star Playhouse, 2

Twelve to Twenty, 4

Danger Is My Business, 9

- %Ten-'Boske1b(fll,UR,ll'

4:00-AII Star Golf, 39,

5

Burns and Allen, 5

Theater at Four, 4

'Playhouse, 9

Touchdown, i

, .Wide-World- ci Sports,! <

4.MtherKnowsBesU*

4:45—Early Show, 5

S:0O-Father.KnowsBest,39

Premiere, 4

Big Show, 3

invest in America, 5

5:15-News, 5

5:30— Internattonal Showtime, 39

Cheyenne, 4R

Phil Silvers, 4

10:10—Vtovb i, 5

Saturday Might Theater, 4

10:15—Hong Kong, 7

hcjtjnson,: George Hums, Lloyd
1

His last tors vyere spent in 3

iSrik Barbara Stanwyck, Deanl coma in a Ilk* Bontewd

'

apartment he had taken shortly
lo^e Thompson Reid was former.

Wore Christmas. Miss Allyson
ty a

SPORTS

Saturday In Color

Footoail 1 P.M.

ILL STIUt

Golf 4 PI

39

PREMIERE!

SPECTACULAR

Me5;30.P,M,

OF THE

STARRING

ROBERT DIX

St., speeding, forfeited 513,

Lloyd L Frank, 54, Aurora, speeding,

oid 115.

Ronald C MaGee, 7704 Codet Road,

failure to yield right-of-way, paid $15.

Linda J, Meinert, Freeport, -speeding,

paid 515. H

Robert J. Morrison, 3518 8th St., speed-

1

ig,. paid SIS.

Jerry D, Nunally, DeKalb, speeding,*,

paid S15.

Wiflm .S.- Par.glw422«£iM»tl<<AW»

Grace Kijly

Swede Clork's

FOREST HILLS

Best of CBS, I

vVGN Presents, 9

10:20—Hove Gun, Will Travel, 13

Weather, News and Sports, 39

10:30—News, Weather Sports, 4

Sulcus 50's Theater, 3

10:35—Big Movie, 39

10:5O—Premiere Performance, 4

WREX-TV

Treasure, S

Reading Room, 2, 3, 4R

flthpr Tiiiy, 9 ____
Danger Wan, 5

C^nni llwiu ftl Air, n

Tonight 10:50 P.M.

Crown Theatre

"REAP

THE

WILD

WIND"

JOHN WAYNE

SUSAN HAYWARD

PRESENTED BY

COURTEOUS

AUTO SALES .

Jl/SllCG COl/rf
f

day night -when thejend came.

Florence M, Wachuta, 51, 520 N. Avon! The actor's BSh© Were to be

placed m Forest^Lawn'i

mausoleum
J

the remains of .such stars as

"Carole ' Lombard

Events Today

InWW
Calendar of 'events scheduled

bv organizations and civic

faiiurc to yield right-of-way, paid J1J.

Clyde W. Personette, 144 Anna Ave,,',

speeding, paid 515,

Bill i, Prince, 510 Gregory, no driver's

license, paid 525,

Anthony Remencius, 3418 S. Main St„

(allowing too closely, paid S10,

Nolan Rogers, 1430 Crosby St„ speed-

jing, paid ilS.

Patricia A, Rosenbalm, Oregon, speed-

ing, paid 515.

Zomie J. Scott, 3322 7th St., speeding,

oid 515,
!

A. Darrel Sisney, 220! Latham- St„|

speeding, paid 515, .

\

Henry Smith, Egon, speeding, poid SIS,
1

Jerry O. Si* 3333 llth St., speed-

ing, paid sij. '
\ ;

Eugene F, 5fnythe, 291? Hanson St., i»$

driver's license, poid 525, ;

Bobby J, Steed, 3109 lith St., failure;

to yield right-of-way, paid 515, i

William Steinhagen, 1411 Comanche!
JJJ

Drive, speeding, paid $20.-
j

,

Wayne C. Wilkinson, 1135 N, Main Sf„iilCS,

entering highway without caution, paid!

515.

Raymond E. Williams, 1910 Ivy Ter„

slop sign violation, paid 515.

Gerald J, Yastnab, 235 Catherine St.,

speeding, poid 510. <

Joseph C, Gladkowski, 38, Crest Hill,

no Illinois registration, paid $15.

Irwin J, Kaemmerlen, 40, 314 Clifford
1

Ave., speeding, poid 520. ;Cf

Robert L Perkins, 30, 132 Huron St,,;

01

^ ,

speeding, poid $15. Guilford High Ml, Qll'ist-

John F. Lynn, 35, Galesburg, speeding,
. , , . ,

;

,

paid $17. mas

Lawrence L. Listen, 37, 207 Warren

thoughts for the New Year.

a conservative, but "this

loes not mean I wish to stand still

or go back to the 1!

man,

opposed the administration's fp

ree years

name c

King,

m district

W(^iiblf|fc,RockIsW)

Robert T. McWey (R), 55

Born: June 26 1907, in

ability' m

Car Hits Pole;

Men, 33, Hurt

Walter Wallace, 33, B Jordan

minor injuries Fri-

morning when his car

a utility pole near

3807 Charles St,

Police said Wallace collapsed

hile"

Recovers Balloon

-Dryden

low and insufficient, Yet, in all"

men who really seek to improve,

it is better than the actual char-

'

acter. Man never falls so k

"The saying that beauty is but he can see nothing higher than

-Theodore Parker

"Everym lia,s at times in his ions - they are solitudes; we lose

"ourselves in them and all our

cares."

-Bailey

'All that mankind has done,

thought, gained or been is lying

as in magic preservation in the"

of book Tney are the chos-

en possession of jnen,"

—Carlyle

"You can never plan the fu-'

Mrs, Louise Oberg, 52, 1534 1st

Ave,, was overcome by smoke

a fire in a laundry

drier Friday morning atiheLund^bylhepast;

School 19:

B,S„ 1928.

Family: Married Elizabeth Dick

son in 1S29; 4 children,

Religion: Methodist.

Business; Farm operator a n djloon from Princeton University

' fad floating in the Atlantic,

Firemen said Mrs, Oberg, an

at the home, extra-

.

ar
"

rived.. She .was

ish-Ameiican

was taken by police ambulance.

The fire started in

electrical controls in

was confine:

Soanish freighter Friday unloaded

'

st

-Burke

isk un-

does he take a pen in his hand,

than it becomes a torpedo to him,;

-Samuel Johnson
t

"I've never had any sympathy

'

Ik
cany their i

inois Department of Aeronau-

sessions

i a,m.

ater, 323 Park Avel; professional

sessions at 9:30' a.m, todaj

^^clssohn Club, 415 N, Church

Ave,, .speeding, paid $21,

Crown Theater, 13

11:00—Theater UR
11:15—Bowling, 7

Weekend, 7

11:40—Wews. 5

tl:4S—Wrestlinq, 5

12:00—/Widniqht Movie, 3

12:05—H-jM Edition, 2

Don't be caught napping

Why be bothered by nagging bills? Get rid

jyjyr^itjHneJi

RocWord Police Court

Drinking Count

—George Elliot.

SI, was

;

John Wendling, Sr„ 54, Rochelle, dis-

'

traffic light, forfeited $10.

Richard B. Lausen, 3S, R.R. ?, Rock-

ford, improper left tarn, forfeited 55.

Walter P. pickers, 23, R.R. 2, Winne-

bago, left torn violation, forfeited IS,

Neil F, Rose, 50, 1427 fth St., speed-

ing, forfeited $15-

Ruth R. Johnson, 30, 734 Parkview

Ave., failure to yield right-of-way, for-

feited $10,

Elolse'A:' Clark, 111?. Prestwick
Ave,, drivlnawhlle drunUIDO fine and

Parkway, improper left torn, forfeited
c™d

,

to jo

n ,m Wk ,

Francis L Paige, 51, 1503 5th Ave.,

disobeyed traffic light/ forfeited $10.

William M, Sutton, 20, 411 Miriam Ave,,

speeding, forfeiled 515.

Alfred L, Baney, 17, 847 Carlton Ave.,

no city vehicle sticker, forfeited 110

' Denney L, Scroggins, 25, 2231 N, Rock-

ton Ave,, speeding, forfeited SIS.

Darwin E. . Kuehne/ 24, W Miriam

515,

Shirley A, Sanders, 35/ 1511 5th St.,

no Illinois license plates, paid 1131

I, C, Washington, Jl, '135 Lexington

Ave,, three unpaid parking tickets, paid

115.

Preston C. Patch, 5!, Evanston, dis-

obeyed stop sign, forfeited S10.

Donald F; 'York, 1MI34 WBlter Ave,,

speeding; paldHO.'

Ronald s,

1

Knilans, 25, 412 s, Chicago

Ave., speeding, paid $15.

Leslie R. Fuller, 18,- 232! 23rd

obstructing traffic, forfeited -S5.

Road, 'obstructing traffic, forfeited 15.

Roy J; 'Greene, 7?, 1930 Melrose St„

driving on wrong side of the street,

iorfeited $15,

Walter D. Walker, % IE Elm St.,

obstructing traffic, forfeited $5,

William R. Coyle, 3!, ill N. 1st St,

disobeyed slop sisn, forfeited $10,

Roland D. Johnson, 2t, 407 Riverside

Blvd., speeding, forfeited 510.

Judy M. Gayon, 22, 1712 17th St,

no driver's,' license on person, forfeited

$18.20, *

,. Christian Plomos, & 1615 24th St.,

disobeyed traffic light, forfeited $10.

Mary L. Kirchner, 3?, 405 Albeit Court,

backing without safety, forfeited $15.

William C Grottke, M, M 25th SI.

disobeyed traffic light, forfeited $10.

Harvey D. Stubbs, 40, 315 N. Winne-

bago St., speeding, forfeited $30,

Edward A, Rowley, 58, 3815 Florida forfei ed $5,

Drive, failure to yield right-of-way^

pedestrian, forfeited $13.20,

Grace M. Jomerson, 43, 1418 Sandy

Hollow Road, left turn violation, for-

Peter H. Perkins, 49, 2342 17th Ave,

speeding, forfeited $15. aiSO]

Sadie B. Braggs, 27, 2124 Martha St., -
,

failure to yield right-of-way, forfeited CClra a

$10.

Martin Bosselman, 63, Capron, im-

proper lane usage, forfeited $15,

Frank M. Prigg, 45, 519 Chelsea Ave,,

improper turn, paid 510,

Beverly J, Eickman, 22, 2910 Charles

St., speeding, forfeited $10.

Paul H. McDowell, 50, 1333 Woodlawn :,}„

.

u» . Hrivliw u/hlU Hrnnlr. <MR fins muf
lm 6

er of a W, State St, restaurant

said it was necessary to

Ave., speeding, forfeited $15,

John W. Clone* 5V 1029- 1 Court

St., failure to yield right-of-way, for-

feited 510.

Robert J. Schlie, 31, 722 2nd Ave,,

Mkhae! R. Hanson, 18 , 334 Baxter Pelting from curb without sofety, for-

feited $15.

Helge I Hoglund, 47, 1217 Broadway,

failure to secure brakes, forfeited 515.

James E. Dennis, 14, fl Congress Drive,

disobeyed stop sign, forfeited $10.

Oscer E, Mayer, 79, Freeoort, dis-

obeyed stop sign, forfeited $10.

Donald E, Engcn, 25, 2824 Arcodia

Ter, failure to display city vehicle

slicker and failure to yield right-of-way,

forfeiled, $25.

George H. Scott, 24, 3020 Lake St.,

speeding, poid $10.

Eugene Pacs, 3D, 3414 Shirley Rood,

following too closely, paid $10,

Ivon Bulko, 31, 714 22nd Ave,, Im-

proper left turn, paid $5.

John R. Deem, 35, 1830 Harlem Blvd.,

following too closely, forfeited $15.

James P. Russell, 40, 2234 11th 5.1,

driving wrong way on oneway street,

i on charges o'

as a minor and

after police re-

squad car

in another e;

FAST SERVICE

ON KODACHROME

PROCESSING

B&W In By 10 Out By 5

Mid West Photo Lab

1027 Broadwcy

Carl D, Wchlgren, 21 1212 4th Ave,

speeding, paid 515,

Lawrence McCarthy, 37, 7313 Rogers

St., driving on wrong side of street,

.forfeited $25.

Linoleum

Remnants

Buy 'en now of

]

ll Price

CUMMINGS

FLOOR COVERINGS

211-223 E. Stat* 964-8621

confirmation

BlPMItieHAM.AU. MONTGOMERY, ALA.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN. NASHVILLE, TENN.

CHICAGO, ILL NATCHEZ, MISS.

CINCINNATI, d NEW YORK, N.Y.

CLEVELAND, 0. PITTSBURGH, PA.

COLO. SPRINGS, COLO, PORTSMOUTH, VA.

COLUMBUS, 0- R0CKF0R0, ILL

DETROIT, WICH. ST. LOUIS, M0.

EAST LANSING, men. SOUTH BUD, INI).

EVAIfSTOtUL WiMM
FW.MIfl TOLEDO, 0.

HUNTSVILLt. ALA. topeka.kan,

MIAMI BEAM, FU, WASHINGTON, D,C

MINNEAPOLIS, in, Y0UHGST0WN, a

MOBILE, ALA.

IK BOCKFORD CALL

399-1890

ALBERT PICK MOTEL



Father Knows Best- f

The Cheaters, 7

Danger Man, 5

Freedom Unrv. of Air, 13

5:45-News, 9

Sveniiw,

6:00*Sports, Weather, News, 4

It's Academic, i

Supercor, 9

Oik Man Higgms, I

Beanie and Cecil, 7-X

CBS Newsspeaol, 2

6:30—Bernsrem Concert, 2, 3, 4R

Sam Benedict, S, 4

Mr. Maqoo,

)

Once Upon a Dime, 3?

TilMiil Silvers, ?

^Defenders, 3, 3, 4R

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, 15,

7

Mid-Amer'ca,

'

Joey Bishop, 4, 5, 3)

The Jetsons, i

1:00—Saturday Night at the Movies, 4, i

11:40—Mews. 5

llMresllIng, 5

12:00—Miciniqht Movie, 3

12:05-N;tf?'Editicit, 2

I2M finndom, 2, 4

Almanac, 13

Kup
:

s Show, 7

12:20—Pajama Playhouse, 13

San Francisco, 1

Lawrence Welk, 13,

7

J.'JO-Have Gun Will Travel, !, 3, 4R

Hiqnway Patrol, J

fcJD-Gunsmoke, 3, 3, 13, 4R

Best ot Groucho,

9

Fight of the Week, 1

9:45»Make That Spare,!

10:00—Norman Ross, 7

77 Sunset Strip, 4R

News, Weather, Sports, I U 5-

13

2:20—Live and Learn Forum, S

3:15—The Late Report, 2

3:30—Medifatian,

)

Program listings are published as

a l eader service by The Morning Star,

based on information furnished by the

television station. The Star, therefore,

cannot assume responsibility for the

accuracy of these listings or for last

1440 AM-97.5FM

/nagging bills? fe

qf them with one low-cost loan from AID'

, repay in convenient installments at

terms to suit you, Start off the Ne|

right.,, with AID,

Year

$5000

LOANS TO $5000-
f-

:-

SCHEDULE PAYMENT'

3e'MoI'""T33F~

36 Mas.

36 Mos.

36 Mos.

36 Mos. $134!

Schedule Includes principal and finance charge but does not

include group life or accident mi health insurance which is avail-

obi: on these loans.

Call or come in* free consultation!

CALL 965-3727

1018 BROADWAY

Open Daily } to 5 - Saturday till fa

pedestfan^w^w.^,^

Grace M. JomerSOn, 43, 1418 5amfpl"cwrmceTm<irTriy;

Hoilow Road, left tarn violation, for-
tt n"

feited &
Beatrice Webb, 24, 807 Blinn Court,

no Illinois license plates, paid tt,

Lloyd Chamberlain, 34, 1514 12th Ave.,

improper lane usage, forfeited $15.

Earl L. Hall, Si, St.. Louis, Mo., no

St., driving on wrong side of street,

forfeited $25.

told E. Houston, 30, 1325 Greenwood

Ave., speeding, forfeited $15.

Alfred Narslram, 79, 62» Woodlown

Ave,, speedinq, forfeited $10.

Karen A, Rourke, 18, 1307 Jackson St.
CUM L. HUM, Ji, u/uu, ™., iiu

i

Illinois driver's license, forfeited Ml snecdmn, forfeited $10,

Dfl-IWonrselfeps: REMEMBER

We Give 5&H Green Stomps and are Open

All Day Saturday and Sunday 'til Noon,

LUMBER and FUEL COMPANY

/Cash andCarri)\

15th Ave. Dial Ml

DH Gas Furnaces

Conversion Burners

Call Us for Free Estimates

964-5609

ALGA REECE
Sheet

Metal Co.

1608 North Main St,

Courteous

AUTO SALES

^^^••^^.^"..W -
1

- r Irived. She «aS treated in Swed- i^n it ^eones a (orpedo to him,
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.

t Mr. Ti

P»elmont

j
Mr. Molir

£ Mr. Ca^p.er

Mr. CrilinHnn.

Date: 1/15/63

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTSL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRTEL - REGISTERED

TO:

ifmom

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Aff INFOWTlOrK^fW^S
UNCLASSIFIED

5

OATEJMJi^LBY
SAC, LOS ANGELES (13^-903/(0)

!
S: ?m

|
Mr. Evans ....

|
Mr. Gale „

Mr. Rosen.

> i; : lVn

Mr. Tavel..

Mr. T-nlUT

Tele. Room.
Mfss Hohr,

DIRECTOR, FBI

/ SUBJECT: < MJORJJENERAL (RET.) W. A_MORTON,
U. S.' MARlM^CORPS"™'

- '

< AMERIQAM„.LIBRARY OP INFORMATION, AKA
BETTER

rf
METRICAN PEDEMTlOlfT

'

\ .

"

"~ TV

On 1/15/63, WILLIAM A. WHEELER, West Coast Repre-
sentative, HCUA, advised the American Library of Information,
aka, 10l>6 South Broadway, Los Angeles, telephone Richmond
7-7^51, which has been headed by General WOREON and MARGARET
KERR, will as of 2/1/63 be taken over by the^Ame ri c an Se

c

ug^ty^
\^j^Ssi^ll^^^ has headquarters in Chicago, Illinois", under

1

the leadership of JOHN FISHER.

Mr. WHEELER stated it is his information that the
transaction will be in the form of an amalgamation, and it is
the desire of the American Security Council to keep the
American Library of Information intact with headquarters to
remain in Los Angeles, California. Mr. WHEELER noted that
General WORTON has had heart trouble and decided to disassoci-
ate himself from the organization insisting in the meanwhile
that MARGARET KERR, who is now an elderly woman, also retire.

I

At the present time, the American Security Council is seeking
an Individual to serve as the new head of the American Library
of Information.

Mr. WHEELER stated the American Library of Informa-
tion has been operating on a budget in excess of $100,000 a
year and has seven employees—mostly girls—who do indexing,
type reports, etc.

(3)- Bureau (AIRMAIL) (REGISTERED)
Los Angeles

JST:DRIL
(4)

II JAN

1963

nm*2§ mi

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per

/



LA 134-903

Mr. WHEELER stated the American Library of Informa-
tion has been and probably will continue to be supported by
private industry through subscriber fees. He noted that the
organization has in the past been writing on an average of
14,000 reports per year.

The foregoing is being submitted for the information
of the Bureau,



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GOr a^MfiNT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

Ak/ SAC, CINCINNATI

subject: ROBERT B. RAISBECK,
.EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR;

DATE:
1/23/63

ATT: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
W. C. SULLIVAN

(Zpwwt^A^ ^^wjdXi Ctn&wuJLi
I have naa an opportunity

All INFORMATION CGJJTA

'tJti Kvana

Mr. Gale^-

Mr. Sulli"

Mr. 'rrottCT—

-

Tele. Room

—

Holmes-

opportunity to see apriy^te-^LOwinr
of a 30 minute film designed to attract sponsors who^Qight'

1

be interested in paying for a telecast of 65 jEHms put out
by the FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR.

x / X • * <

" *> >
Mr. TEDvtaARTY, «n insurance broker of Cincinnati,

is currently seel^Sfog six sponsors among business houses of
the area so that the series of 65 films can be telecast over
WKRC^TV in Cincinnati; MARTY is the field representative
of the FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR, Cincinnati District. ';.

I have made it clear to him that my viewing the film does
[not in any way constitute an FBI endorsement, sanction,
I criticism, or interest in the film or the^FREEDOM UNIVERSITY .

OF THE AIR. u^AX\%>ftW^«f <~- ^

7

I found it both significant^and^iPt^steful^that
er£,Special Agent W. CLEOJ^SKOUSEN, "who is listed^s ^

F^ulty^Advisor of the FREEDOM UNIVERSITY 0FJTHE_AIBL, was',';

the maxn title of the film as a foraog „
AggRt ori^e FBI. and was also introduced

K
H0raM^^^^KCK;>

£3

FBI

Exec^ti^jp^ector (producer of the film)^as a j^rffieF A^stit^&P^c
"the^BTr^EJereare. attached brochures an^Hn plarticu 1 a^ a

-
^

pamphlet captioned "THE FREEDOM UNIVERS tTjp:t£>F T$E AIR
jwhich^at t% beginning identifies SKOUSENais a^fBrmer
|
Agent -pad repeats this on the second pagegg ^ ^ /

,

After viewing th4:cfii\n,rr4i"inquirel pisirl' TED
MARTY as to the good taste of an individual who^eft the
FBI years ago continuing^orgsura^ndj htijmself Awith the lustre
of thg FBI' s reputation, ' artt? IT>oiriCe*d"'out that Mr. . SK0USEN
has been Chief of Police at Salt Lake CifcygT a i^emtrBT of the
facility of 'BrIghartlxSng^University,, jpf^j^gag^dTiMWa0:

S^Bureau (Eric.
T> Cincinnati
EDM/mbl-^
(4)

r, T

?>2

Hit M k^s^kT.i

* if tut Uk^'J



CI

other things, all of which were ignored in the film, but ,

there was adequate emphasis of his former FBI status „ I
told Mr. MARTY that speaking purely as a citizen individual,
I personally object to former employees of FBI advertising
their former FBI connection for the rest of their lives,
thus giving the aur€ or inuendo that the FBI endorses their

I
subsequent activities, MARTY was unable to offer any comment

*

It is ray opinion that although the presentations
of the FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR claim to be educational,
factual, and documented, this is not necessarily true* The
advertising film, seeking to sell the entire series of 65
films, included a digest of film #15 which presents EZRA
TAFT BENSON, former Secretary of Agriculture. BENSON in an

I

undated presentation definitely leaves the impression that
there have been and still are individuals in the U«S«
Government working for the communist cause, I do not believe
that the films are as free from editorializing as the
producer might claim and I could not personally subscribe
to some of the statements made by individuals presented by

,
the producer in the one advertising film viewed by me.

Attached for the Bureau are the following documents:

la Green covered brochure captioned "THE FREEDOM
UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR, M

2 # Undated, unaddressed, four page document
signed by ROBERT B. RAISBECK on page two advertising the
films #

3, Four page document concerning the portrayal of
films in the Milwaukee area.

It is observed^that the FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE
AIR is a subsidiary of^™»rican Forum, Inc.

Whether or not the films in the series of 65 will
be telecast in the Cincinnati area yet remains to be seen*
^At any rate, no FBI representative will have any comment or
^connection with the organization or the films*



HEREIN IS U

DATE

ASSif i M /4c

EXECOTIVE DIRECTOR;
FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR

een covered brochure captioned "THE FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE

dated, unaddressed, 4 page document signed by RAISBECK

page document concerning the portrayal of films in thelour

^

ENCLOSURE



ROBERT B. RAISBECK
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

W. CLEON SKOUSEN
FACULTY ADVISOR

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR
3434 WEST SIXTH STREET, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

DUNKIRK 2-1308

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN US UNCLASSIFIED ft •

Most business men who develop an interest in pro-
moting the cause of free enterprise and freedom begin thefir
analysis of the problem by looking for a form of public -com-
munication which can best express their views B This has not
been easy* Modesty often curtails business communications
in a manner that does not seem to be binding to those who
are opposed to business. Men who have successfully guided
an industry are frequently self-conscious about their success,
and feel that the exploitation of it is immodest and lacking
in dignity. Those who would oppose the free enterprise
system and advocate controls on business lack this restraint.
They do not hesitate to exploit to the fullest the occasional
failure of private enterprise in coping with a business or a
social problem*

It is generally true that the "liberals" are more
aggressive, less restrained, and less hampered by facts, and
so they are in a position to sell their wares with more
ballyhoo than the businessman who is bound by the constraints
of good taste, good manners, and morality.

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR recognizes that al-
though the haranguer and the demagogue may achieve a temporary
success, the appeal to reason rather than prejudice, the re-
lentless marshalling of fact upon fact, is the solid found-
ation upon which to maintain our freedom. *

*

An informed citizenry can act intelligently and
effectively. It was with this belief that FREEDOM UNIVERSITY
OF THE AIR was conceived, and it was to demonstrate this
purpose that it is being presented on television stations
throughout America „ It explains how our freedom is seriously
threatened, both internally and externally, and how it can
and must be protected. FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR stresses
the responsibility of the individual American in that pro-
tection.

The success of this program has been most gratifying
to the more than one hundred business firms sponsoring it
across the country. In its development an entirely new con-
cept of television promotion was planned by American Forum,
Incorporated. FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR is presently

AMERICAN FORUM. INCORPORATED



FREEDOM UNIVERSITY

OF THE AIR

-2-

appearing on NBC stations, on CBS stations, on ABC stations,
and on independent stations, in an extension of the free
enterprise system at work. No one network or group of stations
controls FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR'S time or message. It
appears on the television station that offers the best poss-
ible time at the lowest. cost per viewer. It is usually pre-
sented in each city bjyf. iiJ&f;] }0p<^|i§btes^ > ;

(We
?4£is govered that

multiple sponsorship add^<gr.g^t;ly,ipr/t^^ effec-
tiveness of the program. u^ *^^UUHu U

~ ...Y8_ ...... Vjni
There is another unique policy followed by FREEDOM

UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR. Sponsors must be locally identified.
That is, their main plant or factory or center of distribution
must be in the city where the program is being broadcast.

The response to FREEDOM UNIVERSITY ^ OF THE AIR has
been overwhelmingly favorable. WITI-TV in Milwaukee wrote
us as follows:

nThe half -hour films are extremely informative and in-
teresting, and we have every confidence in their audi-
ence power. Best of all, our viewers agree. M

Their viewers had such comments as:

Congratulations on your FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR
program. This is by far the best television program I

have ever had the privilege of viewing. IT
. ... TT It was

excellent. Please continue presenting your information
in the same factual, down-to-earth manner

.

M
9 ... "The

service performed by the businessmen who sponsor the
FREEDOM UNIVERSITY cannot be measured."

The letters from viewers, the letters from the
station, and the enthusiastic support of our sponsors is ev-
idence that FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR meets a great need
for American business today*

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR is at present the
principal project of American Forum, Incorporated, which was
incorporated as a non-profit California corporation on
February 21, 1962.

American Forum, Incorporated 1 s bank reference is
The United California Bank, 600 South Spring Street. If you
wish to inquire regarding our financial responsibility please
feel free to address your inquiries to Mr. Elmer Stone, vice-
president and general manager. The following statement from
auditors Frye and Coe is, we think, self-explanatory and will
give you some Idea as to the care with which FREEDOM UNIVERSITY
OF THE AIR conducts its affairs.

Sincerely yours

_

Robert B. Raisbeck
RBR/ad



oe
NORMAN E. FRYE, P. A.

DENNIS E. COE, C. P. A.
Accountants and Auditors

ORegon 8-2364

OSborne 5-339)

202 NORTH HAWTHORNE BOULEVARD

HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA

October 17, 1962

To Whom It May Concern:

We have been retained by American Forum, Incorporated, a

California non-profit corporation formed in February, 1962, to handle

bookkeeping matters for the corporation, including cash receipts and

disbursements, and to submit to the Board of Directors a monthly fi-

nancial statement.

The corporation maintains offices at 3434 West Sixth Street,

Los Angeles 5, California.

The officers and directors of the corporation, are as

follows: j0hn B. Kilroy, Presiceuc & Director

Dr. William Brashears, Vice President & Director

Adele Walsh, Secretary & Director

E. H. Le Breton, Treasurer & Director

W. Cleon Skousen, Director

Andrew Weber, Director

We know from our personal knowledge several members of the

board of directors and feel that they are all people of personal integrity

and financial responsibility.

The office staff consists of two full time salaried employees -

Mr. Robert Raisbeck, Executive Director, and a secretary. Part time

clerical and secretarial help is employed only when necessary.

The corporation has as its principal asset 65 completed tele-

vision programs of one-half hour each. The negatives of these programs

are stored with Consolidated Film Industries in Los Angeles. Tape

negatives of the same programs are stored in the film vaults of Bekins

Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles. The corporation also is the owner of a

feature length motion picture entitled "Eleventh Commandment".

checks are signed by two officers. The corporation carries Lloyd's of

London policy covering its television programs for the benefit of

sponsors and broadcasting stations.

All invoices are properly approved prior to payment, and

/

FRYE/& COE'
4-



Among the distinguished sponsors of FREEDOM UNIVERSITY
OF THE AIR are:

Southern California Edison Company
Milwaukee Gas Light Company
The Falk Corporation
Allen-Bradley Company
Marshall & Ilsley Bank
National Bank of Commerce of San Antonio
Kimberly-Clark Company
Hamilton Manufacturing Company
General Electric Supply Corporation
Globe Union, Inc.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR has many local sponsors in
the cities in which it is being shown. The purpose of
this list is not to identify each of them, but only to
give a representative sampling.



FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR
3434 WEST SIXTH STREET, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

DUNKIRK 2-1308

ROBERT B. RAISBECK
EXECUTIVE* DIRECTOR

W. CLEON SKOUSEN
FACULTY ADVISOR

\

Dear Fellow American:

The following three pages will tell you something
about the television series FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR.
This program is presently being broadoast in many cities
throughout the country.

In the American way, it answers the question, "What

can I do to prot,eot, preserve, and extend our freedoms?* We
are sure you are aware of the great concern of Americans
everywhere about the present threats to our beloved country,

and the further concern with the internal problems confront-
ing us. Calmly, factually, and completely non- politically,

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR not only explains the problems,

but offers an approach to solutions that can be understood
and shared in by all Americans.

FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR should be on a

television station in your city. If you are interested in
learning more about this program, will you please write us

on your letterhead* We shall be glad to see that full
details are furnished to you.

Sincerely yours,

Robert B. Raisbeck
Executive Director

RBRij

mi
BY.

AMERICAN FORUM, INCORPORATED



FREEDOM UNIVERSITY OF THE AIR
3434 WEST SIXTH STREET. LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

DUNKIRK 2-1308DUNKIRK 2-1308

ROBERT B. RA1SBECK -tY^ /%
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ««p ff"
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WITI-TV CHANNEL 6 54-45 N. 27TH STREET, MILWAUKEE 9, WISCONSIN UPTOWN 3-1919

AIR MAIL - SPECIAL DELIVERY

September 10, 1962

Mr. Robert Raisbeck
American Forum, Inc.

3434 West Sixth Street
Los Angeles 5, California

Re: Freedom University of the Air

Dear Bob:

Now that the Freedom University series has been formally launched,
I feel that a note of appreciation is due you from all of us

involved in the development of the project here.

When Conrad Rohler and Jim Martin first approached the station
with the suggestion that we consider this series for telecast,
we were a bit hesitant. We had serious reservations about the
ability of a producer to sustain interest in a subject, no matter
how important, for a 65-week period. The 1% hour feature film
which was to mark the series ' debut ("The Eleventh Commandment ")
also caused some doubts. . .could viewer interest be sustained for
a solid two-hour period in prime evening time?

Looking back, Bob, how wrong we were to have had the doubts. "The
Eleventh Commandment n is certainly a provocative film and deserves
prime time exposure. The half hour films are extremely informative
and interesting, and we have every confidence in their audience
power. Best of all, our viewers agree. Last Wednesday's two-hour
kick-off program has resulted in mail and telephone response that
is unanimous in its praise. . .this is unprecedented. The monolith
Milwaukee Journal ran a page one, second section news story about
the series on last Thursday. . .this is unprecedented.

Please extend our appreciation to Cleon Skousen and Steve Szabo
for their excellent presentation on the kick-off show. Of course,
all of us at Channel 6 are indebted to you for the production of
this series, and we are proud that we are part of it.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

Lee Dolnick
Local Sales Manager A STORER STATION • ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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Admiral Felix B. Stump, USN (Rett,
^

right, discusses the internal and

external threat of Communism with

Rear Admiral Chester Ward, USN

(Ret). Both men are members of

the Freedom University's distin-

guished faculty.

(ft, producer of the

television series "Freedom University of the

Air" is shown with W. Cleon Skousen Mr,

Raisbeck has a long series of television and

motion picture credits, among them "Queen

for a Day" and "The Ruggles" series. Per-

haps his most outstanding achievement was

the Freedom Foundation of Valley Forge

Gold Medal Award in 1961 for his i

picture "The Eleventh Commandment,"

American people speak to Russian people as

'Cleon Skousen, left, and Constant Boldyreff

speak on Russian Free Radio from telephone

in Los Angeles, via booster station in Frank-

fort, Germany,

Faculty Director W. Cleon Skousen awaits cue during

recent filming of the Freedom University of the Air series.
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The American Security Council

is operated by business

for the protection of our country

and our free enterprise system

from Communism and other

forms of totalitarianism.

It is the means through which its

member institutions cooperate

with the government and

with other groups to defend

and extend freedom.
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The American Security Council

The American Security Council is a non-partisan non-profit

association. It is the means through which its members work

together in their common business interest of securing them-

selves and the countiy against the clear Communist threat.

International Communism has dedicated itself to taking

over the entire world. Since it controls all segments of society

in Communist countries, it is able to conduct a new kind

of multi-dimensional warfare. It is difficult for government

in a free society to meet this kind of warfare because it

does not have similar control on all levels. Thus, it has be-

come necessary for all segments of a free society to organize

responsible cooperation with government to meet the Com-
munist threat.

In a free society, government serves the private citizen.

It is the free citizen's responsibility both to guide and to

support his government in matters affecting the national

interest.

The American Security Council was organized by business

so that it might be better informed and thus more effective

in meeting its cold war responsibilities. In order to meet this

responsibility, the American Security Council has devoted

prime attention to building its library as an arsenal of facts

,

on Communism and national strategy.

The American Security Council has over 3300 mem-
ber institutions from all fifty states. Members include in-

dustrial firms, newspapers, magazines, foundations, banks

and colleges.



Pari of American
Security Council library

The Free World has been Josing the Cold War.

It will continue to lose unless it sets out to win.

Our freedom depends upon a proper strategy

for victory without nuclear war.

NatiOYldl Tne American Security Council has initiated

Qfynfpnoj a series of studies on "Elements of Strategy for

Cold War Victory." Top cold war experts on

the ASC's National Strategy Committee, Strat-

egy Staff, and Cold War Victory Advisory Com-
mittee are working on these studies.

Over one -hundred universities and colleges

are cooperating in these studies. Many national

and regional organizations are also cooperating

in the development of a cold war strategy.

This unprecedented level of cooperation be-

tween opinion-making groups in the develop-

ment of national strategy recommendations is a

major step toward cold war victory.

'

Another section of ASC library



American Security Council Accomplishments

The American Security Council's concrete accomplishments

clearly illustrate its unique role in the Cold War.

The American Security Council

* Has published influential studies on national strategy.

Newspapers in all parts of the country have carried lead

editorials endorsing these studies.

Publishes a Washington Report covering developments

affecting the nation's security. It is reprinted by news-

papers, endorsed in lead editorials, quoted by syndicated

columnists and reprinted by many member companies

and cooperating organizations. It is a news making publi-

cation with the content frequently carried by national

news services.

Publishes a Newsletter covering behind-the-scenes activi-

ties of the Communist Party, USA. Many front page

newspaper stories have been based on the Newsletter.

& Has built the largest private library on national strategy

and Communism in this country.

Handles over 1500 requests a month for assistance and

guidance from its members, government' agencies and

congressional committees.

Membership has, on the average, more than doubled each

year since it was organized in 1955.

« Is the only organization on which The Worker has pub-

lished a special issue. In 1962, the Kommunisi, official

publication in Soviet Russia, attacked the ASC in a

three page article.



COOPERATING COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES*
Abilene Christian College
Adams State College
The Agricultural & Mechanical College

of North Carolina
The Agricultural & Technical College of Texas
Albright College
Alliance College
Amherst College
Anna Maria College
Appalachian State Teachers College
Arizona State College
Auburn University

Austin Peay State College

Bellarmine College
Berry College
Bethany College
Briar Cliff College

Capital University

Carroll College
Carthage College
The Citadel

College of St. Joseph on the'Rio Grande
College of St, Scholastics
College of Saint Teresa
The College of Wooster

Delaware State College

De Paul University

East Texas State College
Elmira College

Fenn College

Findlay College
Frostburg State Teachers College

Gannon College

Golden Gate College
Graceland College

Houghton College

Institute for American Strategy

Iowa Wesleyan College

Johnson State College

Kansas State University

Kent State University

La Sierra College
Le Moyne College
Livingston State College

Loretto Heights College
Loyola University of Chicago

Malone College
Marshall University

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Memphis State University

Michigan College of Mining & Technology

Midland College
Mississippi State College for Women
Municipal University of Omaha
Murray State College

National College
North Central College
New Mexico State University

Northeastern University

Northern Illinois University

Northern State Teachers College
Norwich University

Orange State College

Parsons College
Pennsylvania Military College
Pikeville College
Plymouth Teachers College
C. W. Post College
Prairie View Agricultural & Mechanical College

Randolph-Macon College
Ripon College
Rockford College
Rosary Hill College

Sacred Heart Dominican College
Saint Cloud State College
Saint John College of Cleveland
Saint Joseph's College
Saint Mary of the Plains College
St. Procopius College
San Antonio College
Shippensburg State College
Southern Oregon College
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
State Teachers College at Towson
Stevens Institute of Technology

Tift College

Trinity College

University of Arizona
University of Dayton
University of Kentucky
University'of Maine
University of Massachusetts
University of Southern Mississippi

Upper Iowa University

Valley City State Teachers College

West Texas State College
Wheaton College
Wheelock College
Williamette University

The Women's College of the
University of North Carolina

Xavier University of Cincinnati

COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS*
American Chamber of Commerce Executives

American Farm Bureau Federation

Associated Business Publications

Associated Industries of Georgia
Association of American Physicians & Surgeons
Association of American Railroads

Association of Industrial Advertisers

California Association of Employers
Committee of One Million

Exchange Club of Denver
Galveston Chamber of Commerce
Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce

Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce
Industrial Conference Board
International Association of Chiefs of Police

International House
Jersey City Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Marine Corps Reserve Officers Association

Military Order of the World Wars
Professional Photographers of America, Inc.

Retired Officers Association

St. Paul Area Chamber of Commerce
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States

*The$e universities, colleges and organizations are cooperating in the series of studies on "Elements of Strategy

for Cold War Victory," Due to space limitations, it was possible to list only a small number of representative

cooperating organizations.
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Memorandum

]/ TO : MR, A, H. BELM

FROM MR, W # C. SULL

subject: JOHN FISHER
/QAMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL

r. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

date : January |25 ,
|l963

i

l-Mr. Belmont
1-Hr. Mohr /aA-

l-Mr, DeLoach * 1

l-Mr, M. A. Jones
1-Miss Edna Holmes
l-Mr. Sullivan
l-Mr. J. A. Sizoo \^
l-Mr. D. E. Moore

The above-captioned person called me from the Governor*

s

Office, Tallahassee, Florida, this morning (1/25/63)^ Also on
the wire with him during the conversation was John^Eyans, an
assistant to the Governor. ^ ^

The substance of the call was this. A four-day
conference on communism will be put on in Florida, June 12 - 15,
19(L3^ It will deal with various aspects of the communist problem,
plus efforts being made to combat it in this country through
seminars, teaching about communism in schools, college workshops,
et cetera;- Fisher and Evans said that they would like to have the
Director do a five-minute tape recording for this conference in
June and, also, that they intended to extend to him an invitation
to be the keynote speaker before thas particular event. They said
that they expect thousands there and that it will be a widely
publicized gathering. In regard to the tape recording, they said
they would be delighted to make provisions to have this done in the
Director's Office.

I told Mr. Fisher and Mr. Evans of the extremely heavy
schedule which the Director maintains and that, while they were, of
course, perfectly free to make the request directly, they should
bear in mind his heavy schedule. They said they understood, but
plan to extend an invitation to the Director.

Frankly, I do not think this event in Florida will be the
type that the Director would want to be associated with. I believe
there would be an effort on the part of the sponsors to use the
tremendous prestige of the Director to publicize the affair and
make it a success. aa8pa

RE(
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The attached has been

received in the Records Branch, appropriately initialed, and in-

dicated for file* By use of instant transmittal memorandum, all

necessaiy recording and indexing will be accomplished. It is to

be noted this foim is for internal use only within the Records

Branch, principally by the Routing Unit where bulky material not

accompanied by memorandum is usually received.

The enclosure, if bulky and not usually filed with other

papers in file, may be detached but this action should be clearly

noted under the word "Enclosure.

"
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TO STILL FREEDOM'S VOICE

At the direction of Moscow, one of the most intense Communist drives to destroy the
House Committee on Un-American Activities that has ever been waged is now in full swing.

Top-ranking Communists from more than twenty countries met in Liblice, Czechoslovakia
(near Prague), at the end of May 1962, to plan how Communists in various countries
could best destroy their enemies and thus pave the way for a Communist victory. Under
the title "Anti-Communism, the Enemy of Mankind", abridged proceedings of this gather-
ing have been published in the "World Marxist Review11

, the official world Communist
directive organ published in Prague in 26 languages.

These proceedings reveal that seven steps were spelled out at this international Com-
munist conference as "essential" to the victory of Communism in the United States.
The fourth reads, in part, as follows:

"abolition of the House Un-American Committee".

For months the Communist press and top U.S. Party leaders have been exhorting the
Party faithful to concentrate on abolition activity. Numerous Party fronts have been
thrown into the campaign. Many thousands of dollars are being spent.

What is the Party's abolition strategy? ^

It is to demand outright abolition of the Committee by amending the House Rules. Know-
ing, however, that there is no possibility of achieving this at present, the Party is

concentrating on a half-a- loaf strategy. It had called for the transfer of the Com-
mittee's functions to a subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee and, failing that, a

large cut in the Committee's appropriation. Either move would drastically impair the
Committee's operations and, the Party hopes, pave the way for its complete destruction.

Representatives Lindsay and Farbstein of New York and Roosevelt of California have in-
troduced resolutions to transfer the Committee's functions to the Judiciary Committee.

The Party is now claiming that, as a result of the thousands of telegrams and letters
it has caused to be sent to Congressmen and the personal visits to them by about 100
Communists and fellow travelers who were in Washington on the opening days of the new
Congress, 84 House Members will vote for these resolutions or to oppose the Committee
appropriation.

The actual record of the Committee - as opposed to the lies about it spread by the Com-
munists with the help of some not-so-highly-principled liberals - reveals what will ac-
tually be at stake when these questions come to a vote:

Editor's Note: Due to the renewed vigor of the Communist attack on the House Commit-
tee on Un-American Activities,we have asked Congressman Francis E« Walter, Chairman of
that Committee, to prepare this exclusive discussion of this attack on his Committee*



Legislative Rebord

During the years 1941-1962, the Committee on Un-American Activities made 142 legis-
lative recommendations to Congress, 98 without repetition (44 have been repeated to
emphasize legislative security gaps and keep these issues alive until effective leg-
islation is enacted).

Forty-two of the Committee's recommendations have been enacted into law. (An indica-

tion of the soundness of the Committee's recommendations: the last Congress enacted

6 bills embodying 7 Committee recommendations, and members introduced 113 bills to

implement its recommendations.)

The Committee has developed information relating to policy rather than legislative
problems. At least 13 of its policy recommendations have been put into practice by

the Executive Branch.

The American Bar Association's Special Committee on Communist Strategy, Tactics, and

Objectives made the following finding, on July 1, I960, concerning the Committee's

legislative activity:

"The record of the HCUA and the Senate Subcommittee on Internal Se-

curity is one of accomplishments and achievements despite the fact

they have been the targets of inspired propaganda attacks designed

to curb their effectiveness. Continuation of these committees is

essential to the enactment of sound security legislation."

The Committee's Methods

The Committee has actually been a pacesetter for other committees in the field of re-

fining and improving Congressional committee procedures and practices.

As far back as March 1945, at the request of the Committee, the Brookings Institution

in Washington, D.C., published a document entitled "Suggested Standards for Determin-

ing Un-American Activities." This study, based on the Constitution, has since been
used by the Committee as a guide to its operations and procedures.

The Committee was the first House Committee to publish rules of procedure (1953). It

had followed these rules for several years before publishing them.

During the 84th Congress, the House considered the advisability of authorizing one-man

subcommittees (as in the Senate). The counsel of the Committee on Un-American Activ-

ities, representing the Committee, argued against the proposal so strongly and effec-

tively before the Rules Subcommittee, that the idea was dropped.

The Special Committee on Communist Strategy, Tactics and Objectives of the American

Bar Association, after reviewing the Committee's hearings some years ago, stated:

"The Congressional committees investigating communism, and in particular the

House Un-American Activities Committee, have been attacked on the ground that

they have engaged in smear campaigns and have invaded the Constitutional rights

of persons investigated. Your committee is impressed with the fairness with

which hearings before that Committee have been conducted ... We are satis-

fied that the witnesses called to testify before the Committee are being treated

fairly and properly in all respects and we also feel satisfied that each witness

is accorded full protection so far as his Constitutional or other legal rights

are involved ..."
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Constitutionality Of The Committee And It8 Activities

Because the Communist Party is so intent on destroying the Committee, it fights it

in every way possible, not only by propaganda and agitation — and even by riots at
the Committee's hearings — but also in the courts. Invariably, the Committee's con-
tempt citations are appealed following conviction* Although the Supreme Court has
upset a number of these convictions on technicalities (after lower courts had upheld
them), it has repeatedly sustained the constitutionality of the Committee, Its pro-

cedures and actions .

There is no committee of the Congress, actually, which has had its basic constitution-
ality so thoroughly tested by the courts of this land as has the Committee on Un-Amer-

ican Activities.

Watchdog Function

Legislative oversight keeping a watchful eye on the administration of the law by
the Executive Branch is another duty of every Congressional committee. The Com-

mittee on Un-American Activities 1 recent investigation of security practices in the

National Security Agency — our Government's super-secret code and communications
arm — following the defection of two NSA employees to the Soviet Union, demonstrates

how it has carried out its duties in this field.

Because of NSA's highly sensitive operations, the Committee's hearings were held In

18 secret sessions (a revealing comment on the Committee's alleged penchant for head-

line hunting). When its investigation was completed, the NSA Personnel Director had

been fired; the Security Director had "resigned11

; 26 employees had been dismissed as

sex deviates and 22 reforms in NSA security procedures had been instituted.

The Informing Function

Revelation, the development of facts (the Committee's enemies like to call it "expo-

sure") about conditions affecting the national welfare and the related activities of

certain individuals and groups, is an inevitable side effect of Congressional hearings.

This is as our Founding Fathers intended it to be — so that the Congress would be in-

formed about matters vitally affecting the Nation and could act and vote accordingly.

Almost 4,000 witnesses have testified before the Committee during the past 25 years.

The overwhelming majority have been Communist Party members, but the number also in-

cludes top authorities on communism such as J. Edgar Hoover.

Information developed for the Congress by the Committee through its investigations and

hearings has been published in 497 separate volumes, occupying 11 feet of shelf space.

Public demand has been such that over 7 million copies of these documents have been

distributed — and requests for them are increasing. In 1962, the Committee distri-

buted over 456,000 copies of its publications, an all-time annual high.

Alger Hiss, Gerhart Eisler, J. Peters, Harry Dexter White, and Nathan Gregory Silver-

master are just a few of the many persons whose operations as Soviet spies, Comintern

agents and infiltrators of high Government posts, have been uncovered by the Committee.

Its hearings have destroyed the effectiveness of numerous Party fronts, infiltration

schemes and united front operations.
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Committee documents are used as texts and supplemental reading materials in high
schools, colleges and seminars, government agencies, and by foreign governments.
They provide speech material for Government officials, civic leaders, educators
and clergymen, as well as members of Congress and the. press. They have been dis-
tributed abroad as weapons in the battle for men's minds.

Numerous books on communism, written by recognized scholars and authorities, refer
to, quote from, and base their findings on Committee hearings and reports.

Abolishing the Committee on Un-American Activities -- let's face it — means destroy**

ing the agency that has developed more security legislation, given the Congress more
information about communism and done more harm to the Communist Party than any other
institution, public or private, in this country. To do this at a time when world
communism strength is at an all-time high, is suicidal.

I fully appreciate why the Communists — and Moscow want to destroy the Committee.
The so-called liberals, though, have me utterly confused.

Francis E. Walter, Chairman
House Committee on Un-American
Activities

(

The ASC Newsletter is published by

the American Security Council, 123

North Wacker Drive, Chicago as a

confidential service to Its member

companies. Information contained in

this newsletter cannot be reprinted

or disseminated outside the member

company without the written approval

of the American Security Council.
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from CD. DeLoach
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Tolson^ _
Belmont .

Mohr

Casper _
Callahan,

Conrad y
DeLoach ..^y £

Evans .

Gale

Rosen

Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

subject: ^AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL (A£C)

REQUEST FOR ARTICLE BY DIRECTOR

Former Inspector LeWl*ennington called at the Bureau yesterday,

2/13/63, and left the attached copy of the American Security Council newsletter.

This entire pamphlet is devoted to an article concerning the Communist Party

by Congressman Walter, Chairman of the House Committee on Un-American
Activities. Pennington, who is Washington representative for the American
Security Council, wanted to know if it would be possible for the Director to do

a similar article for this publication on the dangers of the Communist Party in

the United States.

The American Security Council is well known to the Bureau and its

staff is composed primarily of former Bureau Agents.

Pennington was diplomatically advised that due to the great pressure
of work the Director has pending at the present time it would be impossible for

him to consider this request in the foreseeable future.

RECOMMENDATION

v.WC

None. For information.

Enclosure

1 - Mr. Jones

DGH:lbb

(3)

ALL INFOR

HEREIN]

DATE
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CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS
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Mohr

Casper

Callahan .

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans

Gale _

Rosen _
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Holmes

Gandy

{

Captioned individual sent two communications postmarked March 19th

land March 21st with his card indicating no acknowledgment is necessary.

Correspondent is retired Board Chairman of Marshall Field and

Company. He was sent a complimentary autographed copy of "Masters of Deceit"

on 2-14-58. The American Security Council is a organization financed and operated

by private industry as a national research and information center on subversive

activities for its members. Information developed is distributed foigg, fee to

member companies and other organizations or individuals. The President and

Vice President are former Special Agents and the group sponsors Fidelifax, Inq^yl
a. nationwide personnel investigating organization with offices in many cities, ea/h/

of which is allegedly headed by a former Bureau Agent.

I

The first communication enclosed McBain T

s letter to James
J

Tfe>^inen

of Time, Inc. , and contained McBain's critical analysis of "Tlfe^e^ing of

Communism. M McBain points out the weaknesses of the book indicating that it

devotes a minimum on the history and development of the Communist Party of the

USA and its relationship to the communist movement on a world-wide basis. He
points out that it does not emphasize properly the danger of communismwithin this

country or properly associate the CP, USA, with the world.communist .movement.

He states that a small Communist Party can be effective in spreading its propaganda

and serving the communist cause. He notes the influence during the Chinese Civil

War and during the Castro takeover of Cuba. He points out that even some
communist propaganda, attacking Congressional investigative committees, crept into

this book. He points out that the FBI is doing an admirable job but its files are
confidential and it cannot expose communist activities to public sources. He enclosed

Enclosure /4Jte££ > ~
a*~ *

JH:jks (2)
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!
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Morrell DeLoach memo
Hughston M. McBain

several quotations from "Masters of Deceit" indicating the Director's views on

the dangers of communism.

A second communication enclosed a copy of a letter he had .

received from James Linen thanking him for his critical communication.

Bufiles indicate that Linen was the subject* of an applicant -type

investigation in 1942 which revealed that he was employed by Time, highly regarded

by his associates and developed no derogatory information. In 1959 he and four of

his children were conducted on a special tour of the Bureau, met Mr. DeLoach and

commented profusely and favorably concerning the Bureau and the Director.

The Central Research Section reviewed tThe Meaning of Communism"
1 by William J. Miller in December, 1962. It is one of three books including the

Director's "A Study of Communism" which were chosen for teaching courses on

communism in Florida high schools. Our review indicated that the Book intends

to trace the historical development of communism from Karl Marx to the present.

Ite tteeatss communist theory superficially completely ignoring such terms as

"Marxism-Leninism" and "historical materialism. " Much of the remainder on

I

theory is oversimplified. It ignores many current communist activities throughout

the world such as Marshal Tito's so-called national communism and mentions

Fidel Castro only casually. The book editorializes in places and in particular

in commenting unfavorably on Congressional investigations.

OBSERVATION:

McBain apparently furnished this information only for the Director's
' information and expected no comment from the Director.

RECOMMENDATION:

That attached in-absence reply be sent McBain.
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n
March 25, 1963

Mr. Hughston M^MfcBain
• -y Chairman , Advisory Board

y |:

QJ American Security'^ottncil

25 East Washinfton Street

Chicago 2, Illinois

: SI! INFORMATION C0NTAINE8

HEREIN 1/ UNCLASSIFIED i

Dear Mr. McBain: _

Your communications postmarked March 19th

and March 21st were received during Mr. Hoover's absence

from the city. You may be sure they will be brought to his

attention when he returns and I know he would want me to

thank you for sending him this data.

Sincerely yours,

:i lagar Hoove*

Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

'

<? • %

"CPS. <v

.'
"
» ^

"
- :<=>

. *
^

'

Tolson *

Belmont „_
Mohr :

Casper

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans j.

Gale

"Rosen I

Sullivan .,,„r..

Tavel

, Trotter

Tele. Room .

j Holmes .

l.pandy „

NOTE: See Morrell to DeLoach memo, same date, captioned w

"Hughston M. McBain, Chairman, Advisory Board, American
Security Council, 25 East Washington Street, Chicago 2, Illinois.

M

JHrjks (3)

f- 1*V

MAIL ROOM • TELETYPE UNIT
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ALL INFO!

HEREtPLtJf y&tQl SSIFIED

from

HUGHSTON M. McBAIN

Chairman, Advisory Board
American Security Council
Chicago, Illinois

No Acknowledgement Necessary

Mr^-Tolson.

Belmon
Mohr.~

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahan

Mr.

Gals

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Sullivan'

Mr. TaveL—
Mr. Trotter.,

'ele. Room.-.

'Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy..



JCOPY^lF LETTER FROM HUGHSTON M. MCBAIN

March 6, 1963

Mr, James AjfLinen
Time/ Incorporated

"Time & Life Building

Tlockefeller Center
TSew York 20, New York

Dear Mr. Linen:

2$ Bast Washington Street

Chicago 2, Illinois

ALL INFO

HERO

This is a belated reply to your most interesting letter of January 28,

Unfortunately, I didnot receive it and the%ook entitled "The Meaning -

of Communism" until my return from Egypt ten days ago.

Coincidentally, just after my return from Cairo I met you, Henry R. Luce,

and your other associates at the Luncheon given by Homer J. Livingston,

Chairman of the Board of The First National Bank of Chicago. I had the

pleasure of being seated on Mr, Luce's right and thoroughly enjoyed a good
visit with him during the luncheon. I was thinking of your book on Commun-
ism at that time, but thought it was more appropriate to write you later than

bring up the subject then.

You asked for my comments on the book- -I appreciate the compliment. Your
promise that these comments "will be carefully read by your group at Time,
Incorporated", is responsible for the considerable time I have taken to com-
pile the facts presented herewith. I am sure I do not need to tell you that all

my criticisms of the book are offered only constructively, with the hope they

will be helpful.

First, let me say I was delighted to learn that the State of Florida has decided

to have a compulsory course on Communism in their high schools. I hope in

due course many other states decide to take similar -action... But even more
important, as you clearly point out in your letter, is that the text book used
must not only be authoritative, but as accurate and truthful as it is humanly
possible to make it. I am highly gratified that Time, Incorporated, has

stepped into this situation with the determination to make the text book just

that. Quoting from this book, top of page 8 - "and, as always, the truth

will tend to make men free".

I feel that the book omits a great deal by not devoting, at minimum, a

chapter on the history and development of the Communist Party, U. S. A.
and its relationship to the Communist movement on a world wide basis.

A discussion on the CP, ^U. S. A. would first give the reader a familiar

background to which he can re3ate the CP activities and, second, illustrate the

7



Mr. James linen - page 2* i March 6, 1963

operation of international Communism in a free society. The Communist
Party, U.S.A. is a tentacle of International Communism. I believe it is

unrealistic to consider the octopus a problem, and then imply that its

tentacle in our midst is not a problem.

There is a segment,of our society which seeks to persuade us that the

Soviet Union is not really the main threat but, rather, that there is some
gigantic internal conspiracy afoot which constitutes the real problem. You
and I recognize the unreality of this thesis, yet it is equally unrealistic to

write off the internal threat posed by the Communist Party or to try to re-

late the scope of that threat to the numerical size of the CP, U. S. A.

The Communist Party was not conceived by Lenin to be a mass political

movement but to be, rather, "the vanguard of the revolution", an elite

ruling corps which would exert its political influence through its ability

(where it is not in power) to persuade others to follow its precepts. Thus
Communists Parties in most free nations have achieved whatever successes
they may have had largely through non-Communist (real or ostensible)

groups or causes.

For instance, we know that the poeple who actually made our country's

policy on China during the Chinese Civil War were not in any way sympath-
etic to Communism. We also know that a very small group of Communists,
well placed in an influential, apparently respectable non-Communist organ-

ization, were able to influence that organization to create an impression
that Chiang Kai-shek was unworthy of our support and that the Chinese

Communist movement was just an "agrarian reform 11 movement not affil-

iated with International Communism. We probably never will know how
much this really influenced the decisions which were finally made; but we
do know what those decisions were and we do know that the premises on

which they were based were not true .

How effective was this tiny Communist Party in creating a favorable

impression of Fidel Castro during the six month periods immediately
preceding and immediately following January, 1959? For that matter,

how many Cuban Communists were involved in taking over Cuba? We
had all sorts of assurance from high places in our own Government that

Communism represented no internal threat in Cuba that there were
only a few Communists there.

Indeed, how effective has been this organization "of less than 10, 000
members" in creating the impression that congressional investigations

"sometimes flagrantly violated individual's legal safeguards and groundlessly

damaged many individual's reputations". (Even found its way into your own
book - page 175!)



Mr. James inen - page 3 • March 6, 1963

I would not argue that the committees have had a perfect record or that, in

their early days, they didn't do considerable "free -wheeling" . But since
1953 when rigid rules of procedure were adopted, I know of no instance in

which a witness was denied the right of counsel or the right to invoke the

Constitutional privilege against self-incrimination. During that period I

know of no instance in which a person accused before a committee has not
been afforded the right to flatly deny the accusation or explain his own
activities. Do you know of any individual who has had his reputation
groundlessly damaged or his legal safeguards violated, even since 1945 ?

I am most anxious to have your answer.

The fact that this impression is sincerely held today by a fair number of

respectable, responsible people may be the most graphic demonstration of

the Communist Party's influence well beyond its own limited membership
since the CP was the ultimate original source of this misconception.

What effect does your group think the Communist Party line has had in the

pacifist movement or in countering the efforts to develop a strong civil de-

fense program? What could you do to influence public opinion if you had

10, 000 dedicated minions who would do your bidding?

I am sure the FBI is admirably equipped to deal effectively with those por-

tions of Communist activity which constitute violations of our laws and to

otherwise maintain a close surveillance of CP activities* By law, however,

the Bureau's files are confidential and it cannot inform the people in detail

on any of the matters I have raised above. It cannot give the public back-
ground on Communist front activities designed to influence our thinking.

Close scrutiny on the part of the FBI has been one of the major reasons for

the steady decline in CP membership but the Bureau insists that the

Communist Party still constitutes a serious internal threat to our nation

arid we cannot dismiss that threat by saying, "let J. Edgar do it".

I suspect there are a lot of sincere young men and women in our country

today who wish there had been someone or something to make them stop

and think before they got involved in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee,
the San Francisco riots or any one of a good many similar things. That's

one of the jobs any thorough book on the Communist movement must help

do and honestly, "The Meaning of Communism 11 doesn't do it.

In conclusion and in substantiation of the real dangers of internal subversion

within our own country, I can think of no more effective proof than to quote

J. Edgar Hoover himself.

The respected Chief of the FBI has been most articulate in speeches and

books on this subject --he has said over and over again that the FBI alone

can't do the job.



Mr. James JPfbinen - page 4 March 6, 1963

I am enclosing with this letter a number of quotations taken from his book
entitled, "Masters of Deceit" (the paperback edition). Admittedly, these

quotes are out of context and should be read in full in the book itself.

After reading the enclosed quotations, I hope your group will share my
own deep concern as to the urgency of comprehending the real dangers of

subversion from within. I think there is no greater service Time, Incor-

porated, possibly could render than to sponsor the objective of telling the

whole truth about the Communist menace — from without and within . On
the other hand, I can think of no greater calamity to sponsor a book which
tells less than the whole truth. Our citizens must not be hoodwinked into

a false sense of security.

Again, may I think you for your letter of January 28. It was a great

pleasure to lunch with you and your associates at The First National

in Chicago. And thanks sincerely for inviting this letter.

Sincerely,

(Signed)

Hughston M, McBain



Excerpts from

"MASTERS OF DECEIT" by J. Edgar Hoover

(Pocket Books, Giant Cardinal Edition, 1958)

Page vi

"Today (1957), as I write these words, my conclusions of 1919

remain the same. Communism is the major menace of our time.

Today, it threatens the very existence of our Western civilization.
"

"Ever since 1917, I have observed the rise of international commun-
ism with great concern, particularly communist efforts to infiltrate

and infect our American way of life.
"

|
Page viii

"My purpose has been to assemble, organize, and present basic,

everyday facts of communism which will be of maximum help to

the people of our country in recognizing and fighting the enemy in

our midst. "

' Page 4 and 5

"In recent years there has been a tendency to discount the menace
of domestic communists solely because of a decline in Party member-
ship. In fact, some have gone so far as to say, '. . . the party. . . is

almost over 1

. Let's examine the statement:

"In 1922, when Communist Party membership reached 12, 400,

William Z. Foster said, ?
. . , we no longer measure the importance

of revolutionary organizations by size. In some places where there,

are only one or two men, more results are obtained than where they

have larger organizations. . .
•

"This has been the communist line down through the years. Foster in

1951 stated, 'Communist strength. . . cannot be measured even approxi-
mately by statistics. . . The Communist parties 1 strength runs far

beyond all formal measurements. .

.

11

#

Page 5

"When the Communist Party was at its peak in the United States it

was stronger in numbers than the Soviet Party was at the time it

seized power in Russia .

f7
~
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Page 6

"Under communism, a tiny minority, perhaps ten to twenty men,
would rule the United States. An open dictatorship called the

'dictatorship of the proletariat* would be established. "

"The Constitution, and all our laws, would be abolished.
"

Page 6 and 7

"The revolution would affect every man, woman, and child in

America. Communists do not propose to remodel our government
or retain any part of it. They would tear it to the ground, destroy

all opposition, and then create a new government, an American
province in the Soviet world empire. Their recipe for action?

The 1917 Soviet revolution, tailored to modern conditions. The
communists themselves have made the claim:

'The principles upon which a Soviet America would be

organized would be the same, in every respect, as those

which guided the Soviet Union. '

"

Page 7

"William Z. Foster has boasted that the communist revolution, after the

actual seizure of power, would 'develop even more swiftly' than the

Russian.

"All industry would be nationalized and farms taken away from their

owners. A small businessman is just as guilty as a large business-

man; both must be liquidated. Rents, profits, and insurance would be

abolished. Countless occupations, termed by the communists as

'useless and parasitic', would be ended,
"

Page 7 and 8

"Action would be drastic, immediate, and without appeal. An armed
'Red Guard' would enforce the orders of Party henchmen. Hotels,

country clubs, and swimming pools would be used for the benefit of

•workers', meaning, in most cases. Party bosses, The workingmen
in the mines, factories, and mills would be told to work certain hours

for certain wages. Labor unions, as we know them, would be obliter-

ated. All such organizations would be owned and operated by the

communist government, and no laborer would be permitted to organ-

ise a union or to strike against his 'government'.

"The press would be muzzled, free speech forbidden, and complete
conformity demanded,

"
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Page 8

"This picture of a communist America is not overdrawn. Here are the

words of William Z. Foster:

'Under the dictatorship all the capitalist parties

Republican, Democratic, Progressive, Socialist, etc.

will be liquidated, the Communist party functioning alone

as the Party of the toiling masses. Likewise, will be dis-

solved all other organizations that are political props of

the bourgeois rule, including chambers of commerce,
employers 1 associations, rotary clubs, American Legion,

Y. M. C. A. and such fraternal orders as the Masons, Odd
Fellows, Elks, Knights of Columbus, etc. 1 "

Page 9

MThese statements are confirmed, day after day, by documented reports

from areas where communists have already taken over; Hungary, East
Germany, Bulgaria, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia, Red China,

and other areas.

VWhere you read such reports, do not think of them as something happening

in a far-off land. Remember, always, that 'it could happen here 1 and that

there are thousands of people in this country now working in secret to make
it happen here.

"But also, thank God, there are millions of Americans who oppose them.
If we open our eyes , inform ourselves , and work together, we can keep
our country free.

M

Page 61

MThe time was ripe for communists to move in on American life and
American institutions. The first objective was organized labor. Later
the battlefront was to be extended to include all aspects of American life

up to and including activities of the federal government in Washington.

"

Page 71

"The Communist Party is a highly disciplined tool of the Soviet Union in

the United States. In the thirty -eight years since it came into being, it

has developed a trained and potentially effective leadership that over-
night, should the situation become favorable, could expand into a mass
organization of great potential power. No longer does it need to send its

promising young leaders to Moscow for training, because its own educa-
tional system is now performing that function.
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"The present menace of the Communist Party in the United States grows
in direct ratio to the rising feeling that it is a small, dissident element

and need not be feared. As we relax our protection and ease up on se-

curity measures, we move closer and closer to a 'fool's paradise'.
"

Page 79 and 80

"2. Concealed Party members . Another area dominated by communist
thought control consists of the concealed communist, the individual who,

though accepting Party discipline, does not wish his affiliation to be pub-

licly known. These two areas, open and concealed members, in fact,

are closely related, often interchanging and always cooperating with

each other, The concealed communist, because he is not known as a

communist, can often advance the Party's cause among people and in

organizations where an open member would be scorned.

"The number of concealed communists is high. They vary in degree of

concealment. Some are concealed from the public and are not openly

identified as communists. Others are concealed even from the member-
ship, and a few are so deeply hidden that only top leaders know their

identity. Usually the more prominent the individual, the more concealed
he must be.

"Concealed communists are found in all fields.

"

Page 81

"The union leader listens. He can go on the convention floor, since

nobody knows that he is under Party discipline, and carry out the

communist program. This concealed communist is essential to the

Party's thought -control technique. There are thousands like him
always seeking to penetrate the healthy body of American life and to

corrupt it.
"

Page 86

"5. Dupes . The final area is that of the dupe, or innocent victim, the

individual who unknowingly is under communist thought control and does
the work of the Party. A tragedy of the past generation in the United

States is that so many persons, includihg high-ranking statesmen, pub-
lic officials, educators, ministers of the gospel, professional men,
have been duped into helping communism. Communist leaders have
proclaimed that communism must be partly built with noncommunist
hands, and this, to a large extent, is true.

"
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"How can we, as Americans, protect ourselves from becoming 'innocent

victims' of the communists?

"First, we should not fall for 'fronts 1

. In Chapter 17 you will find a de-

tailed description of how communist fronts operate, together with a

twelve-point list of ways to spot them so that we will not be fooled into

giving them our support.
n

Page 255

"Communist tactics require that above-ground activities be pushed as

far as possible. However, when the Party begins to abuse its constitu-

tional privileges and the government takes steps to protect itself from
outright treason and subversion, more and more Party activities are

shifted underground, that is, to the illegal apparatus. As Lenin taught,

the Party must always have two levels, above-ground and underground.

Both must exist at the same time. One without the other is incomplete. "

Page 256

"To understand the underground we must realize that it is a maze of

under -cover couriers, escape routes, hide-outs, and clandestine

meetings. It's not the place for the beginner, the half-indoctrinated,

or the doubtful. Only the most loyal members are selected. These
men and women are carrying on the Party's deceitful work away from
the watchful eye (so they hope) of the FBI and other governmental
agencies. "

Page 259

"That's why the underground is a nightmare of deceit, fear, and tension,

where one has to tell falsehoods, fabricate a background, adopt a new
name, and live in fear of being recognized by old friends or acquaintances. "

Page 89
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Washington, May 20, 1963 WR 63-10

THE LEGACY OF CUBA

"If Communism should obtain a permanent foothold in

Latin America. . .then the balance of power would move
against us and peace would be even more insecure. M

John F. Kennedy, September 14, 1960

"I think it is clear that the importance of Cuba is less

than we think. . . on the surface evidence of the head-

lines. . . The real issue here is not what does or does

not happen in marginal daily conflicts with the disgrace-

ful Castro regime. The real question is what happens

in the processes of the societies of the Western
Hemisphere as a whole. "

McGeorge Bundy, as quoted in the Congressional

Record, May 8, 1963

Today, Communism does have a permanent foothold in Latin America. The
1960 prophecy of candidate Kennedy has come dismally true. But President

Kennedy's advisors, such as Mr. Bundy, are engaged in a massive effort to

deny the truth of the President's earlier prophecy.

This truth cannot be denied. It smothers and stultifies every constructive

Cold War policy of the United States, including the heavily stressed effort to

promote social and economic reforms in Latin America. Mr. Bundy argues

further, in the speech quoted from above, that "the whole international pos-

ture of the United States is stronger today than it was 3 or 4 years ago", and

that "we are known to be stronger.," : This was true for a brief period last

October, but not now. Communist power in Cuba and the present U.S. reaction

to it is destroying the healthy image of U.S. strength created by our October

action. The present truth is much more accurately described by Senator

Margaret Smith (in a Senate speech on May 9, 1963):

"How can the tlnited States of America ever again claim to

be the leader of the free world or ever hope to achieve the

respect of other peoples so long as we tolerate - whether
willingly or begrudgingly - the presence of this festering

infection so very close to home?"

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY

i



Mr. Bundy admits that his claim of increased U.S. strength is based mainly
on improved intelligence data which reveal that the "missile gap", estimatecT"

three years ago, never existed. This is correct, and it is one of the reasons
why the Soviets put their missiles in Cuba and one of the reasons why they
backed down before U.S. power last October. However, the "quantity gap"
in our favor is a transitory thing and is becoming steadily less real and less

important. Technologically, the Soviets may already be ahead of us in the

arms race. (See WR 63-8) Furthermore, since last October there have
been many indications that those in the Kremlin who favor a quantitative

increase in Soviet nuclear strength have won their point. The so-called

"pause" in Soviet policy has ended - if it ever existed. A "hardening" of

the Soviet position on all issues is apparent. An even grimmer period of

the Cold War almost certainly lies- ahead.

This turn of events is at least partly the direct result of the Administration

admission that it is deterred from a blockade or other employment of force

in the Cuban situation out of fear of war with the Soviet Union. This position

has been carried to the tragic extreme of denying to the Cuban people even

the right to take up arms to help liberate their homeland. Two years ago,

when a different policy prevailed, the President declared that, "The American
people are not complacent about Iron Curtain tanks and planes less than 90

miles from our shores. " Now there are many more Soviet planes and tanks

in Cuba and large numbers of Soviet troops as well. Regardless of whether or

not there are still offensive missiles in Cuban caves, the fact remains that a

major Soviet military presence has been solidly established. There is not the

slightest indication that this force is going to be removed, and not the slightest

indication that the United States intends to force its removal. Unless this is

done, Communism cannot be overthrown by Cubans .

On May 9, 1963, the Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee of the Senate

Armed Services Committee, headed by Senator Stennis, reported the results

of its preliminary investigation of the Cuban situation. On the matter of Soviet

troops in Cuba, the unanimous Subcommittee report downgraded Administration

claims that the figure has been reduced to 12-13, 000 men. The official intelli-

gence estimate remains at 17, 500, even though 4, 000-5, 000 have been seen to

withdraw since the first of the year. This is because a) the original estimates

were very imprecise, and b) there is evidence that the Soviets are merely ro-

tating their forces, with at least as many coming in as going out. The Soviets

make a very obvious show of removing people, but can easily bring them in

clandestinely. Meanwhile, estimates by refugees and those who have travelled

extensively in Cuba put. the figure at 30-40, 000 Soviets still in Cuba.

Senator Stennis 1 personal conclusion, expressed in the Senate on May 9 is

very significant:

"I am convinced that the number one priority of our national

and foreign policy should and must be the complete removal
of all Russians from Cuba and the adoption of a firm and
hard plan which once and for all will rid our hemisphere
of this threat.



"To those who say that this involves risks and the danger
of war, I reply that there comes a time - as it did last

October - when risks must be taken in order to protect
and preserve our vital national interests. The risks of

doing nothing - of allowing this Communist threat to

fester and grow and perhaps subvert nation after nation -

are infinitely greater. n

Mr. Rusk, however, disagrees. He denies flatly that the Soviet Union can be
forced out of Cuba without war, and he denies that the threat now posed by a

Communist Cuba warrants military action. In Mr. Rusk's words:

"Let's not kid ourselves that waving missiles is going to

cause the other side to roll over and play dead. If you
want to do all sorts of drastic things on the assumption
that no shooting will result just don't entertain any such
illusion. It is necessary to incur very great risks in

order to meet great threats. . . But it is not my judgment
that the threat in Cuba at the present time warrants the

escalation of violence which would be involved in direct

military action against that island. " (April 22, 1963,

State Department Press, Release #213)

The Secretary of State's statement, first of all, serves to nullify Bundy's
claim of a more powerful United States. How does the assertion that the

Soviet Union is both capable and willing to fight a war in the Caribbean (or

to risk nuclear war by aggression someplace else) cause anyone to believe

that the U. S. is now stronger than 3 or 4 years ago? And how does such an

admission that we dare not use force serve to promote the cause of "moderation"

within the Kremlin? If anything, it may cause them to wonder if we were not

bluffing after all last October.

Most important is the implication running through Administration statements

that Cuba without offensive missiles is not a direct threat to U.S* security

and, therefore, does not require any form of military action. This change

of outlook is very typical of the containment policy. We say 'we will defend

our vital interests by force if necessary, but we do not now consider Communist
control of Cuba as contrary to our vital national interest. Two years ago, we
did. The only thing that has changed in the interval is the evaluation of the risk

of defending that vital interest by force. So the Administration now denies that

a vital interest is any longer involved.

In contrast, here are a few of the points made by the Stennis Subcommittee
in summarizing the Russian threat to the Americas:

1. "Cuba is an advanced Soviet base for subversive revolutionary and agita-

tional activities in the Western Hemisphere, and affords the opportunity to

export ^agents, funds, arms ammunition, and propaganda throughout Latin

America. "
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2. 'Assuming, without deciding, that all strategic weapons have been
withdrawn, there is the ever present possibility of the stealthy ^intro-
duction of strategic missiles and other offensive weapons, using the Soviet

forces still in Cuba as camouflage and security for the activity.

"

3. "Cuba serves as an advanced intelligence base for the U. S. S. R. "

4. "Potentially, Cuba is a base from which the Soviets could interdict our

vital air and sea lanes. It can now be used for the air, sea and electronic

surveillance of our military activities in the Southeast United States and the

Caribbean. "

5. "Advanced Soviet submarine bases could be established in Cuban ports

with very little effort. " (Exiles report that two submarine bases are now in

operation at Banes and Mariel - Ed.

)

6. "Cuba provides a base for training agents of other Latin American countries

in subversive, revolutionary, agitational and sabotage techniques." (Just one

example; Every month, groups of Columbian students leave for Cuba for such
training. They fly by chartered plane to Curacao and are picked up there by

Cuban airlines - Ed.

)

7. "The very presence of the Soviets in Cuba affects adversely our nation*

s

image and prestige. Our friends abroad will understandably doubt our ability

to meet and defeat the forces of Communism thousands of miles across the

ocean if we prove unable to cope with the Communist threat at our very doorstep.

"

The last point is perhaps the most crucial. It affects the psychology of the Cold

War 7 the credibility of U.S. willingness to aid and defend its friends. When we
refuse to aid the Cuban freedom fighters and actually prevent them from acting

on their own - even when based outside U. S.. territory - and when we not only

betray the hopes of the exile leader, Miro Cardona, but also heap personal

abuse on his head because he dares to speak out at last, we do infinite dis-

service to the cause of truth, liberty and peace.

Neither did we improve bur standing in Latin America by our recent.performance

in Costa Rica. Contrary to the expressed wishes of the presidents of the

Central American countries involved in the conference - particularly Guatemals

and Nicaragua - President Kennedy insisted in advance that a tough policy toward

Cuba was not to be a topic of discussion. "The result was predictible mediocrity -

effusive and empty rhetoric signifying almost nothing.

We do, of course, have a.Cuban policy. It is to*"isolate" Cuba diplomatically,

and ruin it economically. This, we hope, will shut off the flow of subversion

and induce the voluntary withdrawal of Soviet power from Cuba, because it

will be too expensive to maintain.

There have been limited and superficial successes for these efforts. Most
of the hemispheric nations have severed diplomatic relations, although the

most important nations - Brazil and Mexico - have not. And the Cuban economy



gas degenerated sharply. Sugar production is at a new low. But Cuban
supported subversion continues, and there is no sign of any internal crackup
of the regime. Soviet forces make any internal uprising impossible.

Overall, our Cuban policy is failing and is bound to fail. This is because the

Soviet Union has both the will and the capability to ensure that it fails. Cuba
may very well be' a "showcase of failure", and it may cost the U. S. S. R. $1

million daily, to maintain it, but this is a very cheap price to pay for the trem-
endous political, military, and psychological gains which Cuba provides to

Communism. The triumphal reception given Castro in Moscow should dispel

any wishful ideas that the Soviets are about to pull out of Cuba.

Cuba is important to Khrushchev and to Communism generally. It is enormously
important. It is impossible to overestimate this . The solidification of Soviet

control of Cuba is the most shattering defeat for American policy since the Cold

War began. Cuba is now the fulcrum of the Cold War, the center of the chess-

board. We have long been prepared to fight a thermonuclear war if necessary to

keep the Soviets out of West Berlin. Why? Not because their presence there

would constitute any additional military threat, but because of the devastating

psychological consequences which would flow from a retreat on a firm commit-
ment. In this sense, Cuba is the West Berlin of the Western Hemisphere. It is

the breach in the center of our line, and the Soviets are throwing the whole weight

of their offensive through that breach. For more than two years now, we have

been formally pledged to the elimination of this Communist base, but it still

stands. This is the overarching fact which dominates the Latin American and

even the world scene. It will loom larger and larger as time passes.

There is no painless way to eliminate either the Soviet presence in Cuba or,

more important, the Castro regime itself. There are many prescriptions

being offered, but one truth stands out: Some element of force or the clear

and unequivocal threat of force is going to be required . This is because the

imperative for the U.S. to remove Communism from Cuba is matched by an
equal imperative of Soviet policy to maintain it there if this can be done with -

out war . The interests of the U.S. and U. S.S.R. are basically irreconcilable

on Cuba. Khrushchev has invested far too much and committed his prestige

far too deeply to ever give it up voluntarily. Only the possibility of war will -

as last October - induce him or his "hardline" colleagues to withdraw.

On the other hand, if we continue to reject the use of force in the Caribbean,
there is only one logical alternative and ultimately we will take it. There
cannot be a permanent status -quo. If pressures are not increased, they will

decrease. If Castro is .riot eliminated by diplomatic and economic warfare,

support for even this policy will crumble. Then we will resume diplomatic

relations with Castro, probably give up our Guantanamo base, and treat

Cuba as we now treat the East European satellites, hoping for "Titoism"
or some form of "evolution" to solve the problem.

There are already indications that such a shift is in the wind. Roosevelt
Roads, in Puerto Rico, is being refurbished, possibly to handle the naval
forces now based in Guantanamo (U, S. News and World Report, May 20,1963);



Prisoner negotiator Do^^an is looked upon by some aJ^possible ambassador to

Cuba; Castro has gone out of his way to praise the crackdown on the Cuban exiles

and to say that he would be willing to try to find "the basis" for better relations

with the United States. The State Department is even now softening up Congress
and public opinion for the resumption of relations with Hungary. There will be

ample precedent.

Such a full circle in policy would only compound the disaster and open wide the

floodgates to Communism throughout the hemisphere. But even as it is, current

American policy toward Cuba constitutes the broadest possible invitation to the

Communist world to intensify the Cold War, to resist efforts at genuine disarma-
ment, and to instigate further major tests of U.S. determination to resist its ad-

vances. It provides strong support for the Chinese "hardline" argument, because

it tends to show that we are, after all, only paper tigers. It will inevitably encour-

age as well those within the Kremlin who perhaps favor a more militant policy.

Neither so called "isolation" of Communist Cuba nor coexistence with it - if that

should be the next policy turn - is the road to peace. It is, rather, the road to

eventual war.

We would do well, in thinking of Cuba, to remember the words of Winston

Churchill, uttered before the outbreak of World War II:

"Still if you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without

bloodshed; if you will not fight when your victory can be sure and not too

'

costly; you may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all

the odds against you and only a precarious chance to survive. There may
even be a worse case: You may have to fight when there is no hope of

victory and it will be better to perish thdn to live in slavery.

"

The legacy of Cuba is a witch's brew which contains the most mortal threat to the

security and the survival of this nation.

FRANK J. JOHNSON, Editor
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1963 CONFERENCE ON COLD WAR EDUCATION

"... I am fearful that today our freedom is endan-
gered, not by the Ugly American, but by the many
Timid Americans, hesitant to arm themselves with
the facts essential for Cold War Victory. If some-
thing is not done soon, the Timid American will be

replaced by the Frightened American, and, if that

ever happens, the next American is apt to be the

Conquered American. "

- Governor Farris Bryant

Florida Governor Farris Bryant has backed the above words with action. He has
played a dramatic leadership role in educating Florida citizens about the realities

of the Cold War. He feels that . . once our citizens have gained a basic under-
standing of the present world conflict, their timidity will be replaced by the en-

lightened support essential for the implementation of a bold strategy for victory

in the Cold War. M

Governor Bryant is working through established institutions and organizations.

For example, Florida was the first state in the nation to introduce a statewide

high school course on Americanism vs. Communism. The resource unit

course has become a model for school systems across the nation.

The national recognition of Governor Bryant ! s program led to his selection^^Jy
chairman of the five governor Committee on Cold War Education of the National

Governors 1 Conference. This committee is developing a Cold War educational

program for all states. It is preparing recommendations on how and what to

teach the citizens of every state about the foundations of American freedom and
the Communist threat to our freedom .

It is difficult to overstate the obvious importance of Governor Bryant f s National

Governors' Conference Committee on Cold War Education. A sound program
recommended by this committee and adopted in most states would soon awaken
Americans to the realities of the war we are in. This kind of education is a

prerequisite to Cold War Victory!

AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL
123 North Wacker Drive • Chicago 6, Illinois
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To better meet his responsibilities, Governor Bryant is acting as General

Chairman of the ^6 3 Conference on Cold War Education to,be held June 12—15,

1963 in Tampa, /Jflpjtida. -A major purpose of this Conference is to seek infor-

mation, ideas anid' ttt&e)?b^*f& of his National Governors 1

Conference Cp^mltte^Jffl^^ .sponsored by the Florida Center

for Cold War E^caMorii^j^^ The
Institute for American Strategy is^actifi| as Secretariat for the Conference.

Top representatives of more than sixty colleges, universities, secondary schools,

state boards of education, labor unions, private organizations, business, and re-

ligious groups from all over the country will tell the Conference about their Cold
War educational programs.

The major speakers at the Conference will include General Mark Clark, President

of the Citadel; Ambassador Gonzalo Facio, Chairnrail of the Council of the Organ-
ization of American States; Roger Hillsman, Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs; Mrs. Hazel Blanchard, President of the National Education Asso-
ciation; and Governor Carlos Lacerda, of the Brazilian State of Guanabara (which

includes the City of Rio de Janeiro. You will recall that Governor Lacerda re-

cently forbade the international meeting of the Communist "Congress Pro Solidarity

with Cuba 1
' in his State.

)

The American Security Council is proud that it serves as a "cooperating agency"

for this Conference. Many ASC member companies, cooperating organizations

and cooperating universities will be represented on the program or are serving

as "cooperating agencies".

The writer is Governor Bryant's special consultant oh Cold War Education. He
is also the current President of the Institute for American Strategy, which is

acting both as secretariat for the Conference and as the principal, consultant to

^Fl^^^^s program. \

^^jninary program for the
N
1963 Conference on Cold War Education will

ji|p^ you within a few days. Attendance will be limited to 1, 250 registrants

ilx^parts of the country. This is the place to find out what's being done in

War Education. Why not attend the Conference to see what you can do in

War Education?

*^hrJL 7*).^^A^
( I John M. Fisher

V / President

Cold
Cold
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March 20, 1?63

Mr. Hughston M. McBain
25 East ¥ashington,S.traet

Chicago 2 9 Illinois

Dear Mr. McBain:

I just returned to the office from a business trip,

and I want to thank you for your very thoughtful and
detailed letter on the book, The Meaning of Communism.
Indeed we were serious when we said that the comments
received would be read by our group at Time Inc., and
I am going to go over your letter with both the

Publisher and Editorjof the Book Division who worked
on the bookV /

I do want to say that your letter was one of the most
penetrating we received, and I certainly appreciate
the time you devoted to this matter. It was a pleasure
to meet you in Chicago, and I hope we will have the
opportunity*of meeting again.

Cordially yours,

(Signed) James Linen

JALinentak

/so - 43,5?aJ -fj
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Early in World War II, the Axis propagandists decided to take a pagfe from Grefekf*

mythology. They remembered the story of the Sirens and concluded that the dul-
v

cet feminine appeal might be better than the male. They were not altogether
wrong. Had they been able to use surveys, ratings or pollsters, they would h
discovered that they had a rather large audience. Americans who fought in th<

Pacific had Tokyo Rose, regularly and often, and those who served in the Eur
pean Theatre were given heavy doses of Axis Sally. The troops listened, but they
didn't react quite the way they were supposed to. Like today's American TV view-
ers, they were delighted to be entertained, but they largely ignored the "commer-
cials" and "public service" messages. When they did listen, they just got mad
and allied military officials wisely did nothing to interfere with reception of
the broadcasts.

At the same time, the British people were receiving Lord Haw-Haw, another Goebbe
production but here the element of entertainment was lacking and the British sim-

ply dug in a little more and fought a little harder.

Not long ago, a United States State Department spokesman indicated that about a

"half dozen" American families and "several" individual Americans had left the
United States and taken up residence in Cuba. The spokesman identified some of
them. Among them was another triumvirate of propagandists and, as in the World
War II. pattern, two are female and one, male. One uses the "soft sell" by ex-

tolling the virtues of Castro's Cuba
Wanted by FBI
INTERSTATE FLIGHT <

ROBERT FRANKLIN WILLIAMS

DESCRIPTION
m Frtmir, 31, US, Honm, fcrtH

WIBft: IttjMft

while two ,are viciously ant i-American.^ n

^ere I identified as

caution^ m mjEuoi t Lwtt vuni„
i m cu.rro pistol mini u turns >*

i 'TWtMTKB VIOLENCE. tflLLIlMS MOW* it CM
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In January, 1961,T?rsT Barbara 'TSBfl ins

,

the 26 year old daughter of a New Jersey
minister, left her husband and a $65 a

week job with a Miami tire firm and went
to Cuba with her two year old daughter.
Since that time, she has been appearing
regularly on the powerful new Radio Havana
telling all who will listen how life in

Cuba is "just wonderful". Unlike their

SECURITY COUNCIL
123 North Wacker Drive • Chicago 6, Illinois



World War II counterparts, the Cuban propagandists have scorned the anonymity
of assumed names, but Mrs. Collins has come to be known by her revolutionary
colleagues as "Beardless Barbara" a name she apparently accepts as a compliment.

It is perhaps only coincidental that Mrs. Collins left for Havana very shortly
after having been subpoenaed by the United States Senate Internal Security Sub-

committee which was then investigating the Fair Play for Cuba Committee. The
January 26, 1961 issue of Student Council , the "student" publication of the

FPCC, carried an article under her by-line which describes, perhaps with some
dramatic license, her last activities in the United States. She tells us that

she had been visited at work by two unidentified men, one of whom "flashed a

badge" and that immediately following this incident, she was discharged by her
employer and asked to move from her apartment. She writes that on the same day

she received threatening phone calls and was harrassed by a "car full of Cubans"
all leading up to the final incident in which she alleges that someone tried to

shove a subpoena through the jalousies in her door. Bohemia , an official publica-
tion of the Cuban government didn't want their readers to think that Barbara was

merely dodging service but rather, in an article about her, said that she was

"escaping persecution of the FBI in her country" for "sympathizing with the Cuban

revolution."

Having been granted "political asylum" by the Castro government, she and Illah
Warner were two of a dozen people who signed a protest against the proposed re-

moval of Americans from Cuba by our government. They said, "We want to state

that we feel perfectly secure in Cuba ... It is our common belief that if a

real danger exists for anyone who lives on this island, this danger arises sole-

ly from the government of the United States." The statement was published in

the Communist oriented National Guardian on June 19, 1961.

Beardless Barbara's "Notes on Cuba" broadcasts began on September 15, 1961 with
a series of glowing reports on the marvels of life in Cuba ranging from the Cubans'

love of children, to the wonders of agricultural "cooperatives" in Pinar del Rio.

In short, her theme presents only a picture of Cuba as a paradise of peace, beauty
and honest toil.

Illah Warner

Illah Warner broadcasts in Spanish and English over radio station CNCA in Havana.

She is the publicity director for the Friends of Cuba Committee and, like the

other Cuban broadcasters, she adheres faithfully to the official propaganda line.

Mrs. Warner, born thirty years ago in Spearfish, South Dakota, shared an apart-
ment in Miami with Martha McCurdy of Harding, Illinois before both left for Havana
in 1959. Presumably they are still "pals". They have been reported to have been
teaching, nursing and sending pro-Castro letters and literature back to acquaint-
ances and contacts in the United States.

Illah Warner takes the more stereotyped "hard" line. In her 1962 Fourth of July
message for "Friends of Cuba" she said, "In the face of the fight of the people
for their liberation stands North American imperialism as the main bulwark of

opposition and crime." The statement talked about "the latest fascist laws in-

stituted by the Kennedy administration", condemned U.S. intervention in Laos
and Vietnam and characterized our government as "the most ferocious class of

dictatorship." It went on to assert that the American people are "entitled to

install a new government" and concluded, in clear call to force and violence,
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"The time is now ripe for the American people to take power into their own

hands."

In October, 1962, Illah repeated, without tongue-in-cheek, some political
oratory of slightly earlier vintage by affirming the charge that "every day

seventeen million (U.S.) citizens go to bed hungry*" Not content, she add-

ed, "there are 70 million who are ill- dressed and poorly nourished" and told

her audience that the United States has a "strong Marxist-Leninist movement"
and "other supporters of the Cuban revolution . . * who condemn things like

the warmongering, subversive policy of the Pentagon, the Central Intelligence
Agency, genocide in South Vietnam and the enslavement of Puerto Rico."

Robert Williams

The third of this trio of regular broadcasters is heard on Radio Havana. He
is Robert Franklin Williams, erstwhile of Monroe, North Carolina. Williams
was one of the founders of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee and among the

earliest United States boosters of Fidel Castro. He also has an unbroken re-
cord of both advocating and using violence to reach his ends.

In May 1959, Williams was suspended from his position as head of the Union
County, North Carolina branch of the NAACP for his advocacy of violence as the

proper means of meeting social problems in his community.

At the time of Fidel Castro r
s visit to the U.N. , Williams extended him an invi-

tation to visit North Carolina in defiance of a State Department decision limit-

ing Castro's movements to Manhattan Island. In February, 1961, in a speech made
in Los Angeles, Williams said that Cuba was a "sneak preview of the world of to-

morrow" and added, "I don't know what they call it (the Cuban government) but I

wish we had a lot of it in North Carolina."

Finally, in the summer of 1961, Williams' penchant for violence reached its climax,

During an outbreak in Union County, of which he was the instigator, he and several

companions seized a married couple and held them as hostages. He was ^charged, with
kidnapping by state authorities and a federal warrant was issued on August 28,

1961 charging him with unlawful flight to avoid prosecution for the crime of kid-

napping. He was the subject of a nationwide manhunt and was described by the FBI
in the following terms: ^ r.

,

"Williams allegedly has possessed a large quantity of firearms, includ- v \u

ing a .45 caliber pistol which he carries in his car. He has previous-
ly been diagnosed as schizophrenic and has advocated and threatened
violence. Williams should be considered armed and extremely dangerous."

Williams managed to elude the dragnet and fled the country, aided by what a pro-

Castro journalist later described as a modern "underground railroad". On Octo-

ber 3, 1961, the Castro government announced that it had granted him "political
asylum". Since then Williams has been one of the "heroes of the revolution" and

a regular on Radio Havana, though he speaks no Spanish. His program is called

"Radio Free Dixie" and he continues to spew his hatred in an effort to incite
violence in the United States.

The new Radio Havana, with its three 100,000 watt transmitters, is one of the

world's most powerful broadcasting stations. It beams its messages of hate and



propaganda throughout the Western Hemisphere. Yet, we in the United States

have learned that we have nothing to fear from the broadcasts beamed at us.

We know, as we did 20 years ago, that we do not have to jam these broadcasts

so that our own people will not hear them. But Barbara Collins, Illah Warner

and Robert Williams might pause to consider three cold and sobering facts:

Iva Toguri d 'Aquino - Tokyo Rose - was found guilty of treason, fined $10,000,

and sentenced to ten years imprisonment in the federal penitentiary for women

at Alders on, West Virginia.

Mildred Elizabeth Gillars - Axis Sally - was found guilty of treason, fined

$10,000 and sentenced to serve 10 to 30 years in the federal penitentiary at

Alderson, West Virginia.

William Joyce - Lord Haw-Haw - was found guilty of treason and on January 3,

1946 was hanged in Great Britain.

It may be argued that the activities of the three Axis propagandists took

place while the United States was at war with the countries for whom they

were employed and, in the technical legal sense, the argument is correct*

With the events of recent months, however, this argument very nearly vanished.

Ernesto "Che" Guevera has made clear the plain intentions of the Cuban govern-

ment and his imported hucksters have heard his words. These people are trying

to sell water from a poisoned well. The American people are not buying but
,

they have a clear right to judge those who dispense it.

<
>
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Sincerely,

William K. Lamb ie^ Jr. Ci"

Research Director
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Washington, May 6, 1963 WR 63-9

MANNED AIR AND AEROSPACE CRAFT lQ' ^TP^^
AND

U. S. NATIONAL SECURITY

Throughout military history, no search has been more persistent than the search
for the ultimate weapon, the impregnable position, the invulnerable force. Now in

America in this decade of the 1960's, the search seems finally to have centered on

the ballistic missile as the "invulnerable" answer to ih^oomplex problems of defense

which beset us.

Underlying this missile strategy is a quantity theory of warfare. It assumes that

X numbers of missiles directed against Y targets will equate with absolute deterrence.

But now, and especially in the future, armaments competition is not solely quantita-

tive. The United States might, for example, be able to convince the Soviet Union that

we can and will maintain superiority in the production of missiles. We are unlikely,

however, to convince Soviets that they will be unable to achieve scientific and techni-

cal breakthroughs which might give them overall military parity and perhaps even .

superiority at some period in the future.

Within the next decade, both the United States and the Soviet Union can be expected

to devote strenuous efforts to countering or neutralizing threats posed by the ICBM
and the IRBM. Should Soviet efforts prove successful even to a limited degree, the

present and projected numerically superior missile capability of the United States

may be lar-gely^neu-tealized^

or the Soviet Union of a rcyanned, continuously powered, non -orbiting space _cr_aft

would have a strategic impact quite, without relation to quantity .

All of this is not to. say that missiles are worthless. They may be most useful, but

they are ini^erent^ and supplemented by
the flexibility provided only by manned sjgigm^^

It is to say that we must avoid the Magirfot -line -thinking which assumes that a future
war (or its prevention) is based on a ballistic missile exchange. Despite the most

not'Irecorded^ a

Editor's Note: Dr. James D. Atkinson is Associate pf-&f^<^ai9^eorgetown \j^

V

University and a Research Associate in its Center for^gJjaJegic StU^tee. He is.
v

Oj^

President of the Ameri/an Military Institute and has written widely in the field &r
of military affairs
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careful mathematical measuring and weighing, warfare does not develop according

to preconceived images.

The current debate over the RS-70 will alone have served a useful purpose if it

causes us to rethink, the; entire question pf manned air, aerospace, and space

craft. During and beyond, the next, decade, , there appear to be vast new possibil-

ities for using manned systems in preventing general thermonuclear war and in

controlling limited and unconventional warfare. VTOL ! s (Verticle Take -Off and

Landing) convertiplanes, air cushion vehicles, very low level penetration aircraft,

ultra -high altitude aircraft, aerospace and space craft all indicate the expansion

of ideas, the development of tactics, and the utilization of technology in support of

strategy that can be applied to present and to future modes of conflict facing us.

In the coming decade and, even more importantly, in the years beyond, manned
systems will offer these significant advantages over missiles:

1. Operational capabilities . Among these are an unpredictable flight pattern; a

superior ability to carry out electronic counter measures and to operate foxing

devices to foil enemy defenses; an enhanced versatility, notably standoff capabil-

ity; propulsion systems based on nuclear fuel or, perhaps, on fuel cells; and an

enhanced reliability factor as a result of the ability to improvise and to make repairs

in flight.

2. Controlled launch. Manned air or aerospace craft can be launched in response

to a low-grade equivocal warning and can later be recalled. This permits a signi-

ficant safety cushion with reference to unverified warnings for which missiles can-

not at all be launched, but which should require a controlled reaction on our part.

3. Show of force . Manned systems provide the show of force so often important

in deterring a potential enemy military move. This role is automatically denied

to missiles. The importance of the show of force in maintaining the general peace

has often been demonstrated. The display of strength through the deployment of

obvious military power has a psycho -political value which can scarcely be obtained

from missiles buried deep in underground silos. The rapid response and controlled

^presence^of^a squadron of RS-70 f s, fon example^ would give significantly observable

evidence of U. S. intentions to safeguard the peace in a threatened area.

4. Sustained information gathering . Missiles are incapable of reporting what has

\been accomplished by their strikes. Manned systems can do more than just report

their own mission achievements; they also can supply continuous assessments of

missile strikes, target damage, shifting of mobile targets, and the like. The side

with such continuing information fights with clear vision, the other side fights

blindfolded. Such sustained information gathering can best be performed and
in most instances only be performed --by manned air or aerospace craft.

5. The MMix factor in deterrence . The variety of our possible choices of action
adds immeasurably to an enemy's complications in preparing responses to our ca-
pabilities. The "mix" compounds the task of the enemy. This makes deterrence
meaningful . There are many uncertainties and unknown factors in working out the
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problems of offense v. defense, since the acid test is — and only is -- actual war.
Hence those things which complicate the enemy 1 s task set up cautionary signals for

him. Those things ~- such as complete or even too great a reliance on missiles --

which simplify this problem, reduce his uncertainties and unknown factors. Such

simplification may tempt the enemy to deliver a surprise attack. Above all, the

"mix" is significant in the load factor which it places on a potential enemy 1 s defense

structure. The Soviets are not all powerful; there are many limitations on what
they can do. Every time we force another defensive requirement on them, it limits

their capability in the development of qualitative breakthroughs in offensive weapons.

While manned systems can be expected to take on increased importance in the next

decade and beyond, there are three areas that seem worthy of special note. These
are:

1. Low altitude penetration aircraft . Increasingly, it would seem that very fast and
ultra -low -le^Tlaircr^ft^^ enemy defense-capa—

-

bilities. Advances now on the horizon in terrain avoidance equipment suggest that
^

low altitude penetration aircraft will have very great utility in unconventional, limited,

and general war situtations.

2. Carrier aircraft . Deployed aircraft -carrier -based forces appear to be less vul-

nerable to surprise attack, particularly to ballistic missiles. Carrier-based aircraft

will in many cases be more efficient than land-based aircraft because of the geographic
considerations involved. In fact, carrier aircraft may be the "door-opener" for land-

based alrcmftpin an area in which it is desirable to assist forces friendly to the

United^StatesEo Additionally, carrier -based aircraft can put up a maximum air effort

immediately upon arrival in an area. This latter factor can be expected to have in-

crease^ importance in the sub -limited challenges with which we will be confronted in

the corfiing years. The contribution of carrier task forces to the "mix" is likewise
important sin^e there is much evidence to suggest that no small portion of the Soviet

military effort is directed toward countering them.
Hj -

. . ^ . ~ 1

3. Manned "low space" and space craft . The X-15 rocket research aircraft has
flown^at 314,. 750 feet. Manned aerospace or "low space" craft will be operational
at altitudes well in excess of this figure in the next ten years. Such craft will possess
obvfous~%^ —--—-~

which^will flq^/ from the operation of manned low space craft.
{fZ

y
'"

"" ~*
"**"*

In the 1960's and 1970 l s, the outer space environment offers intriguing new possibil-

ities for the exercise of power by the United States in the interest of maintaining
peace. Manned systems in space have the potential for controlling the communica-
tions utility and the military threat of attack from space. Thus, for example, the

United States might well preclude a trouble -inciting nation from effective functioning
on earth and from conducting operations in and from space.

The military exploitation of space will require large expenditures and much vision.

Most of all it will require the abandonment of the naive belief that we can treat space
as a peaceful arena while the Soviet Union actively pursues a course in which the
scientific side of space is merely incidental to the military.
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Whether one envisions manned systems operating at very low levels, at higtualti-
tudes, in low space, or well out in space, present and projected technological

A advances indicate that manned systems are not obsolescent. Rather they will
[assume new and higher roles in the make up of a credible strategic deterrent, and
in winning and rendering harmless limited or unconventional wars.

KTfiFl^rea^ ^foetfican free enterprise system offers us
significant advantages'^ of the material for advanced
manned systems. The American heritage^ o£

r
.drive-to-win offers equally great ad-

vantages in the area of human resources. " These factors do not guarantee success.
They do offer the potential -- if we have the will to develop and employ them for
victory.

Our present policies with reference to research for and development of manned
weapons systems will --if continued -- jeopardize the future security of the na-
tion to an irretrievable degree. Equally dangerous for the future is the tempta-
tion held out to the Soviets to play the game of strategic blackmail, or, worse, the
temptation to gamble on a first strike against America.
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American Security Council

}23 North Wacker Drive
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I will help strengthen the ASC by inviting others to join.

Please send me brochures and membership forms,

Name:

Company:

Street:

ity, State:
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SEVEN LEAGUE STEP FORWARD

The American Library of Information will amalgamate with the American
Security Council on February 1, 1963,

The 4500 square foot Los Angeles headquarters of the American Library of

Information will become the ASC's Los Angeles office. All physical assets
of the American Library of Information will be transferred to the American
Security Council. Four members of the American Library of Information

Board of Trustees will be elected to the ASC's Senior Advisory Board.

The American Library of Information was organized in 1918 by civic and bus-
iness leaders in California. Since that time, it has been building extensive

files on Communist and other totalitarian activities in this country. It has

effectively served Western business and industry as a prime source of infor-

mation on Communist activities.

The importance of the American Library of Information is best shown by the

stature of the men who serve on its Board of Trustees. They are the following:

J. Lee Atwood
President
North American Aviation, Inc.

L. L. Aubert
Vice President
Signal Oil & Gas Company

Lloyd L. Austin

Chairman of the Board
Security -First National Bank

Quentin W. Best
President

Consolidated Rock Products Company

R. H. Biron
Vice President
General Dynamics /Astronautics

Samuel F # Bowlby
Vice President
Shell Oil Company

Walter Candy
President
Bullock^, Inc.

Felix Chappellet
Vice President and General Manager
Western Oil and Gas Association

AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL
123 North Wackek Drive • Chicago 6, Illinois



Robert B. Coons
Vice President

American Potash and Chemical Corp.

James F. Davenport
Executive Vice President
Southern California Edison Company

• A* J. Eyraud
President
Asbury System

Charles R, Fleishman
P^gsident
Arj. ESfyer Company

Ge&rg&,?L Hearst
Pgfolisfeer

Los es Herald-Examiner

K.£W. ^endrick
Regi#&al Vice President

Stan^rd Oil Company of California

We^ern Ooerations. Inc.

&
'*

<*L PTLadds
President
The J^tional Screw and Manufacturing
Corilpany

Emmett MacGaughey
Executive Vice President

Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff and Ryan, Inc.

Epierson Spear
Chairman of the Board
pacific Wire Rope Company

-Dudley Towers
president
"E^nion Oil Company of California

Edward R f Valentine

President
Robinson Building Company

Major General W. A. Worton, USMC (Ret.

)

President

The American Library of Information and

Better America Federation

Shannon Crandall, Jr.

President

California Hardware Company

Henry Duque
Partner^

Adams,. Duque & Hazeltine, Attorneys

Leonard K. Firestone

President
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
of California

Robert S. Grover
President

Apex Steel Corporation, Ltd.

H. Leslie Hoffman
President
Hoffman Electronics Corporation

William G. King, Jr.

Vice President
Richfield Oil Corporation , :

Ernest J. Loebbecke
President

Title Insurance and Trust Company

A. B. McKee, Jr.

President

Forest Lumber Company
Imperial Vally Lumber Company

Franz T. Stone

President
Columbus McKinnon Chain Corporation

Oscar A. Trippet

Partner
Trippet, Yoakum & Ballantyne, Attorneys

Theodore Von der Ahe
President
Von ! s Grocery Company
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The officers of the American Library of Information are:

Mr. A. B. McKee, Jr. - Chairman of the Board
Major General W. A. Worton, USMC (Ret. ) - President

Mr. Felix Chappellet - Vice President

Mr. Leonard K. Firestone - Vice President

Mr. Lloyd L. Austin - Treasurer
Miss Margaret Ann Kerr - Secretary and General Manager

This amalgamation of two major business supported anti-Communist organizations

is a dramatic seven league step toward more effective action. It is a step forward

from the present fragmentation of anti -Communist activity.

This amalgamation also combines the two largest private files on Communism in

this country. This greatly strengthens the ASC and its members in meeting the

Communist threat. Knowledge of the enemy is a prerequisite to effective action.

As it is said, "In knowledge there is strength. M

The American Security Council has set up a Strategy Staff and a Cold War Victory

Advisory Committee to assist and advise the National Strategy Committee in its

series of studies on "Elements of Strategy for Cold War Victory".

The distinguished members of the Cold War Victory Advisory Committee are:

The enclosed brochure lists the Cold War experts of the Strategy Staff.

Over one hundred universities and colleges are now cooperating in this series

of studies. The wide range of cooperating organizations is indicated by the

representative list in the brochure.

This unprecedented level of cooperation between opinion making groups in the

development of national strategy recommendations is a major step toward Cold
War Victory .

j ,
^ * •

A draft of "Guidelines for Cold War Victory", the first in the series of studies,

was reviewed by the ASC's National Strategy Committee and Strategy Staff during

GUIDELINES FOR COLD WAR VICTORY

Spruille Braden
Lieutenant General Lewis H. Brereton
The Honorable Charles Edison
Henry Hazlitt

Dr. Anthony Kubek
Dr. Charles Malik K

Rear Admiral Paulus P. Powell

Henry Salvatori

Major General Leigh Wade
Major General Charles A. Willoughby

Dr. W. A. Brandenburg
Admiral Charles M. Cooke
Benjamin Gitlow

The Honorable William F. Knowland
Marvin Liebman
Dr. John D, Millett

Dr. Harold R. Rice
Vice Admiral W. G. Schindler

Mrs. : J^i&e>Widener
Dr. A. M." Woodruff
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a December 14-15, 1962 workshop in Washington, D. C # Suggestions made
by member company executives, cooperating organizations, cooperating

colleges and universities, and the Cold War Victory Advisory Committee
were considered and discussed in detail.

"Guidelines, for Cold War Victory" is .now being redrafted. When this is

completed, it' will be distributed to the cooperating universities and colleges,

cooperating organizations, and the Cold War Victory Advisory Committee
for review and criticism.. It will then be redrafted by the National Strategy

Committee for publication.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

You can multiply your own effectiveness as a member of the ASC by bringing

new members into the ASC. Your continuing support is the foundation of the

ASC's growing strength. All the funds from new memberships can be devoted

to more effective action.

The ASC has no salesmen. Its growth to date has been made possible by mem-
ber companies and friends. Thus, its future growth and effectiveness depends
upon you .

We have prepared the enclosed brochure and membership form for your use
in inviting others to join with you in this vitally important effort. We ! ll be
pleased to send you more brochures and membership forms to pass along to

your friends and business colleagues. Just complete the enclosed slip and
return it in the addressed return envelope.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO.

l/NITED states go

Memorandum
ENT §• Tolson _

Belmont .

Mohr

Casper _
Callahan^

I

TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. DeLoach

D. C. Morrell^}$!(

.KENNETH. ATTIER.

,

:1,STREET-
BUTTE, MONTANA

j^-^^^KKS^fiiiSK!^

date: 5/24/63

ALL INF

HERE!

DATE

DeLoac#j2__
Evans

Gale Z.

Rosen .

C^uoneOMividual wrote ^^JOihiand enclosed a Xerox dated

5/1/63 circulated b^^IjF^Television, containda^ttjee

paragraph quotation attrfBSed to the Director, Correspondent suppor'tag^eedom
University of the Air" and states that reception for this series oLprog^^swas*^

oa in his area until it became time to buy .station time at which point Mr. Edmond L.

eiss of KXLF TV'refused on the ground thatW. CleoiVSkousen was undesiraBreT
3""3^"

"MrTWiss distributed the leaflet and was according td correspondent distributing ^
J

literature of a known anti-anticbmmunist. Correspondent does not believe the...
^

\i
j^i^ctoi^^Gomments pertain to Skousen and desires clarification.^ i

'

:

:

v

J-:
|^

Bufiles indicate that correspondent wrote the Director 2/2/61
wf
asking \

for reprint material and comments that "Masters of Deceit" is tremenHous. He
j

stated "I am working with the John Birch Society. " ^
f@d~

?The three paragraphs quoting the Directorate from a^ette*~dated

November^J^Gg, from the Director to Mr. J. AQ^i^ensen, Executivei Vice ' L
^esi^^^^ho^tdiq Corp^^Lion. Idaho Falls^Idaho^ Mr^,j€nsen wrote an

informative, intelligent "leite
r
"regar(^iW^fforts oiJ-Fr^dom^^University of theJUr^

This series of programs is produced^ramerican Forprf^ lnc. , and contains
^

speakers such as Skousen, former Motto Prussion,

Dr. Bella -V. Dodd, et aL Jensen stated that he had reservations concerning
individuals who make a living out of being anticommunists and who trade on their

experiences with the FBL He did not question the reliability of Bureau informants
but stated that he did not feel that after they were exposed and no longer of use

to the Bureau that they became "shining Americans, " that he 'does not particularly

trust former members of the Communist Party who have left the Party and are

now professed anticommunists and he did not feel that all former Special Agents
were necessarily qualified as experts on communism. He indicated he felt a
real responsibility to the public as to what type of prpgramtheishould schedule

and asked for any assistance regarding this series of programs pr ^ther pertinent

background material.. ^pjfax^y*
XEROX

74f
eewr

The significant part of the Directors answer is quo.
U1N 11 -

° points out that the Director is speaking generally and is not refefr

of the Air,s^cifi^^ganizM^jor to <^uofe" Freedom University

Enclosura^^^^^^*' ^*^^^fc*^3Enc
JHralk



Morrell to DeLoach Memo
RE: KENNETH A. WATTIER

Edmond L. Peiss cannot be identified in Bufiles and we have

no derogatory information concerning KXLF TV.

'"Freedom University of the Air" consists of 65 films of 26

minutes duration^While produced by the American Forum, Inc. ,
v they are

sponsored by thfe-American Security Council^ an organization operated by

private industry as a imtion^^ center on subversive

I activities. Many of its members are former Special Agents including Skousen.

SAC Mason of the Cincinnati Office had occasion to see a private showing of

a pilot film from this series being used in efforts to sell the program. His

letter dated 1/23/63 indicated he had doubts as to whether or not the films

were actually f^etrom editorializing as the producer claims: He stated that

he could not personally subscribe to some of the statements made by individuals

and he took particular offense at the emphasis on Skousen r s,prior association

with the FBI. SAC Mason pointed out that after leaving the FBI Skousen served

as a Chief of Police at Salt Lake City and a member of the faculty of Brigham

Young University and has engaged in other endeavors, none of which were
mentioned in the film. His advertised former association with the„ Bureau is

an obvious effort to trade on the Bureau's efforts.

OBSERVATION:

The three paragraphs quotation in the item enclosed by correspondent

clearly states the Director 1 s position. A specific organization is not criticized

but a clear warning is given to carefully evaluate persons claiming to be experts

on communism even though they have prior association with the Bureau.

RECOMMENDATION:
tin -absence

That attached/letter be forwarded to correspondent advising

him that the Director4s fluot6d:acteurately and that the quotation clearly indicates

that he is not referring to any specific organization but presents his general views.
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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

May 20, 1963

Having, known of ."Freedom University of the Air",
and after meeting their Field Director, Mr. Stanley
Sorenson, of Salt Lake City, I went all out to promote
the program and obtain sponsors on our local TV station.

While such programs are needed nationwide, your
records will prove how urgently the American point of
view needs to be presented in Butte, Montana.

The reception was good until it came time to buy
station time, at which j>6int Mr. Edmond L. Peiss of
KXLF TV steadfastly refused on the ground that the
Faculty Director of the program, W. Cleon Skousen, was
undesireable. *

-

.

Mr. Peiss, apparently on his own initiative, then
began distributing the literature of a known anti-anti-
Communist, and a sheet (copy enclosed), to discredit L„
Skousen and make him appear to be at odds with the FBI.
I do not believe that your quoted comments are directed
at Skousen, as I can see no., conflict with your philosophy
and motives, and those of Skousen.

Please clarify this situation for me.

Since^ly

,

REC-57 4A&&-?$£-
& MAY 1963



The following is a quotation from a letter from J. Edgar Hoover,
Director 9 Federal Bureau of Invest igat ion, in response to a query
regarding Freedom University of the Air.

"The FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government ?

and as such neither makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the
j

character or integrity of any organist ion, publicat ion or individual.
This poiicay precludes ay commenting concerning "Freedom University of
the Air*" • I

Speaking generally, however, 1 xvant to make it perfectly clear that
former Special Agents of the FBI and individuals who furnished this-
Bureau information on a confidential bagis are not necessarily experts
on communism* Some of them have sought to capitalize on their former
association with the FBI for the purpose of establishing themselves as
such authorities* i am firmly convinced there are too asany self-styled
experts on communism, without valid credentials and without access
whatsoever tG classified, factual data, who are engaged in rumormongering
and hurling false and wholly unsubstantiated allegations against people
whose views differ from their own*

2t Is evident from your communication that you have considered this
problem and 1 trust that any such program will receive careful analysis
in order that you can determine whether or not the individuals involved
are valid authorities on this topic and if the objectives of the program
enlighten the public concerning the evils of communism without advocating
the destruction of those freedoms inherent in our American heritage* n
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/aa- pas?22- ?o May 24, 1963

Mr. Kenneth A.
v

Wattier

1119 Caledonia Street

Butte, Montana

Dear Mr. Wattier:

I'll /FORMATION CONTAINED

HB(£I||^ASSIFI£D

DATE

Mr. Hoover received your letter dated May 20,

1963, with enclosure.

He asked me to tell you the leaflet you furnished

quotes him accurately. As he clearly indicated, these are his

general views and do not pertain to any specific group or individual.

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Candy
Secretary

Tolson _
Belmont .

Mohr

Casper .

1 - Butte - Enclosures (2)

ATTENTION SAC: The three paragraphs attributed to the Director
are from a letter he wrote dated November 12, 1962, to Mr. J. Allen

Jensen, Executive Vice President, Idaho Radio Corporation. Idaho Falls,

Idaho. Bufiles indicate that wrote the Director b6
b7C

in February, 1961, and advised he "supports the John Birch Society. M

NOTE: See D. C. Morrell to Mr. DeLoach nae^mprandun^dated 5-24-63,

capjtioned^ "Kenneth A. Wattier, 1119 Caledonia Str^t^Bntte, Montan^. fV

JHrmbWS^ ^ >7^

IK

ETYPE UNIT
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1 - Name Check Section
1 - Mr. Stefansson

zwmn OF IGG

JCA&Mg flHECJS

on

above captioned orgaaisatioBS*

Ho to03figatloa lias been ooadteicted by t"be EBX sod
oar £ilo.'3 do not disclose aasy ioftaatlsa itatifiable
tbia organisation •

*• ' .^Jv
j [66_~_

mm m̂M^mniMjtxmmiAfm$ -^N £>/" ^WCORDEO
,

191 JUN 26 1963
;

Use EH Ms mt costetccl au Investigation of tfcia '

Accmimg-t® a leaflet a»;l mi vmiuk
tfta "Tcqpa Koasw of tasa, Florida,, oa rtaSiS^l>6^o^tioae4
n8

A\3tfcc and Swiva^' ©ffers. Success 4a Fif&t •sV^as'fi R©tfsr
w

intosvietf witli £S?« Eogsesty ilia "Tcqjja' Kots1* reported tliat tlie

OFgaatetio&'s- stated goal accl afftlaotioa was as follows:

To .f'ivo ©tar etttsosa aaa t!;s youth of tMs ccosmity
ins&rstcs&iiH of tlio vicious fsstare sis ultimate ate

'

of intoraasioaal CeMssssiiSEJo Gg? -nation is «mvely tliireatoii

'jyjfcMs rx-aaco* I'te as a people can fight it esly if v;e

aeu

4

To fovI !/o interest cu3- tedcrstc&Slsjg is oa? basic
Aaorioai dooa^oats,, <tgr Isoritago* oar goveiarxat of laaa ^

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of / i~

the FBI, and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your • I

agency. This is in answer to your request for a check of FBI files. (See HOte page 3) (/'

} ORIGINAL & 1 - George J 0 Gould, Director, Security Service,

iftovbep
Office of Secretary of Defense
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TSte-'ffoifc&r,* &-c®mnlst •nerosoaper, 'in an -article

'oa Soptor&er 3, 1961, -£n$ii®m&
A

"Die; Dasisess Blacl&isters
aad'ftilitanr Joia Forces* Disclose Plaos Against Cubs/
cIoserit?ed tiie osgaaisatiCB as'l^Ho^s? ' fllse tocrlcon Security
Council, aa ir?3astriaS bla^dist-orgssiSstftion which &as 2S03

'

Pirns' in' its i'lsaks and Is Ideated at 203 tfoat Monroe Street,
la CHc&go <tMs 3s reported to beodgaareers of tMs
osT;fiii2Jsstl0ij)j recently added' 'iatematioaoi security 5 to its
min K'sl?^.ss of fingering mlHa&t workers* it boosts of a
•Silo .of,:i!os?a'tlaas .a laiXM^rnosels which is available to
tlie sgs&or Htm for employ^ $cr"eealB,s* M

(62-106364-A)

NOTE :
' Mr 0 Gould telephonically requested file check on above

organizations 6-19-63 e On 6-20-63 he was telephonically
contacted and furnished in substance orally above
info. He explained that the reason for this check was
the result of a Congressman's inquiry as to why the
Office of Civil Defense (OCD) had participated in a
seminar or conference of some type in Tampa, Florida,,

Mr, Gould explained that if the OCD did not appear in
this connection in the line of civil defense that they
then, the 0®, had made a "terrible mistake** Mr0 Gould
was answering the Congressman; s inquiry and will undoubtedly:
utilize the above information pertaining to these
organizationso
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^LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THEJ|QSCOjj^^^^^^^^4jy

Morejthan half rr almost. 2.out of, 3 -- US^senatorslareJ.awyers. ~

From this prosaic circumstance rises the possibility that the Test Ban Treaty
will not be ratified by the Senate.

For the Moscow Treaty, viewed as a legal instrument, is a monstrosity . Even
State Department sources have observed that some of its important language is

"disturbingly imprecise. " Such an expression, when used by high levels in

State, in describing language approved by the Under Secretary of State, amounts
practically to swear words. It's a wonder the NEW YORK TIMES published the

expression as it did in a Special Washington Dispatch dated July 26. Even
construed in that strong a sense, however, the use of the expression "disturb-

ingly imprecise" to describe the legally fantastic provisions of the Moscow
Treaty constitutes the understatement of the century.

The Moscow Treaty is shot through with loopholes, two-faced double-acting

jokers, and-triple -threat exit provisions. It is almost as great an insult to our
national intelligence as it is a threat to our national security.

The United States is entering a legalistic trap. The danger is in the document.

This legal instrument was drawn with superb skill in duplicity by the Soviet nego-
tiators. The Soviet draftsmanship was accepted with incredible gullibility by the

US representatives. As a result, the Soviet promises in the treaty are illusory.

Senate ratification will therefore give to them valid US promises, which will bind

us, in return for worthless Soviet promises, which will not bind them.

Editor 1 s Note: The author of this ASC Washington Report , Reta.r^A<|i^i^l^^^site

r

,d, rJUSN, (Ret. ), BS, LLB, LLM, served as Judge AdvocaJeTJene^rofthe"
avy from 1956 until he retired in 1960. to devote full time to the study of national

strategy. His legal experience included ten years as Associate Professor of Law,
at the George Washington University Law School, in Washington, D. C. He also

served 12 years as senior legal editor of UNITED STATES LAW WEEK. He has
served for the past five years as a member of the American-Bar-Association Com-
mittee on the Law of Space. He serves on the National Stisategy Gommittea/ of f

the American Security Council. He is associate editor of

57SEP5J96!
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To evaluate the Moscow Treaty as a legal monstrosity is not a matter of individual

opinion, as to which reasonable persons might differ. Objective almost mechani-
cal application of accepted professional legal standards will expose gross and
dangerous legal defects,. These, legal defects could easily have been avoided before

initialing by the US negotiators. They subject the United States to quite unnecessary
and serious risks. They sc unfairly; advantage the Soviets that they can undermine
the power balance necessaryHp preserve peace and freedom.

This report will present a summary and analysis of only the five most obviously

dangerous -legal defects in the treaty. (Many others will be obvious to any attorney.

)

Each will be established by the incontrovertible proof of direct quotation from the

official wording of the treaty itself. Each one will unnecessarily prejudice the in-

terests of the United States if the Senate ratifies this particular test -ban treaty.

This point reveals another reason --in addition to their capability of making their

own legal analysis of the treaty and its inherent defects why the fact that so many
senators are lawyers, may bring about the surprise upset of the unprecedented "band-

wagon" campaign for ratification. This second reason deserves consideration before

examining the specifics of the legal defects in the treaty, because it will make clear

why it is the constitutional duty of each senator -- and in the interest of all Americans
--to become familiar with the dangers unnecessarily thrust on the United States by
this particular test -ban treaty.

Our Senators, and especially those who are lawyers, understand that the issue be-
|

fore them is not whether they are against risking nuclear incineration of 300, 000, 000

people, including Americans. They know the true issue is instead, whether this

Moscow Test-Ban Treaty is really "an important first step" away from nuclear in-

cineration -- or a long leap toward it.

Senator Henry M. Jackson, Democrat, of Washington, Chairman of the Military

Applications Subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy made a force-

ful statement of this thesis in an article published in the NEW YORK TIMES on

August 3. He conceded that the Senate will "ratify a test -ban agreement that proves,

after careful" study ,~ to be in the-national interest/" but, he cautioned,

"Before reaching such a determination, the Senate, to fulfill its Consti-

tutional obligations, must look at any agreement with the greatest care,

to make sure that the possible gains are not overshadowed by the risks

that are inevitably run. " (Underscoring supplied.

)

If that majority group of Senator -lawyers does indeed look at this agreement "with

the greatest care, " the resulting debate will be far more sensationally "historic"

than President Kennedy ever intended. Senator Jackson's forthright declaration

proves that the really knowledgeable Senators understand that their Constitutional

duty is to

Ask not what this treaty "can" do as a "step toward" a "victory for

mankind".



but to

Ask what this treaty will do toward the defeat of the United States.

Answers are found in each of the five major defects in the Moscow Treaty.

With the usual type of "joker 11

,
discovery thereof prior to the document's -becom-

ing binding, permits removing it at no cost to the injured party. With the new So-

viet type, we are already trapped. If the Senate accepts the present language, the

Soviets can administer a military defeat; if we try to change the clear meaning of

the language, the Soviets can administer a vicious propaganda defeat. The trap

is set in Article I :

"1. JEach of the parties to. this treaty undertakes to prohibit/- to pre-

vent, and not to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any
other nuclear explosion at any place under its jurisdiction or control:

M
A. In the atmosphere, beyond its limits, including outer space,

or under water, including territorial waters or high seas; or
M

"2. Each of the parties to this treaty undertakes furthermore to re-

frain from causing, encouraging, or in any way participating in, the

carrying out of any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear

explosion, anywhere which would take place in any of the environments
described,". . . (Underscoring supplied.

)

This is some of the language euphemistically described by the State Department as

"disturbingly imprecise". The NEW YORK TIMES Special Washington Dispatch of

July 26, reports this additional understatement from its sources in State:

"Article I, for instance, raised the question of whether the treaty,

as ..written, did not actually outlaw the use of nuclear weapons in

case of war .
" (Underscoring supplied).

The first legal defect of the Treaty is that by clear and unambiguous language, it

does indeed "actually outlaw the use of nuclear weapons in time of war, " This

interpretation is shrewdly reinforced by declaration in the Preamble of the "princi-

pal aim" of the parties to "eliminate the incentive to the production and testing of

all kinds of weapons, including nuclear weapons, " and to "put an end to the contami-
nation of man's environment by radioactive substances. "

On the Soviet's part, this language is in no way accidental or inadvertent. The test

ban and the ban on the use of nuclear weapons were established as priority targets

of the world Communist movement at a Party Congress in Moscow in 1955, when 65

-national Communist Parties signed a manifesto on the subject. They have made
constant efforts to get our signature on such an agreement. Now they have it. AL-
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ways heretofore we had insisted that a ban against use expressly permit use "against

aggression. " They, of course, were never willing to allow such a deterrent to ag-

gression.

Thus if the Senate ratifies the Moscow Treaty without a "reservation 1
' or an "un-

derstanding" imposed to get us out of the military trap, and if we intend to comply
with the clear terms of the Treaty, we will be in effect betraying our NATO allies,

and turning over all of Europe and Asia to the Communists. The Soviets have 174

divisions to our 16; and theirs have four times as much as ours in modern conven-

tional weapons. Ever since the US unilaterally disarmed at the end of World War II,

only our massive nuclear first-strike capability has deterred the Soviets from over-
running first Europe, and then the world.

When State Department officials got their first shocking glimpse of the Soviet ban

on use joker, they initiated frenzied action to attempt to blunt the effect of the So-

viet trick. The official text of the Presidents test -ban address to the nation had
been distributed to the press, but the President had not yet delivered it over TV
and radio. State therefore abandoned its original plan of issuing a "special United

States statement of clarification". This would have revealed Soviet duplicity and

US naivete to the entire country. Instead, they made a last minute change injthe

Presidents speech, to have him say that the Treaty "will not restrict their /nuclear

weaponsV/use in time of war. "

This was not even a good try at digging us out of the legal trap. Such a unilateral

statement might be admissible to explain an ambiguity in a treaty, but cannot be

allowed to contradict a treaty's clear terms. Thus Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller

recommended the only safe legal step to escape the ban against use. In a statement

quoted by UPI on August 11, he called for attachment by the Senate of an "understand-

ing" that the treaty does not prohibit the use of nuclear weapons to repel aggression.

The Senate is accustomed to imposing such "understandings" or "reservations" in

about 18 per cent of the treaties submitted. In this case, however, if the Senate

does what is needed, it will expose us to the most vicious world-wide propaganda
campaign the Communists can devise. We will have proved, they could claim, 'that

we intend to unleash a hydrogen holocaust on the world; that we insist on keeping

"the peoples of the world" in terrible fear of nuclear destruction; that the capitalist

war -mongers are revealed in their true colors -- and that the peace-loving Soviet

Union was willing to make this great sacrifice of giving up use of their tremendously
more powerful nuclear weapons, but not so the US,

The second legal defect in the Treaty is the extension of the use wban "joker", by
the language of paragraph 2, to bind the United States not to share with our allies

the weapons our mutual enemy has in such abundance. An agreement not to assist

our allies in making nuclear tests would have been a reasonable supplement to our
own agreement not to test in prohibited environments. Repetition of the joker phrase,
however, carries the obligation much further than tests , and prohibits us from "in

any way participating in" the carrying out of "any other nuclear explosion, anywhere. 1

Furnishing weapons to be exploded would clearly come within that prohibition.
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To a future US Administration, it might become clear that the national self-preser-

vation of the United States depends upon sharing with our allies. Multiplication of

the targets a surprise attack must hit to save the Soviet Union from retaliatory

devastation, may be recognized as an essential element of deterring a surprise

attack. Now, of course, we refuse to share with our friends, even on a basis which
would make us, and them, and the peace of the world more secure. But now this is

a matter of policy only. Senate ratification, without a n reservationM or an appended
Understanding", will put us in a strait-jacket of treaty obligation. On the other

hand, if we try to exit the trap, we will be vulnerable to Soviet propaganda that we
demand to sow world-wide the seeds of nuclear terror and destruction, and are

plotting against Soviet measures to preserve the peace.

The third legal defect is also included in Article I. This is not another case of the

US rep^resentative_s_ approv}jigJ.a^

is merely ambiguous, but still below any reasonable standard of professional com-
petence. The NEW YORK TIMES article quoted above reports its Washington source

appraisal of this defect:

"Article I also contains another passage that contradicts United States

policy and a United Nations resolution on the limits of national juris-

diction over the atmosphere and space. The world organization stated

unanimously in 1961 that space was free for exploration and not subject

to national appropriation.

"The test ban treaty, however, could be read as implying that the at-

mosphere and regions beyond its limits, including space, are places

under the jurisdiction or control of nations. "

This may not appear now to be an important point, but if the United States continues

present policy of refusing to compete with Russia in developing capabilities for the

military use of space (see the highly authoritative article in READERS DIGEST for

August, 1963, entitled "We're Running the Wrong Race With Russia!") it may become
the only legal peg the Soviets require for both de jure and de facto control of space.

~~ They~may shoot down our defensiW
essential space activities. Freedom of space may soon be more important to US
survival than was ever our great tradition of freedom of the seas. Because we are
an open society, we need space reconnaissance to help offset the military advantages
of their closed society. Because we are a have-not nation as to land mass, we need
the vast depth of space to offset their 9, 000, 000 square miles over our 3, 700, 000.

The overriding legal questions of life-or-death importance to the United States are
.

those raised by a single assertion in President Kennedy 1 s address to the nation on
the Moscow Test -Ban Treaty:

"For this is not a unilateral moratorium, but a specific and solemn
legal obligation. M



Does this treaty really obligate the Soviet Union to do anything ? Or to refrain
from doing anything ? If so, to what does it solemnly obligate Russia?" And for
how long? If Russia is obligated, are there any provisions to determine whether
she is meeting her obligations? If it should be proved that she has violated her
obligations, are there any enforcement provisions to secure compliance? Are
there any penalty provisions to deter cheating in advance or to punish it if it

is detected and proved?

All of these questions strike at the heart of the two most serious legal defects in

the Moscow Treaty.

The fourth and fifth legal defects are, therefore, 4th, that there are no inspection

provisions, no control provisions, no penalty provisions, no enforcement provi-
sions; and, J3th, *theJ3pyie;trdem^ advantages ^

for the Soviets, rewards rather than retards their most probable type of test -ban
betrayal, and puts the US at the greatest possible disadvantage.

The least that this nation and its Senate should demand of the Moscow Test -Ban
Treaty is more adequate safeguards against betrayal by the Soviets than existed

under the first nuclear test moratorium. Trusting Khrushchev's thrice -repeated

promises in that arrangement, resulted in a disaster so shocking that its magnitude
is still not understood by the American people.

By his first ban-breaking series of tests, Khrushchev advanced his technology
sufficiently to multiply the explosive power of his strategic weapons stockpile by
500 per cent. He secured the addition of enough nuclear explosive power to destroy

the United States, all of our allies, and should he desire, Red China, at the same
time. It gave him the capability of building operational missiles up to one hundred
times more powerful than the US most modern and numerous missiles, POLARIS
and MINUTEMAN. By making and betraying the first test -ban, Khrushchev not

only stole our long existing two -to -one superiority in the technology of strategic

nuclear warheads --he more than reversed it.

There are other cogent reasons why the senator -lawyers should reject or ratify

the Moscow Treaty, depending on their findings as to whether its safeguards are

at least superior to those of the first moritorium.

President Kennedy himself has expressed this conviction with logic that can not

be challenged. If other nations, he said, in 1962,

"thought we could permit a repetition of last summer's deception

surely they would lose faith in our will and wisdom as well as our

weaponry. M (Underscoring supplied. ) (NEWSWEEK, March 12, 1962)

What happens when the Soviets form a low opinion of our "will and wisdom", is

demonstrated by their attempt to render us vulnerable to a surprise attack spear-
headed by no -warning missiles from Cuba.
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It does not take a legally-trained senator to determine by reading the text of the

treaty that it provides absolutely no safeguards of any kind whatsoever. This

determination immediately raises three other questions: Are any safeguards

required to protect US security? What type of safeguard is most vital? and Can
the US take action outside of the treaty, which will make up for the fact that there

are no safeguards in the Treaty?

President Kennedy himself has given by far the most convincing answers to these

questions. True, his most recent statements have contradicted these answers
but legally trained senators should have little difficulty in deciding which are the

more reliable of the conflicting statements. Knowledgeable senators, like Senator

Jackson, who was quoted above, have already observed that "A test -ban must not

be merchandised like cosmetics . . . Government officials are not salesmen but

-stewards.-— Here^are-the-key^statements-made--by-Mr-.—Kennedy-befor^-,the-^har-d
sell" began.

In November, 1961, President Kennedy denounced the Soviets prolonged prepara-

tions to betray the test ban while going through the motions of "negotiations" with

us. He declared that "if they fooled us once, it is their fault, and if they fool us

twice, it is our fault.
"

In January of 1962, he stressed specifically the danger of Soviet betrayal of a second

test-ban by secret preparations for surprise atmospheric tests. He declared that

any future agreement would have to contain

'V'lmethods of inspection and control which could protect us against a

^repetition of prolonged secret preparations for a sudden series of
r; major J;ests.

"

On March 14, 1962, at his press conference, the President again stated that "We
are going to make proposals in regard to inspection of preparations. "

Yet the;Moscow Treaty has absolutely no such inspection or control provisions as

the'T^resl3enT'ffimself decTarlTare *necessarytoprotecTUS ~securfty agailSTSo
-'

viet "surprise" abrogation.

The likelihood of such a betrayal is now enhanced by the Moscow Treaty "escape
clause". As Khrushchev himself repeatedly declared under the 1958 moratorium,
the side which violated that moratorium would "cover itself with shame" and "be
condemned by the peoples of the world. " The 3 -month notice clause -- which broke
all US treaty -precedents and our tradition of the binding effect of treaties now
provides an "honorable" way to betray us with a surprise abrogation.

Even the US Disarmament Agency has admitted that 18 months might be required
to prepare a comprehensive series of tests, so 3 months is obviously too little

notice for security. Also, under Article 49-0 of the Soviet Constitution, the Soviet

Government is authorized to abrogate any treaty, instantly and without cause .
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xStocTo cover these facts, to attempt to explain away the failuJf of the Treaty to
include the safeguards which President Kennedy had declared to be required, a
parade of Administration witnesses is claiming that the US will now maintain a
"readiness to test. "

Secretary of Defense McNamara's testimony on August 13, as reported by the
Associated Press on that date, is typical:

"Surprise abrogation does not pose a serious threat to our national
security . . . we have the determination to maintain a readiness
to test in every environment, " (Underscoring supplied. )

McNamara and most of these witnesses also pontificate that the Soviets could
make no substantial gains by one series of pre-planned tests. This, of course,
is just what the test -ban proponents said last time, up to the point when the So-
viets in a single series of tests improved their yield -to -weight ratio by a factor
of 5 or more, reversed the former US lead, and began to build massive supremacy
into their strategic warheads.

The President has given "steward" rather than "salesman" type answers to both
of these contentions. NEWSWEEK under date of March 12, 1962, included this

significant statement in the President's explanation of the US "reluctant" determi-
nation to resume atmospheric testing:

"Finally, said Mr. Kennedy, the US had no assurance that the Soviet
Union would not set off another test series at will, providing the

USSR 'with a nuclear attack and defense capability so powerful as
to encourage aggression. '"

There has not been any scientific development to change the situation since that

assertion by the President. Nor does anything in this Treaty preclude the Soviet
Union from setting off another test series "at will".

,
They could invoke their consti-

tutional power of instant abrogation, or even give the three months notice for an
"honorable" exit under their new "escape clause"
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THE WORLD OF PRESIDENT JOHNSON

The assassination of President Kennedy has accomplished, howeyer briefly,

a degree of national unity rarely seen in American political life. All men of

decency felt a sense of shock and tragedy, whatever their opinion of Mr,
Kennedy's policies. All good Americans will wish our new president well in

1

the great tasks which now confront him. Inevitably, foreign policy and nation-

al security - the manifold problems associated with the titanic and unremitting

struggle against international communism - assume paramount importance.

The stark truth remains: if we lose the cold war, our domestic differences

will have neither meaning nor expression. _ .. „ _—

"TKere will be time enough in the future to resume the "great debate" over
the grand strategy of our cold war policy. This debate must and should be
resumed because the question of how best to preserve and extend freedom
in the nuclear age is the central issue for every American, whether he realizes

it or not.

For now it is well to pause in this moment of time and survey some of the

major elements in the world situation as they appear in the aftermath of

President Kennedy's death. Unfortunately, it is a continuing picture of tur-

moil and danger either produced or exploited by our enemies in their relent

-

less'efforts to destroy or-submerge eve-ry -value which- we Amerieans^hold- - —
dear.

1 . The Soviet Union

The Soviets reacted very nervously to ;th<p\as s#s $att£ii&6v 5 • Th£ ostentatious

show of sympathy and the dispatching^! 'MiKo^yan^to W^sliirigtpn indicated

Moscow's initial fear that the United States, m^gnt toughen its attitude. "Peace-
ful coexistence" and "relaxation of tension" (ROT) continue to be the major
Soviet lines for the present. The handling of the Barghoorn affair illustrates

this point. Professor Barghoorn was arrested, in the usual Soviet fashion,

as a hostage for Soviet spy I. A . Ivanov, "Armtorg" employee arrested by

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY
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the United States on October 29, 1963. The Soviets were genuinely astonish-
ed at the intensity of the US reaction and soon concluded that they had made
a mistake. Our ambassador was then informed that Barghoorn was releas-
ed on the "personal intervention' 1

of Khrushchev, though we were also warn-
ed that we should not make an issue of the case. They also implied that

they still expect us to release Ivanov in due time.

The real meaning of "peaceful coexistence" to the Soviets, however, is to

be found in their actions and not their words.

In Berlin the autobahn incidents reveal the continuing Soviet efforts to erode
our position there. The Soviet reply to our protests re -emphasized their

claim to control the passage of allied persons and goods through Soviet

checkpoints. All of this is regarded as tactical maneuvering aimed at draw-
ing us into a formal discussion of the Berlin access question. The Presi-
dents assassination has probably brought a temporary halt to this tactic.

In the Congo, the direct involvement of the Soviets in Congo plotting was
revealed by the documents seized from two Soviet diplomats. The documents
showed that the Soviet Embassy in Leopoldville was providing money and ad-

vice to Christophe Gbenye, a Lumumbist who operates with a group of follow-

ers in Brazzaville, capital of the former French Congo. The money was to

buy 500 CongoT^e'^lTiiersribr"anr attempt-t^ov-erthmw.JPremi^^Adoula.
Adoula ordered the entire Soviet mission out of the country. QVleanwhile^ J

the general Congo chaos worsens. Moise Tshombe remains in exile in

Spain with the Congolese Government divided on whether to permit his re-

turn. )

In Cuba, the Soviets maintain a deep commitment despite some evidence of

cool relations with Castro (such as his snubbing of the Revolution Anniversary

Party at the Soviet Embassy November 7). There have been some Soviet per-

sonnel withdrawals in the past nine months, although more recently there

have been as many Soviets coming in as going out. Most important, in terms
of the future, Soviet arms shipments to Cuba continue. The Russians are

training Cuban military forces and gradually turning over to them the control

of surface-to-air and cruise type coast defense missiles. (Persistent re-

ports of large numbers of Chinese troops in Cuba are not confirmed.

)

In Laos, the Russians gave no satisfaction to "neutralist" premier Souvanna

Phouma, who recently journeyed to Moscow to appeal for Soviet influence to

halt the deterioration of his coalition government. The Russians blandly as-

sert their continued "support" for the coalition, which is merely a hollow

fraud used by the Pathot Lao as a legal shield for their "creeping takeover"

of the country. Russia is apparently quite content to see matters continue

as they are.



At home, Soviet military policy reveals at least one of the reasons for the

nuclear test ban and the detente pushed by Soviet diplomacy. Despite the

failure to establish strategic missiles in Cuba, the Soviets evidently decided
against a major quantitative build-up at home of their present weapons sys-
tems, in favor of concentration on futuristic weapons . Currently, there
are probably fewer than 150 ICBM launchers and as yet no true Polaris

type submerged-firing missile submarines. Despite some hardening, most
of the ICBM pads are still in above-ground "soft" locations . The first anti-

ballastic missile (the one displayed at the November parade in Moscow) is

deployed in considerable numbers around Leningrad, but it is questionable

that it could defend even that single city against a multiple warhead attack.

This is probably a first generation missile which will be followed by other,

more sophisticated models. Over -all there can be no question of current

U. S» military superiority. The Samos reconnaissance satellite takes most
""of the gues s~work-out-of ~estimate s of-current-Soviet-strate g-ie-s-triM-ng-pew-er-s—

Most ominous for the future, however, is the methodical way in which the

Soviets continue to perfect their military technology while refusing all mean-
ingful disarmament proposals. A third generation, larger yield ICBM is in

production. A Polaris type missile may soon be fitted on their submarines.
Large numbers of surface -firing, cruise-type missile submarines are being

built to attack shipping. Some of the "Cosmos" series of earth satellitesjnay__

have a miliary mis,s^^ in

October (see WR 63-22) is a long step forward in the development of a mili-

tarily useful space platform. In addition, the Soviets are working intensive-

ly in the areas of bacteriological and chemical warfare. These are ghastly

weapons suitable for a wide range of purposes. They may some day over-

shadow even the nuclear weapon in political -military importance.

Neither Soviet military literature nor current policy provide grounds for the

optimistic view of some that Soviet planners have abandoned, once and for

all, the hope for an eventual military solution to the cold war.

_2^__Southeas,tAsia „

This is the area where the "cold war" is currently the hottest. The coup

which overthrew and murdered President Diem and his brother Nhu on

November 1, has so far brought no improvement in the situation in South

Vietnam. On the contrary, Viet Cong attacks have become bolder, more
widespread, and considerably more successful.

The political background for the coup was created by the Communist Viet

Cong. As they began to lose gound in the countryside, they spread terrorism

in the towns, infiltrated the Buddhist pagodas and used them as safe storage

depots for weapons and propaganda. Special agents went into the villages to

persuade monks to come to Saigon and commit suicide. Frequently the monks
were told that Diem had destroyed all pagodas in Saigon. One such effort mis-
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fired when a monk was inadvertently led past a Saigon pagoda while his Com- 1

munist "guides' 1 were conducting him to a spot where the U.N. investigating

commission would be present, in order that his suicide might be most effective.

The monk "saw the light, " and managed to escape to the police.

Now the "strong man" who is emerging within the military junta governing

South Vietnam is Maj. General Ton That Dinh, Minister of Security and
Commander of the Vietnamese 3rd Army Corps in control of Saigon. Dinh

was previously a strong supporter of President Diem and supported the opera-

tions against the pagodas in August. At that time, he held a press conference

to display the Communist weapons seized in the pagodas. Anti-Diem Western
correspondents would not print the story.

Dinh is anti-Communist, but also ambitious and obviously opportunistic. If

he-takes" power/ ~the political situation could go'either way. To prevent whole-

sale Communist infiltration and influence within the Government, authoritarian

rule is necessary. Yet this was the "crime" of Diem.

At the moment, the situation is highly uncertain. The political parties are

attaching conditions to their support of the Government. Pressures to re-

move all military commanders associated with Diem are weakening the mili-

jary^effqirt against the Viet Cong. Over this hangs the constant agitation for a

negotiated settlelSent^ffic^^^ th^^e0untr^under^a„"neiatml/ f regime^
a la Laos. (Sihanouk of Cambodia, Phouma of Laos, the French, influential

U.S. commentators and politicians, and of course, the Communists all favor

this "solution, ") It is a toss up as to whether the country will be held.

The events in South Vietnam have their inevitable reaction outside its borders.
After the coup, Cambodia's Prince Sihanouk was quick to calculate the danger

to himself in a similar heavy dependence on U. S. aid and influence. Though
the move was unpopular with many Cambodians and may be at least partially

reversed, Sihanouk demanded the termination of U.S. financial and military

aid. Communist China quickly offered her own brand of assistance. Regard-
less of whether _Cambodia swings into the Communist orbit, the country will

likely become even more open to Communist guerrillas infiltrating south

through Laos and eventually down to the Mekong delta area of South Vietnam.

Farther south, the Malaysia/ Indonesia "confrontation" is coming rapidly to

a boil; here, too, the Communists are involved. By supporting Indonesian
efforts to wrest the Borneo areas from the Malaysian Federation, the local

Communists, and behind them Russia and China, all hope to increase their

influence.

The long Indonesian frontier with Sarawak and Sabah (N. Borneo) creates a

classic situation for guerrilla warfare. Indonesian regulars are training for

such operations, and junior officers already are leading raiding parties

across the borders. The principal internal threat within the Borneo terri-

tories of Malaysia comes from the Clandestine Communist Organization



(CCO) drawn from the Chinese element in Sarawak. There are about 1, 000

hard core members, under over -all Indonesian direction.

Sukarno wants no settlement except on his terms. The British are apparent-

ly resolved to support Malaysia militarily and expect two years of guerrilla

warfare. This estimate is probably low; the Indonesian dictator 1 s appetite is

fully aroused; only decisive U.S. action can stop him.

3. Latin America

Castro also reacted nervously to the news from Dallas, as well he might,

since Cuba continues to pursue an active policy of military and political in-

tervention in Latin America. On November 24 Che Guevara stressed in a

speech that Latin American ferment is reaching a climax and that people there

"are'going to 'conquer power"m~whatever manner" necessary—destroying what—

—

ever force that opposes them. n

The most flagrant example of concrete Cuban support for these inflammatory
words is found, of course, in Venezuela, where armed Communist terrorists

have sought to spread chaos. Here Cuba is known to supply the guerrillas by
air drop at night and by shipping arms to British Guinea from whence they

are smuggled overland into Venezuela. Submarines (which could only be ______
3ws.sianLand„sm-al4~Gra-ft-are-suspected^of l~aiitllng ^ on the

beaches. The long coast line and weak Venezuelan surveillance capabilities

permit these efforts to succeed.

But on November 1, a cache of Cuban arms was discovered on a beach, which
permitted Venezuela to go before the Organization of American States with

proof of Cuban intervention. In taking this action, President Betancourt de-
clared that

Mwhat is needed is joint, definitive action to terminate that dangerous
(Cuban) bridge. n At the minimum, Venezuela has called for an air/ sea block-

ade to halt the flow of arms. The O. A. S. and the United States now have a con-

crete plea for action before them, in legal accord with the Rio Treaty of Col-
lective -Defense.. ItwoILhe. interesting_to. s£.ejwJaat„will__actually be done.

In Brazil, meanwhile, the danger is far more political than military, and it

is approaching the acute stage, after constant and quiet deterioration, (See

WR 63-4).

While inflation proceeds unchecked and economic chaos mounts, the country

has split openly between left and right. This cleavage extends through the

armed forces, and either a pro or anti -Government coup could be imminent.
Politically, left -leaning President Goulart and his even more leftist brother-
in-law Brizola are lined up against strongly anti-Communist Carlos Lacerda,
a Presidential candidate for 1965. On October 4, there was an unsuccessful
effort by army paratroopers to kidnap Lacerda. The effort was made with at

least the knowledge of War Minister Gen. Jair Ribiero. Jair Ribiero was
furious at the failure and ordered the transfer of division officers who re-
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fused to take part in the plot.' Brizola wishes the Government to assume an
"aggressive anti -imperialist" line and to oust the present cabinet in favor

of left-wing nationalists.

Rumors of all sorts are sweeping Brazil. The key to the situation is more
than ever the control of major military commands. Hence, the crucial jockey-

ing for position. It is very late in the day for a successful right wing coup

against Goulart/ Brizola, but it may still come. Much more likely is a left

wing military take-over followed by a dictatorship which will open the portals

wide to Communism.

Only in British Guinea is the situation looking up. The British have had the

good sense to postpone independence for the country until after elections and

to. institute a proportional representation voting system. Under this system,

Marxist Cheddi Jagan will find it difficult to retain his present heavy majority

in the legislature. Jagan, of course, is furious at this turn of events and has

vowed to "fight imperialism as Castro has done. " There is bound to be trouble,

but if the British stand firm this country could still be saved.

These are only some of the highlights of the dangerous world in which we live.

It/ is complex and by no means all dark for the cause of freedom. The over-

tiding point to keep in mind, however, is the absolutely unchanging goal of

jCommunist world domination. The "true believer" in Communism may well be
perplexe^Be^cause^of"the^differing- interpretationjDfc. Marx^^-jLeninism;- pre -

sented by Soviet and Chinese ideologists. But "imperialism" (that^lisTre^~
"

mains the same villain to both and true

Communist will come to pass only when imperialism is no more.
"peace" as defined by both brands of
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Washington, February 3, 1964 $ -jT WR 64-5 * *

TOWARDS "CONVERGENCE" WITH RUSSIA?

Americans, who believe that the Communist determination to "bury" capitalism
can only be defeated by an equal United States determination to "bury" commu-
nism, may find it difficult to understand why American policy towards the So-
viet Union has become so much more conciliatory in the past several months.
Have fundamental, long range Soviet objectives changed since the Cuban missile
crisis? No American official yet claims that they have. And, yet, the late Presi-
dent Kennedy's speech at American University on June 10, 1963 (See WR 63-14)

seemed to represent a historic Administration decision that the best way out of

the "containment" dead-end does not lie in counterattack or greater pressure on
the Soviet Union, but contrariwise, in reduction or elimination of those pressures
which we have been exerting. Since that time, United States actions, including

President Johnson's disarmament message of January 21, 1964, have conformed
closely to this philosophy. v

An important document has come to light which appears to provide muchj&f the

rationale for our current policy towards the Soviet Union. It is calle<j?pfiprimo

tctioVi For ttofiXwtjrpl of Conflict; ^^s^m^^mM$^&^^^^^^
Tensions and ^n^^ogi^^ It was produced irTthe spring of 1963 under the

MS^ra^^FffiSJtti^Ttute For Defense Analyses - a private research organization.
-It-bears^the name-oO^incent^^bRock, -who^has-a.background^of^White^HQUse^staff
work. / ^^^^^^S

L/
Only 300 copies of this study were produced and circulated under the code name
^^^^^P^ A copy was given to each member of the United States negotiating

teaSvmicn went to Moscow last July to negotiate the Test Ban Treaty. It has
been closely read in the highest echelons of government. There is every rea-
son to believe that its basic reasoning and major conclusions have been accepted
as guidelines for our relations with Russia.

At the heart of this paper, lies the concept that the only possible solutionjo the
Soviet-American conflict lies in a converging coexistence of the two societies.

This means, essentially, a "convergence of values and purposes."
HOT RECOUPED

The establishment of world peace, the author suggests, might bestebff^hflyfl®
by "creating a substantial cross-national diffusion of interest and, uiUm-a

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING THE NATION'S SECURITY
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of power, which would enhance restraint and contribute to a growth of a sense
of community." Towards this end, the increasing industrialization and afflu-~~ T

ence of the USSR can offer great hope for "growing similarities of values/'
but only if the United States reduces its pressures on the Soviets and "places
highest priority on positive common, action for common purposes,"

The alternative to overwhelming! reliance on "deterrent forces and world-wide
defensive conflict to keep, communism at.;bay" is "first, to devise, and invest in

areas of common action in order that, as the 'enemy' grows stronger, the common
interest will prevail over parochial . . . purposes; and, second, to seek by a
variety of approaches to restrain and limit the means and occasions of violent
conflict."

All of this adds up to the "Strategy of Interdependence." It is defined this way:

"Interdependence, as aT strategy, emphasizes the need to work simultaneously and
on a broad front on the two main obstacles to the control of conflict. On the one
hand, there must be an intensive and steadily widening exploration and experimenta-
tion with the whole array of measures which may restrain or reduce the role of

force. On the other hand, there must be an even more substantial commitment
of resources and talent to the development of enterprises of understanding and
action which will provide common experience for citizens of the two sides."

The author maintains that containment and deterrence have failed to provide for

American security in the sense that nuclear war remains a possibility. While
deterrence is still necessary, he admits, "the insufficiency of containment stems
from its overwhelming reliance on force . . . Yet the use of nuclear force may
mean the end of civilization . . , The danger in reliance on force might be worth
the risk if it opened the way to world unity but it does not . . . Force may be a

temporary substitute for unity but in the nuclear age it is a particularly dangerous
and possibly fatal one ... No objective reason can be found for the excessive
U.S. reliance on force in its relations with the Soviet Union."

"Today," he goes on, "American security may be imagined as resting on a three-

legged stool. It is perched precariously because one leg is a mere stub. One
good leg represents deterrence of Communist aggression, the other stands for

the development of Free World strength arid cohesion. The stub symbolizes the

frustrated aim of understanding or entente with the Soviet Union."

"What is to be done? Deterrent forces are dangerous but unavoidable. Competi-
tion is dangerous but necessary and perhaps even desirable. Equally vital is the

nurturing of those activities which provide a third leg for the stool. A 'Balance

ofJeace' must mitigate the 'Balance of Terror' if restraint is to be sustained

ar^Sfthe ris£s of catastrophe lessened."

that the Uni^i States should seek to attain these operational objectives:

23
"1. "ft shift the Soviet goal of 'catching up' with the United States, in terms of

levelsPCf production, to a goal of matching Western patterns of use of resources."



"2. To shift the, priorities of resource use away from military expenditures
and toward consumption."

w3. To stabilize the military environment to increase the probability that time
will be available for constructive action."

"4. To create cross-national enterprises to explore nature for man's purposes
and to lay the foundations for Great Power solidarity."

"5. To open channels for trade and the spread of technology in order to better

satisfy the needs and desires of both peoples and to contribute to their enjoy-
ment of life."

"6. To improve the means of communication and understanding to provide the

foundation for a politics of consent."

tt
7. Gradually to replace policies of force by a politics of consent conducted in

an environment of intricate interdependence."

"8. On a pragmatic, 'step-by-step* basis to define and elaborate the instruments
and goals of an inclusive, pluralistic world community."

In order to achieve these objectives the author recommends a series of 22 specific

measures. In the important area of military posture he would have the United
States reduce its expenditures in order to take the "pressure" off and encourage
the Soviets to shift more of their own production from military hardware to con-
sumer goods; mutual invulnerability of strategic weapons systems is advocated;
and the United States is urged to "continue to search for step-by-step disengage-
ment measures which increase the stability of the military environment without

unduly upsetting the political balance."

The United States and Russia, he says, should exercise mutual restraint on allies

and neutrals so as to avoid their own involvement in unimportant conflicts; we
should develop a code for the conduct of unavoidable "semi-violent" politics in

backward nations, including strengthening of the already tacit agreements not

to use nuclear weapons or_interdict^supply lines; we should engage in all forms
of scientific, technical, and cultural cooperation including joint space and earth
exploration ventures; we should assist the Soviets in the development of their

agriculture, reduce our restrictions on trade, and facilitate trade by means of

credits and long term loans; we should enter into joint assistance programs
with the Soviets in the underdeveloped areas.

This is a brief and incomplete summary of a 141 page document, but it should
be sufficient to allow the reader to judge to what extent it may have played a
part in such moves as the call on the American people to reassess their attitude

toward the cold war, the proposal to the Soviets for a joint exploration of outer
space, and President Johnson's insistence, just before Christmas, that he be
allowed to sell wheat to the Soviets on credit.
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In theory much ofXhis Jatay sound very piausiDie, dux jkc
stand the assumptions f(P which it rs based, the natux^prf the gamble which it

ry plausible, but M|one should misunder^
\ based, the natux^p>f the

represents, or the conditions which are necessary for success.

The basic assumption is that by helping the Soviet Union to overcome its econo-
mic difficulties and by seeking areas of common action with it, we can gradually
bring about the fundamental alteration of Soviet purpose which containment alone
has failed to do. There is the supposition, in shQrt, that the Soviet rulers can be
persuaded or otherwise induced by these measures to abandon their drive for

world unity under communism.

The gamble lies in the fact that if this does riot occur the enemy will be all the

more able to war against us in the future. '

- ?

"

Even more serious, perhaps, to those who cherish the American way of life is

the stipulated condition necessary for the success of the gamble: the "conver-
gence of values and purposes" between ourselves and Russia. In this view, world
peace and "unity" require some kind of final merger of the two systems,

•"Convergence" is by no means a new idea. Nearly every policy-maker who regards
the idea of victory over Communism as nonsense has some such idea as this in

his mind as a final "solution" to the cold war. But if this is now to become the

official philosophy of American foreign policy we should remember that it is

still along ways from that of Khrushchev, Our maximum goal may be convergence;
his solution remains the total victory of Communism, As he put it in a speech to

Soviet textile workers as recently as January 18, 1964: I :i

;

"We ourselves are struggling to build communism in our country.
But this does not mean that we are building communism in the con-
fined limits of the Soviet frontiers, , , We are beating paths toward
the new, showing the road to the whole world. Communism is being
built not only within the borders of the Soviet Union; we are also do-
ing all we can to see that communism triumphs over all the earth."
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Lompoc, California

Dear

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN K UNCLASSIFIED

" /,0ATE^^B¥^5^c
Your letter of February 17, 1964, has been received.

With respect to your inquiries, the FBI being an

investigative agency of the Federal Government neither makes
evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or integrity

of any organization, publication or individual. Further, this Bureau
does not issue clearances or nonclearances of any type. Therefore,

I trust you will understand why I am not in a position to comment
along the lines you have suggested.

With regard to Mr. W. Cleon Skousen, he entered on
duty with the FBI as a clerk on October 24, 1935, in which capacity

he served until June 17, 1940, when he became a Special Agent. He
voluntarily resigned the latter position on October 5, 1951. His per-

sonal~ventures and his opinions and comments are strictly his own
and the FBI is unable to comment on these in any way whatsoever.

Enclosed is some literature I hope will be of interest.

Sincerely yours,

& Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director
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Enclosures (4)

Let's Fight Communism Sanely!

4/1/61 FBI LEB Intro

4/17/62 Internal Security Statement
Faith In Frepdbi

I^mailISB^II teletype unitO
See Note next page
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NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. Freedom
University ef the Air has come to our attention in the past.

They have been broadcasting tapes on communism with introductions

given by Skousen.
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Lompoc, Calif.
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To; Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D.C.

Attn: Information Dept.

\
Dear Sir:

0

I have been listening to the ^Freedom University of the Air
^Program on TV Chanel 3 (SundaysTli^
Govt.,Navy, I want to be, sure if it's alright. I wrote for
a copy of Dr. SidneyD^Love ! s Program #57 and it mentioned
that a Mr. W,Cleqji)pKousen was Faculty Director and that he

had been connected with the FBI, this I would like to check

on and why he left? So many times a person can innocently get

connected with the wrong kind of outfit, am I not right?

Any advise you can give me would be appreciated.

Yours truly.

HEREIN 0 Ul^SSlfitO

... FEB 26 1964



EC- A* June 19, 1964

Mr. MartTnliitamel

President

Jeffrey Martin, Inc.

1020 Commerce Avenue
Union, New Jersey

ALL INFORMAttW

HEREIN rfafiT.

Dear Mr. Hlmmel:

Your letter of June 15th has been received.

While I would like to be of service to you,

the FBI being an investigative agency of the Federal Govern-
ment neither makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to

the character or integrity of any organization, publication or
individual. Further, this Bureau does not issue clearances
or nonclearances of any type. I regret I am unable to be of

help in this instance but trust you will understand the necessary
reasons. It Is hoped you will not infer either that we do or do
not have data in our files relating to the American Security

Council.

Sincerely yours,

tt. Edgar Hoover

'MAILER ft

NOTE: Correspondent wrote on 6/8/64 concerning the Christian

Anti-Communism Crusade and outgoing 6/12/64 furnished him Bureau \

reprint material. The American Security Council is an organization ;

financed and operated by private industry as a national research and infor-

mation center on subversive activities for its members. Information developed^

is made available for a fee to member companies and other organizations^ in-

dividuals deemed to be qualified by ASC. The president and vice president^

are former SAs of the Bureau. The ASC sponsors Fidelifax, Inc. , .a nationwide

personnel investigaUijg-organization with offices in 32 cities, each of which \s

allegedly headed>yii former Bureau Agent. (lOQ-^25828)

DTRfcl l/A-

(3) ^1
T96»' „ ^

MAIL ROOM CZ1 TELETYPE UNIT I .1 1^

S4f ^ it.



Jeffrey Martin, Inc.
1020 Commerce Avenue, Union, N,J.

MUrdoek 7- 4000

m iNFoptioram™

June 15, 1964

Mr* J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Department of Justice Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

o
I have been approached by the American Security Council for
membership and other forms of assistance.

Before making any commitment to this organization I would
like to know if you are familiar with it and if you have
any information that would help me in determining whether
it is a worthwhile organization or whether it is subversive
in any way.

Thank you.

Very sincerely yours,

Martin Himmel
MH:kel President

^^ eaaj^
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